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ABSTRACT

Increased concentrations of gasses such as carbon dioxide (CO) and

chloroflorocarbons (CFCs), amongst others, in the atmosphere have led some scientists

to propose ttrat a warming of the earth's climate may be occurring. This effect is

commonly refe,lred to as the Grecnhouse cffecL This will have an impact on

ag¡icultural practices which are sensitive to factors such as temperature and

precipitation. The province of Manitoba is very reliant upon agriculture and

agricdàrrally related industries for revenue creatisa and emplo)¡ment and therefore it

is important for fa¡mers, policy makers and Manitobans in gencral to improve their

knowledge of the potential impacts of climatic warming in order that they can plan for

the future more effectively.

The study has four objectives:

Ð To estimate how yields of existing crops will change in response to ¿Ìn

altered climate,

iÐ to suggest new enterprises which could be introduced as a result of the

climate change,

iiÐ to evaluaæ the potential economic consequences of climate change for

the agricultural sector in Manitoba,

iv) to consider new cropping pattern that may occur as a result of climate

change.

These objectives were achieved using models and procedures to estimaæ future

yields, which were thcn incorporated into a simple linear prograÐming model from

which the economic impacts and changes in cropping patterns were obtained.
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Results show beneficial effects in terms of gross margins achieved by the crop

sector in Manitoba as a result of greenhouse warming. An increased gowing season

accompanied by an increase in heat units received throughout the province facilitated

expanded production of some existing crops, for exaqple soybeans, sunflowers and

corn, to commercial levels; as well as the inroduction of clops totally new to

production such as sorghum and potentially winter wheat, in addition to an expansion

of agricultural p'ractices furttrer norttr.

Several conclusions can be drawn from ttre findings of this study. It would appear

that greenhouse $,arrning will be beneficial to ttre agricultural sector in Manitoba. New

cropping pattems could be introduced, changing the relative profrtability of different

areas of the province, and agriculture extend further north. t
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1.1 Background

.During the past century, some scientists have predicted a warming trend which

could result in a significant change in the ea¡th's climate. Agricultural practices are

very dependent on climate therefore any changes will have important implications for

food production and supply. The importance of successful agricultural practices to

man's survival and to the health of many econor.nies, should not be underestimated and

as a result, scientists, policy makers and governments require an indication of the

potential effects of climatic warming on agriculture (among other sectors) and strategies

to minimise any disruptions or capitalise upon the benefîts it may endow.

The province of Manitoba, Canada, is very reliant upon agriculture and

agriculturally related industries. In 1987, approximately 557o of the value of

agricultural prod.uction was obtained from crop oriented practices (Manitoba Agriculture

1987), which stretch to the limits of possible productive areas; as such these marginal

areas are likely to exhibit noticeable responses to climate change. Therefore,

knowledge relating to ttre effecs of climate change on agriculture and possible

responses to these changes is essential for Manitobans as well as people engaged in

agriculture all over the world. This study will consider the possible effect of different

climate change scenarios on crop yields in Manitoba, and the responses required by

CHAPTER OI{E
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farmers to maintain economically optimal (or close optimal) production patterns.

1.2 The Greenhouse Effect

Several theories have been propounded to explain the observed warming trend.

These can be divided into two categofes; those considering natural and those

considering man made phenomena. Cyclical warming and cooling of the Ea¡th's

climate has been observed for many years; for example the last major wanrring

occurred approximately 12,000 years ago (Schneider 19S6) bringing an end to the last

ice age. These types of climate change are considered related to narural events such

as changes in the terrestrial carbon or hydrological cycle, or the earth's orbit and

declination (Newman 1980). However, since the early 1970's gr€ater importance has

been given to the role of man's activities as .a factor influencing climatic change.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that climatic warming may be occurring as a

' result of burning fossil fuels, large scale destruction of the rainforests and man's total

agricultural, indusrial and transport activities which increase the atmospheric

concentration of carbon dioxide (COr), methane, chloroflurocarbons (CFCs) and nitrous

oxide particles (among others). Short wave radiation emitted by the sun is able to

penetrate through the earth's atmosphere and reach its surface. When radiation strikes

the earth, some is reflected and some absorbed and converted. into heat energy. As the

earth warms, it also emits radiation back up into the atmosphere. This radiation is of

a much longer wavelength than that received by the earth and is easily absorbed and

reflected back by many of the gases in the atmosphere, for example COr. Therefore,

there is concern that the documented increase in the concentrations of CO, and other

atmospheric gases are causing more energy to be trapped and temperatures to rise (See

2
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Fig. 1.1 ). This warming trend is commonly referred to as the Greenhouse effect, and

the gases referred to as the Greenhouse gases. Of all the gases, Cû, is considered the

major contributor to the greenhouse effect with CFCs a close second (Frg. 1.2). CO,

is the major contributor due to its volume while CFCs, though not present in such

great quantities, contibute substantially because of their potent greenhouse

cha¡acteristics.

1.3 Speed of Climatic Warming

There are wide ranging estimates available which predict the speed of COz increase

in the atmosphere. Among the most rapid increase projected is a doubling of CO, (to

approximately 600 ppm)r by the years 2035 to 2040. More conservative projections

predict a doubling by the yeu 2A75 or beyond (White 1935). Large scale general

circulation models (GCMs), such as GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory)

and GISS (Goddard Institute for Space Studies), are being used to predict the effects

of the observed CO, increase on the Ea¡:th's climate. Most studies have suggested that

there will be a greater increase in temperature in the high latitudes and mid-continental

regions than in the tropics (Arttrur 1988, Manabe and Weatherald 1980 cited in White

1985), but no general consensus has been reached concerning the effects of increased

COr on precipitation. Most models predict an overall increase in prccipitation with

greenhouse warming, but the monthly and regional distributions are unknown (Arthur

1988). Oram (1985) states that, "temperaflue effects of a secular climatic change are

likely to have a greater impact on production systems in colder regions of the

t. ppm - parts per million.
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Coe).

Llght ls absorbed by the
earth. lt Is reradialed at longer
heat wavelengths, some of
whlch are captured by CO2i 

,

the others escape Into space.

At the norma¡ atmospher¡c
CO2 level the quantlty of l¡ght
and heat escaping Into space
determlnes the earlh's
temperature and cl¡mate.

Hlgher concentrations of CO2
.trap more reradiated heat.
Atmospher¡c and surface
temperatures i ncrease,
affecting weather and cl¡mate.
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Figure 1.1 The Greenhouse Effecfi how it works.

Source: Environment Canada, Atnospheric Environment Service, Fact Sheet "The
Greenhouse Gasses", 1986.
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while the effects of a change in total precipitation or its distribution will be most

pronounced in lower latitudes". However, Manabe and Weatherald suggest that there

will still be a substantial increase in precipitation in the higher latitudes (47N and

above) because of the greater poleward transfer of water vapour (Manabe and

Weatherald 1980, ciæd in White 1985). It should be noted that the province of

Manitoba lies within these bounds. Its large reliance on agricultu¡e foi revenue and

employment make it important to investigate and understand the implications of a

changed climate.

1.1.3 Magnitude of Change

The extent of precipitation and temperaturc changes predicted by the GCMs are

variable. The estimates presented in Table 1.1 relate only to Manitoba, it should be

remembered that different areas of the world are likely to be affected to different

extents. Each of the GCMs differ slightly in the way they model the amosphere and

their degree of resolution (fable L.2), which could account for a large part of the

variation between their predictions, (fable 1.1). Although their results differ, in general

"virtually all theoretical studies suggest that increasing CO, concentrations would

significantly increase average global temperatures" (White 1985, ).

1.4 Choice of GCM

Each GCM has slightly different predictions for temperature and precipitation

changes that will occur as a result of doubling CO, in the aûnosphere. The choice of

GCM is therefore important as its predictions will have an effect on the final

conclusions of the study. The GCM results used in this study are those given by the



Table 1.1

Changes in Existing Temperature and Precipitation Predicted for Manitoba by Three General Circulation

Models under a2*CO2 Climate Change Scenario

Temperature Change in C

GFDL (¡) osu O) GISS (c)

5.91
7.46
7.53
7.85
4.96
E.6E

8.79
8.21
7.12
6.37
5.94

Pecipiøtion 7o Change in mm

4.30
3.@
3.80
3.40
3.n
3.70
3.30
3.30
3.50
3.20
3.2ß

5.80
5.90
5.n,
5J0
3.10
3.30
3.O4
LU
4.54
4.41
6.13

GFDL (a) osU (b) GISS (c) GFDL

6.61
8.45
7.95
8.14
4.91
9.14
t.94
8.21
7,78
7.n
6.t2

111.74 140.æ
rn.96 108.@
115.54 130.00

113.98 123.æ
104.43 88.00
77.25 106.00
66.30 14600
68.61 t4¿00
8¿ll 100.00
99.85 r27.æ
14t.30 ln30

osu

4.42
3:t2
3.y2
3.12
9.28
3.n
3.34
3.50
3.42
ZEE
3.r2

Gtss

(a) Geophisical 4g{ U:qtnnio labcatory.
(b) OrcÀon Sute Universitv.
ici Godãa¿ Instituæ for Sþace Surdics.

(d) PortagelaPrairie-

5.50
6.00
5.20
5.50
L70
3.?Ð
3.00
z@
42Ã
4.21t
6.10

GFDL

6n
7.El
7.61
7.38
4.52
9.28
9.08
8.42
7.75
7.M
6.23

108..|()
t23.70
t31.50
103.80
105.40
106.00
120.00
I2Læ
7L@

I 17.00
138.00

osu

4.56
3.72
3.n
3.s2
3.n
4.93
3.42
3.6E
3.42
L62
LN

tß.n
t25.62
108.38
104.00gLn
7L08
7t.38
70.23
79.8s
98:n

143.00

GISS GFDL OSU GISS GFDL OSU

5.60 7.00 4.42 5.&
6.00 9.10 3.E8 6.00
5.30 8.30 3.90 5.30
5.30 8.90 3.0E 5.50
L70 5.30 3.n z@
3.30 9.00 3.93 3.2n
3.00 8.E0 3.36 Ln
2.80 8.00 3.50 2^40

4.50 7.80 3.42 4.æ
4.20 7.50 L72 4.2D
6.10 6.m L$ 610

u1.60 l2Læ
tn.u 125.00

!13.80 lür.00
87.@ 99.æ

105.@ llt.m
135.60 llE.m
128.00 124.00
tgl.32 91.00
ßL?Ð 120.q)
12E.38 133.00

clsi - -cFDL- - osu cßs GFDÙ osu GIss GFDL osu GIss

1t9.54
t24.23
tw:n
113.00
95.54
68.t5
68.n
73.ß
E1.69

t2L23
t43.q)

137.08
1r4.89
t2L8/.
tto.?2
86.V¿

ItL?5
126.53
119.14
105.40
134.33
t2L85

6.96
E.38
8.50

10.17
6.61
8.29
7.74
6.96
6.n
679
5J2

ios:m log.oo 137.58 lol.oo
120.00 t27.00 ll3.@ 125.00
t24.00 lû7.m n9.23 læ.m
108.00 95.æ 110.c¿ 108.æ
99.00 90.00 89.11 97.æ

11200 76.00 106.9 114.00
lt5.æ 7E.00 124.50 120.m
123.00 67.00 121.03 126.00
100.00 78.00 106.E8 7L@
114.00 105.00 t3l.7E 126.m
tn.@ 143.00 128.45 136.00

4.0E
4.Vl
3.45
3.68
3.08
3.@
3.45
3.93
3.55
2-45
3.05

GISS

Ã
5.70
5.n
5.30
3.70
LN
3.40
L&
4.q)
4.50
6E0

n4.n, n4.@ ll
t24.30 118.00 133.00
tw:n 131.4E 15¿00
117.48 120.@ 113.00
97.91 91.00 ll3.m
89.92 114.75 120.m
75.37 98.25 124.m
8632 12/'.75 110.00

lll.83 10E.50 91.00
114.86 ln.fi 126.æ
120.13 119.55 l3l.@



Table L.2 The General Characteristics of Five GCM Models

Gridcelt
dimentions
(lat *long)

Approx Cndcçll
arca (1000km")

Vertical
resolution
(layen)

Cloud disrib-
ution in
tnoposphere
influence on
radiation

GFDL

4.40 *
7.50

330

GISS NCAR

7.g30 * 4.Mo t
lo.oo z.5o

9

Ctouds
arÞ
allowed
to form
in each
layeç
they
affect
albedo
and IR
¡adiative
transfer

Seasonal
cycle

Realistic

Rcalistic

Mixed
laycr is
50mdesp

650

osu

4.00 *
5.00

330

Insolation

Clouds Clouds
are arc
allowed allowed
toform toform
in each in each
layeç layeç
they they
affect affect
albedo albedo
andlR andlR
radiative radiative
transfer transfer

Seasonal Seasonal
and cycle
diurnal
cycles

Realistic Realistic

Rcalistic Rcalistic

Mixed lvfixed
layer laycris
with 50mdeep
seasonally
depth is
prescribed
from
climaology
butwith a
macimum
allowed depth
of65m presc-
ribed seasonal
ocean heat
convergence

I.IKMO

3.00 *
330lsn

110190

2

Clouds
are
allowed
to form
in each
layeç
they
affect
albedo
and IR
radiative
transfer

Seasonal
cycle

Realistic

Rcalistic

Mixed
laycr is
60mdeep

I¡nd/ocean
distibution

Topography

Occan

ll

Clouds
afo
allowed
to form
in each
layeç
they
affect
albedo
and IR
radiative
transfer

Seasonal
and
diurnal
cycles

Rcalistic

Rcalistic

Mixed
layer is
50mdecp;
prcscribe
ocean hcat
heat
convergen0e

GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics laboratory
GISS Goddard l¡rstiu¡te for Space Surdies
NCAR National Centrc for Atrnospheric Research
OSU Orcgon Suæ Universþ
UKMO United Kingdom Meæorological Office

Source: Kellogg, V/.W. and Z. Zhao. 1988.
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1988 run of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) model2. This particular

model was chosen above the others for several reasons; previous versions of the model

have been used to predict çlim¿1s change on the Prairies in past studies (Williams et

4 1988, Arthur 1988) thus some continuity in climate change resea¡ch would be

maintained, it was recommended by experts in the field of climate change studies3 and

filled several criteria deemed desirable by Bach (Bach 198S). He consid'ered that for

climate impact analysis upon agriculture the GCM used should ideally meer the

following specifications :

a) be based on a realistic geography and topography,

b) have a high spatial resolution,

c) have an adequate æmporal resolution,

d) incorporate a coupled model of the atmosphere-ocean circulation,

e) simulate realistically the patterns of the observed climate @ach l9S8).

Bach discovered that none of the GCMs available at present fulfilled all 9f these

requirements. However, in his estimation, the GISS model came the closest, its major

disadvantage being its degree of resolution.

Modellers and those conducting resea¡ch into the impacts of climate change should

always bare in mind that predictions from the curïent GCMs are not very realistic,

therefore research must be considered in terms of possible scenarios rather than

predictions of future events.

2 2:CO2 is selected due to the wide availability of GCM model results for this scenario.
The effects of other greenhouse gases, or other CO, concentations have not been
widely simulated.

3 Personal Communication with J.B. Harrington, Climate Change and the Environment
Conference, May 11, 1989, Winnipeg.



1.5 Agriculture and Climate

Agricultural systems are closely related to climate. Different systems have evolved

throughout the world as a result of climatic differences and climatic influences on

factors such as soil type. These factors determine the crops that can be produced

successfully in different areas. Climatic changes are likely to affect both the magnitude

of production and the efficiency of the production system (White 1985). The profitabi-

lity of crops that are presently grown will change as yields are altered, resulting in new

boundaries between cropping zones and an evolution of new production systems. The

crop mix in many areas may have to change over time, crops which were once

profitable being rejected'as unsuitable for the new climate while previously infeasible

and unprofitable crops could be introduced.

If changes in crop variety and tlpe need to occl¡r, it is likely they witl come about

graduatly as the climate begins to change. Farmers need to be educated to produce

these new crops, and markets must be explored and opened for the prducts. The

speed of adoption may well relate to the risk preferences of the farming community.

That is, the more risk averse the farmer, the slower new technology or cropping

practices will be adopted unless suffîcient education and information a¡e available.

Social and economic factors react with technology and climate and a¡e likely to have

a major influence in determining which crops will be preferred by producers among

the range feasible. Greater awareness of the need for changes and the rationale behind

them reduces the perceived riskiness of adopting new practices and could smooth and.

quicken the period of change for the agricultural sector.

GCM climatic change results have indicated that large areas of the Canadian prairie

10
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Provinces at present unsuitable for agricultural practices could become usable should

the climate change as predicted as a result of doubling COr. For the Prairie Provinces

as a whole, one estimate predicts that 4 million hecta¡es of mineral soils and 3.1

million hecta¡es of organic soils would become suitable for agriculnral production

(Arthur 1988). At present many of these soils are in areas climatically unsuited to

agriculture due to climatically limiting factors such as growing season length and

number of heat units received. Other areas are at present suited for crop production

but input costs exceed those in the south of the province making these areas less

economically viable. Additional areas where soils a¡e also limiting for example:

Cþosols, could also be freed for production as with a milder climate ttreir strucnue

would change over time making them suitable for marginal agricultural practices (Dept.

Agricultural Economics and Farm Management 1985).

The combination of yield and øop type changes coupled with an extended

agriculturally productive area could have significant beneficial effects throughout the

Manitoba economy. Many sectors, for exarrple the transport sector, financial markets,

agricultural services and machinery manufacturers, have strong linkages with agriculture

(Arthur and Freshwater 1986). The¡efore any changes in the agricultural sector will

also have an impact on the well being or otherwise of these other sectors.



CHAPTER TWO

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES

2.1 Problem Statement

The recent tend of increased global temperatures, corresponding to higher

concentrations of certain gasses in the aünosphere, suggest that a change in the ea¡th's

climate may be occurring. Agricultural practices will be directly affecæd by any such

change because of the strong linkages between plant growth and development \Mith

climate.

Agriculture and its support industries are an important part of the Manitoba

economy. Global warming will lead to changes in the relative profitability of crops,

perhapg making it necessary to introduce new crops or different varieties of existing

crops into Manitoba to maintain economic production practices. It is imFortant that

farmers become informed of likely future events so that they can plan for them.

Decisions at the farm level have important implications for other sectors too, as any

change in fanrring practices will affect the rest of the agricultural industry and the

economy as a whole because of the close interlinkages between different sectors.

Agricultural chemical manufacturers, seed merchants, chemical distributors and

machinery manufacturers and suppliers will be particularly affected by any changes in

the farm demand for their products. If new crops are introduced, a need for different

chemical treaûnents, extension advice and perhaps even different machinery and.

equipment will arise. The requirements of existing crops could also change to some

extent as their yield relationships to inputs such as fertiliser alter. It is important to

12
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consider what changes may occur and what responses would be appropriate to these

changes. In any situation of change, markets rliminish in size and ottrers open up.

The manufacturing and service sectors must be aware of the potential contractionary

and expansionary markets in order to remain competitive against each other and outside

foreign competition. There is a danger that ill advised or informed action; or slow

responses to changing demands and new markets, could lead to market take over by

more experienced fimrs in other areas of Canada, or by foreign competitors already

experienced in meeting these demands g"ing them an edge in competition. If this

were the case, job losses within the province would result, having a detrimental effect

on the economy of the province as a whole. Predictions of the likely economic

consequences of climatic change are required by farmers, researchers and policy makers

alike to enable them to plan for the future.

At present there is some dispute as to the exact nature of the climatic change, due

to the differing predictions of GCMs. The uncertainty of these predictions make it

necessary to consider more than one possible climate scenario so that a number of

different situations can be explored and appropriate responses considered. Once

modelling techniques have been improved and more reliance can be placed on their

predictions, appropriate courses of action will have already been discovered and their

implications explored

2.2 Objectives

1. To estimate how yields of existing crops will change in response to an altered

climate, using one GCM.

2. To suggest new enterprises which could be adopted as a result of climate
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change.

3. To formulate a simple linear programming (L.P) model in order to study the

potential economic consequences of climate change for the agricultural seÆtor

within Manitoba.

4. To use the economic model to project changes in cropping patterns resulting

from climatic changes.

Attainment of these objectives will add to the body of knowledge relating to

impacts of climate change, by considering its effects and possible reactions to these

effects.



Many different approaches can be used to assess the impacts sf çlim¿fo change

upon agriculture. This study focuses upon the impacts sf çlimate change on crop

production in Manitoba, therefore methods used to est'mate yield changes, crop region

movements and the economic impacts of these changes are of most interest.

Several techniques have been used in previous studies to estimate yield changes

and crop area movements. Crop migration is often estimated by matching the 2*CO,

climate, predicted by GCM runs, for one region with the present climate in another

region. The crops presently grown in the analogous region are considered to be

suitable for production in the first area under a 2*CO, climaæ. This method enables

researchers to estimate at least two things. Firstly, the new crops which could be

grown under a 2*CO, climate and those existing crops which would be no longer

suitable for production; secondly, the direction of yield changes likely to occur in

existing crops that a¡e still suited climatically. For example, if spring wheat is

produced under the presenl çlimate in the area of interest and is also produced in the

analogous area but with higher yields, it is likely that with climatic warming spring

wheat will still be produced in the first area and yields will increase. Unfortunately

this method cannot account for differences in factors such as soil type and daylength

between areas which affect the suitability of these areas for crop production and the

yields that can be achieved. However, these drawbacks can be minimised as long as

the researcher is aware of some of the consequences of these differences. In general,

CHAPTER TITREE

REVIEW OF RELEVAIYT LITERATT]RE
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the simplicity of this approach makes it a useful tool for impact assessment although

care must be taken to weigh the feasibility of ttre results in order to prevent unlikely

generalisations arising. Rosenzweig (1985), Newman (1980) and Fraser (1984) use

variations of this approach in their climate irirFact assessments. Each of their

approaches a¡e described and discussed in section 3.1.

The method of analogous regions can give some indication of yield changes in

response to climate, however there are other techniques available that are also

commonly used. A large number of climatic impact studies have tended to favour the

use of biological simulations or statistical weather-yield relationships to estimate yield

changes. Both of these methods have a number of disadvantages. Yield regression

equations are developed using empirical observations of yield response to climate in

a particular geographical location and over a certain weather range. Outside the data

set and location for which they were estimated, their predictions become less accurato

as not all factors affecting crop growth can be accounted for simultaneously.

Therefore, under a climate change scenario the accuracy of yield predictions from

regression equations is diminished. In add.ition, the oppornrnities to explore the

performance of new crops are very limited because regtession equations tend to be

location specific. Biological simulations of crop development and yield in response to

a different climate tend to be quite demanding in terms of data requirements, a further

limitation is that only a few crops are well modelled. Arthur (1988), V/ilkes (19S8)

and Williams et al (1987), are examples of studies using these approaches for climate

impact assessment and a¡e discussed in Section 3.2.

This study is primarily concerned with the impacts of climate change on the

agricultural sector of the Manitoba economy. Therefore, once the effects of climate
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change upon crop yield and type have been estimated, the economic consequences of

these changes need to be followed through. Past studies such as Arthur (1988),

rWilliams et al (1987) and MacGregor and Gratram (1988), have used input output

analysis and programming techniques for economic impact estimation and are desøibed

in section 3.3. Input output analysis though extremely useful in terms of assessing the

effects of climate change on different sectors of the economy and illustrating the

linkages and multiplier effects between each of these sectors, tends to be demanding

in its data requirements. Programming techniques, such as linear programming are less

demanding in terms of data required and can be fairly easy to build. Although a

number of simplifying assumptions a¡e associated with this technique, for example

linearity and determinism, models can still give a good indication of the economic

consequences of yield and crop changes.

3.1 Crop Movement using the Technique of Analogous Regions,
I

The following papers (Rosenzweig 1985, Newman 1980 and Fraser¡1984¡, atrempr

to estimate the extent of crop migration as a result of climate change. No common

method is used in these papers úot in general, present climates and cropping patterns

are compared to those in the past and the relationship between previous climate change

and crop movement est'mated.

Rosenzweig (1985)

Rosenzweig considers the effects of climate change, caused by doubling CO, on

the geographic location of wheat production in a¡eas of North America. The

environmental requirements of winter, spring and fatl sown wheats in North America
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were collected and compared to temperatures predicted by the control run, (L*COr), of

the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) general circulation model (GCM) and

observed precipitationa. This data was used to generate a simrlated map of cruïent

wheat producing regions which agreed substantially with the actual pattern of wheat

production (Figs. 3.1.1 and 3.L.2).

The 2*COz GISS GCM runs indicaæd ttrat under a situation of doubled CO, levels,

average temperatures in the eastern U.S. would increase by 4.2'C. In central and

western areas, average temperatures were predicted to increase by 4.9"C. These figures

are at the upper end of temperature changes predicted by the GCMs; therefore study

results likely provide an upper bound to the sensitivity of studied wheat regions to CO,

induced warming.

The 2*CO, GISS model scenarios were matched with environmental requirements

of wheat. The results suggested that there would be a substantial extension of the

winter wheat belt into Canada due to moderated temperature variables, lengthened

growing season, and increased mean minimum January teñFeratures (Figs. 3.1.3 and

3.L.4). Her results suggest that acreage of fall and winter wheat will move northward

and acreage of spring wheat decline. This could be a result of the increase in

production of fall and winter wheat. The fall sown spring wheat region was expected

to extend furttrer north and eastwa¡d than its present situation, with greater acreage in

southern latitudes due to wanner winter temperatures. No estimates were given

concerning the degree of movement north.

o Precipitation changes from climatic change are not well understood, although some
modellers feel that there is not adequate grounds for ignoring the precipitation
predictions of GCM's (Schlesinger).
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Figure 3.1.1 The Major wheat Gro.wing Areag of North America

source: u.S. wheat Associates and. Foreign Agricultural service, usDA.
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Source: Rosenzweig 1985.
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Source: Rosenzweig 1985.
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This method adopted by Rosenzweig would. seem to be a reasonable way of

estimating the suitability of crops for production in different areas of the world.

However care must be taken to consider factors such as daylength, and its effect on

plant development, amongst others when considering the results. Use of this æchnique

is limited as the input data describing minimum requirements for crop gtowth are not

readily available for the majority of crops. In addition, it cannot distinguish benveen

regions with different soil tn)es, topographical characteristics and daylength, all of

which alter the suitability of areas for production of specific crops.

Newman (1980)

Newman used estimates of historical climate change and predictions of fi¡ture

climate, to forecast the potential effects of climatic change on the location of the North

American corn belt. Shifts in the northern limits of historical malzn cultivation were

documented and validated using a computer simulation. The geographical movements

of the simulaæd seasonal thermal unit changes5 were found. to be similar to changes

in the location of historical corn fields. It was found that for every l"C change in ttre

temperature, the corn growing regions shifted on average by 144km (Fig. 3.2.1).

The effect of temperature changes on the annual change in potential

evapotranspiration (PE) was estimated using a second computer simulation. For every

degree centigrade change in temperature, a west-east shift of approximately 100km in

annual PE values was predicted.

The two results reported above were combined to estimate the geographical shift

5 Measured in growing degree
index value of thermal units

days, (GDD). GDDs are a daily time-temperature level
used to estimate crop thermal requirements.
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a)
b)
c)

GDD normals (base lOt, modified)
GDD normals (base l0€, modified)
GDD normals (base 10€, modifred)

GDD = Growing Degree Days

Figure 3.2.1 Shift in the North American
Changes

Source: Newman 1980.

l%9-L978 GDD in 'C + lt deviation,
1969-1978 GDD in .C no deviation,
1969-1978 GDD in'C - 1€ deviation.

Corn Belt as a Result of Temperature
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in the corn belt per l"C climate change. The simulated displacement gradient was

calculaæd as being 175kmfc in a SSV/-NNE direction. A warmer and d¡ier climate

displaced the corn belt towa¡d the north east whilst a \ilanner and wetter climate

displaced the corn belt north and slightly to the west (Fig. 3.2.2). Newman did not

make any comment on yield changes, however it is implicit that yields must be less

favourable in areas left by corn growers and be more favourable in the new areas

adopted. $imilarto Rosenzweig, Newman's method cannot account for differences in

factors such as daylength and soil t¡pe.

Fraser (1984)

Fraser examines long term climatic data for North America to forecast the future

Prairie climate resulting from doubling CO, in the atnosphere. Using an average of

climate change predictions from several GCMs, Fraser considers it reasonable to expect

a warrning of 5"C during the winter and 3"C during the summer months on the eastern

Prairies (Fraser 1984, Ig7). Maps of present temperatue in North America during

January and July (Figs. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) were utilised to locate areas where the present

climate approximaæs that of the Prairies in the future. The areas selected as the most

representative were the Dakota's and Montana6. This prediction is roughly consistent

with those of other literature using the method of analogous regions.

The prediction of future moisture levels is a little more uncertain, mainly because

modelling æchniques are not as reliable as those available for temperature prediction.

Fraser considers work completed by Kellogg and Schware (1982) in his estimations.

6 Fraser, p.197.
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. Figure 3.2.2 Simulated Goegraphical shift in the US Corn Belt Based on Frost
Free Growing Season Thermal Units. (Thermal units in growing
degree days - GDDs in 'C)

Source: Newman 1980.



Figure 3.3.1 Mean January Temperanues "C - North America
Source: Fraser 1884.

.+o'
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Figure 3.3.2 Mean luly Temperatures "C - North America
Source: Fraser 1984.
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Their study suggested that the cental plains of North America would have lower soil

moisture, perhaps extending far enough for an effect to be felt on the Prairies (Fig.

3.3.3) (Kellogg and Schwa¡e L982, cited."in Fraser 1984).

In terms of the effect of the described climate change on agriculture, Fraser is

optrmistic. He stresses the possibilities for a northwa¡d shift in agriculture to areas

previously limi¡ed by temperature, despite soil limitations, and considers it possible for

agricultural practices to adapt to the new climate

3.2 Yield Changes using Biological and Statistical Models

Over the past few years, a number of studies have attempted to go beyond

predicting simple crop movement; instead they use biological simulations and statistical

regression equations to estimate the changes in yields expected as a result of changing

climate. There arc many weather-crop yield models available throughout the worldT,

varying in degree of complexity and suitability to different problems. The techniques

used in the following studies were considered to estimate the effects of climate change

on crop yields in Manitoba.

Williams et al (1987)

This study is one of five srudies used by trASAruNEP (Inærnational Institute for

Applied Systems Analysis/ United Nations Environment Programme) to assess the

impacts of climate change and variability on food production. It considers the effect

of climate change on the agricultural sector in Saskatchewan.

7 For a good review of those available, their applications and limitations see Robertson
1983.
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Figure 3.3.3 Soil Moisture patterns on a Warmer E rrl,
Source: Kellogg and Schwa¡e lgï2.
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The study can be considered in three distinct stages; the first being the calculation

of the new climate scenario, the second the estimation of spring wheat yields under that

changed scenario and lastly an assessment of the economic impacts on various sectonr

of the economy resulting from yield changes (described in section 3.3).

The control run (1* COr) of the GISS model was compared to historical climate

normals for Saskatchewan but was found to bea¡ little resemblance (Williarns et al

1987, l9). However, the study assumed that changes recorded. from the l*CO, to

Z*CO2GISS runs would. approximate to changes expected in the Saskatchewan climate

with a COr doubling. Climatic normals were altered accordingly tq give what was

considered to be a better representation of a 2*CO, climate for Saskatchewan.

The climate change results indicaæd that Saskatchewan should expect a warmer

and wetter climate under a 2*CO, scenarios. However, after reviewing literature which

indicated that higher tomperatures werc historically associated with lower rainfall,

Williams et al decided to consider a doubled CO, scenario with only increased

temperature and fix precipitation at its historical normal levelse.

The results from the climate modet were then fed into a crop yield model to

estimate the effects of climate change on spring wheat yield in Saskatchewan. The

model used was a crop growth model previously developed for land use purposes by

Dumanski and Stewart @umanski and Stewa¡t 1983). The yield calculations are based

on methodology developed by the F.A.O (Food and Agriculture Organisation) and

utilise tabulated results from the De Wit (1965) photosynthesis model to compute

t "'Wetter" meaning that precipitation will increase from historical levels.

' Th.y were later criticised for this, particularly by schlesinger.
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constraint free yields (Witliams et al 1988, 50): That is, initially it is assumed that

there are no moisture, pest or other constraints to crop growth. These yields are then

adjusæd by agroclimatic consnaint indices and net biomass and dry matter yields

calculated. Wheat yields on both stubble and. fallow were calculaæd. Results indicated

that the overall effect of a climate change would be to decrease yields between L87o

to 28Vo, depending on moisture availabilityro.

For the economic model, changes in the yields of other grain crops were assumed

to be the same in percentage tenns. It should be noted that in reality these ratios

would not remain the same as many crops respond at different rates and in different

ways to climatic stimuli. It is important to discover the relative responses of each crop

to climate change as this may help to indicate more accurately which crops would be

more suitable for growth in the future.

Arthur (1988)

Climate change scenarios from GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory)

and GISS (Goddard Institute for Space Studies) GCMs were used as input into several

models simulating different aspects of plant growth, in order to estrmate the effects of

climate change on Prairie agriculture.

The design of the study is similar to ttrat of Williams et al in thar a series of

interlinked models are used to estimate yield changes. Firstly, daily temperatures and

precipitation changes were extrapolated from the monthly results of both GCMs. Then

f!h9n precipitation increases predicted by GISS were ignored, yields in Saskatchewan
decreased by LÙVo more than when GISS precipitation predictioni were accounted for
(Williams et al 1987, 67).
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a seeding date algorithm was used to forecast the effect these diffe¡ences would have

on the planting date of various crops. From the new planting dates and climatic

information, a biometeorological time scale (BMTS) was developed in order to map

the daily progress of a crop towa¡d maturity (Robertson 1968).

The results obtained from the BMTS were then used to est'mate soil moisture

stress using the Versatile Soil Moisture Budget Model (VSI!ß) developed. by Baier,

yer and Sharp @aier, Dyer and Sharp 1987). The figures for soil moisture stress were

then used in yield regression equations to esfimate changes in yields as a result of the

2*C}zclimates. In addition to soil moisture stress, many other factors affecting yield

were incorporated into the yield equations.

Yield changes were found to be varied over crop and province. In general, slight

reductions in crop revenue were predicted (although Manitoba experienced slieht

increases in revenues under most of the scenario's examined).

Wilkes (1988)

Wilkes used results from the Oregon State University (OSU) GCM in conjunction

with physiological simulation models similar to those used by Williams et al (1987)

to estimate the possible effects of doubling CO, on wheat and corn (maize) yields in

three North American cropping regions. He found that yields of both crops decreased

in the areas considered, suggesting that a movement of growing a¡eas further north

might be advantageous.

The results indicated that there would be some changes in the geographical location

of the cropping regions considered, mainly because of yield changes. Corn yields were

found to increase in areas presently limited by insufficient temperatures, mainly the
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nofthern sectors of the three regions studied, and decrease in warmer areas. Simulation

results indicated that tlre area of the continent well adapted to grain corn production

might increase to the north as heat limi¡¿¡isns were reduced, alttrough the study did not

give any estimates deærmining the extent of crop movement. Corn yields were

est''nated to decrease in the wanner southern areas, however they did not decline to

the same extent as wheat yields, prrobably because corn is more tolerant to heat.

3.3 Economic Impacts

Once yield alterations as a result of climate change have been assessed, their

economic implications must be considered. In ttre following sections, the methods

used by different studies to measure these imFacts on farming systems are reviewed..

Williams et al (1987)

The economic impacts of yietd changes calculated using the F.A.O. model under

a 2*CO, scenario were considered in nvo stages, at the farm level and at the provincial

level. Firstly, the effects of yield changes on farm production were estimated using

simulation models for five different farm tlpes; crops; beef-forage-grain; grain; hog-

Erain; dairy-forage-grain and poultry (Williams et al 1987, 70). Farm operators had

to choose between a number of alærnative production methods based on varying

management practices and resource availabilities. These individual farm results are then

ag$egated to provincial totals and incorporated in a regional input-output model (I-

O), and employment model.

These models used by Williams et al were considered unsuitable for use in this

study for several reasons. Firstly, the I-O and employment models are beyond the
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focus of this study as they consider the effects of climaæ change on several sectors of

an economy whilst this study only considers its impacts on the asricultural sector in

Manioba. Therefore the models of most interest to this study are the farm level

simulation models. Although these models did give plenty of scope for choosing

alternative plans, ttre institutional and rcsource constraints are based on prcsent practices

and levels. In a future scenario, these could develop differently, affecting the most

reasonable production plan. For these reasons, it would seem appropriate to use a

model with fewer constraints which does not simulate present conditions quite as

closely and allows grcater flexibility in production decisions.

Arthur (1988)

In the final section of Arthur's study, the economic impacts of yield changes

estimated using yield regression equations on the agricultural sector of the economy

were estimated using a linear programming model. The changes predicted where then

used as inputs into an input-output (I-O) model, in order to determine the effects of

a 2*CO, scena¡io on the other sectors of the economy. The linear programming

technique is of most interest for this particular study as it concerns the effects of yield

changes on the agricultural sector only. The model used predicæd yields to adjust

cropping patterns in order'to maximise net crop revenues, given physical, biological and

economic constraints on the sector (Arthur 1938).

Linear programming is a very flexible tool which can give a great degree of scope

in modelling different scenario's with relative ease. One drawback of this model is the

constraints relating to present conditions which could change without too many

problems in the future and significantly alter the final ourcome.



MacGregor and Graham (19SS)

Although this study does not consider ctimate change impacts, the model is of

interest in terms of its poæntial for use in this area. There a¡e several different

techniques available for estimating the economic consequences of input or outpur

changes on the agricultural sector. Their study used a comprehensive aggregate linea¡

programming model (C.R.A.M.), developed by Webber, Gratram and Kleinrr, to measure

the effects of persistently lower grain prices on regional and provincial prod.uction

patterns, export levels, resonrce values and associaæd changes in farm value-added for

the grains and oilseeds sector within Canada.

Canada was divided into 29 crop producing regions and domestic demand was

specified at the provincial level. Grains and oilsced production was broken into several

commodities including wheat, barley (including oats and rye), flax, canola, grain corn

and soybeans. Other crops were aggregated and expressed in value rather than quantity

tenns. Land types were assumed to be homogeneous for each region.

Model results for two separate periods, 1985-1986 and.1990-1991 crop years, were

compared to reveal production responses. Predictions from the first n¡n, i.e 1985-

1986, were close to recorded actual events which validated ttre predictive capacity of

the model. The model was run for the second period incorporating lower prices for

the commodities. Cropping practices in all areas werc observed to change, providing

an indication of producer rcsponse to lower prices. Summer fallow increased from

SMha in 1885-86 to l2Mha in 1990-91. In addition,24Vo of the toral cropland shifted

33

llDetails of the Model can be found in webber, Graham and Klein 19g6.
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from stubble to fallow cropping.

The main limitations of the model were the assumptions that land in various

regions was a homogeneous resource and the inadequate representation of the quality

differences of grain. In addition the cost incured by shifting grain land to forage

production was not represented. However, the constnrction of the model is of interest,

particularly the crop section, and shows promise of adaptability for climate imFact

assessment in ærms of its flexibiliry.



CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY AI\D THEORY STJPPORTING ANALYSIS

This study ¡s çsmFosed of the three integrated parts. The first is the determination

of the 2*CO2 temperature and precipitation values for Manitoba from data provided by

one of the major GCMs. The second involves predicting how yields of major prairie

crops might alter as a result of the new climate, and the new crops that could be

introduced, and the third considers the economic consequences of predicted changes in

crop types and yields on the agricultural sector of Manitoba.

The following techniques and procedures were chosen for climate impact assessment

in Manitoba after considering the literarure reviewed in Chapter Three. The rationale

supporting each of the choices is presented in the following sections. The F.A.O.

model used by V/illiams et pl was chosen to estimate yield changes. Simila¡ to

Newman, Rosenzweig and Fraser, the method of analogous regions was chosen to

predict crop migration and indicate the new crops that could be introduced. In each

of the aforementioned studies, different methods were used to estimate the extent of

crop migration, suggesting that at present there is no generally accepted technique

available to do this. This study will use a different method, cluster analysis, to assess

the similarity between the 2*CO, climate for Manitoba and other climates. The

economic model is largely based on the crop section of C.R.A.M. (Webber, Graham

and Klein 1986), although modified extensively to make it betteruuit å to the problem

studied.
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4.1 Estimation of Climate Change Using GCM Results

Data indicating changes in temperature and precipitation between 1*CO2 and 2*CO,

GCM climates were obtained from Environment Canada for the 1988 GISS GCM run.

Within Manitoba there were only three reference values available; additional values

were calculated for Deloraine, Elm Creek, Brandon, Dauphin, Arborg, Niverville, Swan

River, The Pas and Thompson using linear interpolation between these points and other

neighbouring pointsn. In total, nine grid points were used to estimate precipitation and

temperaflre anomalies in Manitoba as a result of doubling CO, (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).

Williams et at (1987), compared. older l*CO, GISS model results against 30 year

'climatic normals for Saskatchewan. They found that that particular GISS l*CO,

climate was not a very accurate representation. of the actual climate. Temperatures

were significantly higher in winter and significantly lower in summer than observed

(Fig. 4.3), while precipitation was far greater than normally experienced (Fig. 4.4).

To reduce these inaccuracies, V/illiams et al (1937) assumed that chanses in

temperature and precipitation between the l*COr and 2*CO, GISS results corresponded

to changes that might occur in the observed climate due to a doubling of COr.

Historical climate normals were used as a base scenario and combined with differences

between l*CO, and. 2*CO GISS model results to predict a doubled. CO, climate in

Saskatchewan. Arthur (1988) also took the same approach. The underlying rationale

for this approach is described in WilliÍrms er al (1987, secion L.S.Z). The same

approach was used to estimate the 2*co, climate in Manitoba.
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_ " jhPle linear interpolation between points was suggested in a personal communication
to Dr. Louise Arthur, University of Manitoba, from Tom Ãgnew, EnJironment Canada.
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Historical temperature and precipitation normals are adjusted using two different

methods. Historical temperature normals are adjusted to reflect a 2*CO, scenario using

differences. That is, the difference betrveen l*CO, and,2*COrtemperature results a¡e

added to historical temperature averages to simulate z*COz temperatr¡res for Manitoba

as follows:

T2CO=CTN+TA
'Where,

T2CO = Estimate of monthly temperature in Manitoba as a result of CO,
doubling.

CTN = Monthly temperature normal.
TA. = Temperature anomaly benveen l*CO, and 2*COT,GISS runs.

Historical precipitation normals are adjusted to obtain estimates reflecting a doubled

CO, scenario using ratios as follows:

P2CO=PC*PN
'Where,

P}CO = Estimate of monthly precipitation in Manitoba as a result of CO,
doubling.

PC = Ratio of 2*co, to L*co, values predicted by the GISS GcM
model.

PN = Monthly precipitation normal (Williams et al 19gg).

4.2 Estimation of Yield Changes in Existing Crops

4.2.1 Choice of yield model

When selecting any qpe of model, care must be taken to ensure that it is suitable

for the purpose intended. It must be compatible with the data available and provide

relatively reliable results. A large number of crop-weather models have been developed.

over recent years, each of differing complexity, data requirements and applicabitity.

A good survey of many of these models is available from the W.M.O. (See Robertson
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1983)

There are only a few weather-crôp yield models readily available in Canada. Two

possibilities were considered for use in this study. The first uses yield regression

equations based on several variables such as soil moisture, fertilizer use, pest and

variety selection, to estimate yield under changing conditions. The second is a dynamic

model that esnmates potentially attainable yields and then adjusts these est'mates

according to production constraints to estimate agroclimatically attainable yields.

Both of the models considered have a number of drawbacks. The first uses regression

equations which are limited in the range over which they are considered to give good

results. They are generally most accurate for the data set, location and technology for

which they were originally developed (Robertson L983, 4). The accuracy of yield

predictions is therefore diminished under a changed climate scenario. The second

model also suffers from a number of limitations; for example, it uses average

phenological characteristics, is based on growing season averages and does not take into

account management variations (Robertson 1983, 31). In addition, the rate of

development between different growth stages is derived using functions which are

empirically determined. $imil¿v to the fîrst model, this presents drawbacks as these

rates may not remain constant over different climatesr3. However these rates are

developed with the general case in mind and may not present such drawbacks as the

more specific yield regression equations.

Despite its limitations the second model was chosen for use in this study for the

13 There is evidence to suggest that increased concentrations on CO, gas raises the
photosynthetic rate of most crops. See Rosenberg et al pp 291-9-8 for a brief
discussion of its effects.
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following reasons. Firstly, input data was readily available (current regression models

require daily weather data which is highly detailed for such a long run scenario);

secondly, it was recommended over the first by experts in the field of yield modelling

and climate changeto; and thirdty Agriculture Canada personnel offered to run the

model for the study.

4.2.2 Description of Yield Model

Only a brief outline of the model is given in the following paragraphs. Those who

wish to obtain more detailed information are referred to Stewart (1983). The

methodology used to estimate crop yields is based on procedures developed by the

F.A.O. (1973). The procedure can be considered in three sages: the calculation of

constraint free yields, the calculation of agroclimatic constraint indices and the

estimation of expected net biomass and dry matter yields. In the calculation of

constraint free yields, it is assumed that there are no moisture, nutrient, weed, pest or

disease limitations to crop growth. The equation used is:-

BN = 0.36bG/(1/N - 0.25Cr)

Where:
Bn is the potential constraint free biomass production,
bcM is the crop seasonal rate of maximum gross biomass
production and is calculated based on deV/it (1965),

G is a temperature function defining the crop maintenance
respiration loss deveþed by Mc CTee (1974),
N is the growing season length.

The deWit (1965) methodology for calculating bo, was adapted by the FAO to

represent crop growth more accurately. In the calculation of bo*, the maximum gross

14 Personal communication with Jim Dyer, Agriculture Canada.
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biomass production of a crop is detennined using characteristics relating to de Wits

"standard crop". A standard leaf a¡ea index of 5.0 is assumed and biomass production

determined essentially by considering photosynthesis and its relationships with biomass

production on both clea¡ and overcast days. C, is calculated using a previously

determined maintenance respiration coefficient at 30"C and measures of temperature.

McCree (1974) observed values for mainænance respiration coefficients in legume and

non legume crops at 0.0283 and 0.0108 respectively (Stewan 1983, 6). Once the

values of b*, and C, are es'rnated, potential constaint free biomass production can

be obtained by inserting the appropriate growing season length. The growing period

(N) is defined as, "the period in days during the year when the mean minimum air

temperature is greater than or equal to 5"Cl' (Stewart 1983, 3). The 5"C isotherm is

used for the start and end of the growing season. These are calculated from 30 year

climatic normals, and represent with 507o probability the average date for the last

spring and first fall frost (Sly and Coligado L974, cited in V/illiams et al 1987).

The potential net dry matter yield (Br) is calculated from net biomass production

(8") and the harvest index (HJ for the crop.

So that, B, = B* * II,

The harvest index is that fraction of the crop net biomass production that is

economically useful, that is the grain component (Williams et al 1988, 5). Values of

I{r can vary considerably due to factors such as the genetic potential of the crop,

moisture conditions and fanning practices. Typical values for several crops are

presented in Table 4.1. The values of B, represent long term average yields that could

occur with little or no agronomic constainrs within the growing period (FAO lg7g,

cited in Stewart 1983, 3). However we know that in reality there are many factors



Table 4.1

Han¡est Index for Several Clops Considered in Potential
Net Biomass and Yield Calculations

Spr. Wheat
Maize
Soybean
Potatoes
Phaseolus

0.11-0.28
o.22-0.r5
0.20-0.29
0.45-0.s9
o.L9-0.29

Source: Table 2, Stewart 1983,11.
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which constrain plant growth. This figure must be adjusted to take into account yield

reducing factors. Only moisture stress and field workability are assessed quantitatively,

other constraints are considered to have a negligible effect on crop yields in the long

run.

The effect of moisture stress on yield was calculated from the following expression:

MSF=1-I(y(l -AE/PE)

'Where,

Ç is an empirically derived yield response factor,
AE is actual evapotranspiration, and
PE is potential evapotranspiration.

Values of IÇ a¡e taken from Doorembos and Kassam (Doorembos and Kassam L979,

cited in Williams et al 1987). Typical values for several crops arc presented in Table

4.2. It is assumed that for moistu¡e deficits up to 50Vo, there is a linear relationship

between relative yield and relative evapotranspiration. Where moisture deficits exceed.

this limit it is assumed that the linearity of these relationships remain constant. PE is

calculaæd using the Penman method @enman 1963, cited in Witliams et al 1987). AE

is calculated using PE in procedures developed by Ritchie, which describe the

partitioning of evapotranspiration between soil evaporation and plant transpiration

(Ritchie 1972, 1974, cited in Wiltiams et al 1987).

The constraints imposed by workability were derived from estimates of fall workday

probabilities obtained from a model developed by Baier et al (Baier, Dyer and Sharp

1979, cited in V/illiams et al 1987). The workday concept defines the risk associated

with the minimum number of days required to complete harvest before the onset of

inclement weather. There is generally considered. to be an inverse relationship between

the length of the growing season and risk.



Table 4.2

Yield Response Factor (Ky) to Moisn¡re for
Canadian Crop Conditions

Spr. Wheat
Maize
Soybean
Potatoes
Phaseolus
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(Ky)

1.15
t.25
1.20
1.10
1.15



The anticipated net biomass production

formula:

Br"=By*MSF*\ryP
'Where,

MSF represents moisture stress, and
WP represents workability.

This final formula calculates the long tenn crop production capability under near

optimal conditions.

4.3 Defining Analogous Regions

4.3.1 Choice of Technique

It is apparent from the literature reviewed that ttrere is no standa¡d technique for

estimating crop migration as a result of climate çhange. Many different methods have

been used in recent work, for example, documentation of historical climate change and

corresponding shifts in crop production areas (Newman 1980, Fraser 1984); the

analysis of environmental requirements of existing crops and matching these with new

temperature and precipitation values (Rosenzweig 1935). In this study an alternative

æchnique, cluster analysis, is used to match the future 2*COz climate of Manitoba with

climates in five U.S. states's. This particular method was chosen as it provides a way

to group observations ûogether according to their degree of similar.ity.
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(Br") is calculated using the following

4.3.2 Cluster Analysis

This technique has been used extensively in many disciplines when the need arises

15 North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Minnesota and Iowa were chosen based on
results of previous studies.using the method of analogous areas.
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for classification, description of complex data sets and grouping of observations. A set

of individuals/observations arc allocated to a. set of groups: such that

individuals/observations within groups ¿¡s gimilar to one another while individuals in

different groups are dissimila¡ (Chatfield and Collins lg8O,2L2).

Cluster analysis can be used to divide data in many ways, one of the most coÍrmon

being the hierarchical tnee, often obtained by using a single link clustering procedure.

In single-link clustering, groups are compared according to the distance between their

closest members. In effect this means that only one link is required to join two groups

(Chafield and Collins 1980, 22L). Other procedures have also been deveþed whereby

groups are linked on the basis of different criteria. Some of these alternatives are

described briefly in section 4.3.4. A clustering algorithm is used to link observations

together which eventually form a tree. There are two common types of algorithm,

agglomerative and divisive. The agglomerative algorithm starts with n goups of one

individual and finishes with one group of n individuals. The divisive algorithm is the

opposite, starting with one group of n individuals and finishing with n groups of one

individual.

4.3.3 Example of an Agglomerative Algorithmr6

Table 4.3 is a dissimitarity matrix representing the dissimilarities benveen various

makes of car. The clustering procedure first looks for the smallest dissimilarity

between the different cars. In this case it is between cars 4 and 5 where the

dissimilarity is 0.69. These cars are joined to form a single group at a threshold

16 Taken from Chatfield and Collins 1980 ch.11.
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Table 4.3 Dissimilarity Matrix for five cars

Carl2345
1 -- .725 .925 .950 .935
2 .975 .940 .960
3 - .955 .945
4 .690
S

Table 4.4 Revised dissimilarity matrix

Source: Chatfield, C. and A.J. Collins, Introduction to
Multivariate Analysis, Ch.l1 (1980).

23415
.725 .925 .935

.975 .940
.945

Car I
I
2
3
415
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distance of 0.69. The dissimilarity berween this group and the others is then

calculaæd. That between car I and the group consisting of cars 4 and 5 is min(0.95,

0.935) which equals 0.935. The matrix table is then revised accordingly (Table 4.4).

The procedure now looks for the smallest fis5imil¿¡'i¡y again, in this case between crtrs

I and, 2. These are merged at a threshold distance of 0.725 and the matrix revised

accordingly. In this manner, a hiera¡chical tree is formed (FrS. 4.5). It is apparent

that the larger the threshold distance at joining, the less similar are the objects joined.

Therefore it is benefïcial to consider groups formed at the lowest threshold distances

for analytical purposes.

4.3.4 Clustering Methods Available

There are several different clustering methods available: for example, average

lhkage; Ward's minimum variance and the centoid method to name but a fewr?. Each

of these methods differ in the manner in which distance between clusters is calculated.

The centroid method considers the distance between the centres of two groups as a

measure of the similarity benveen them. 'Ward's 
method. is slightly different, using

within-group sums of squares as a procedure for defining groups. The number of

groups is reduced by one at each stage by combining the nvo groups giving the

smallest increase in the total wittrin-group sum of squares. Average linkage considers

the average of the dissimilarities benveen the pairs of individuals in each group,so that

there is effectively only one individual in each group (Chatfield and Collin s 1980,224).

17 Various clustering techniques are discussed in standard references on cluster analvsis
such as, Anderberg 1973, Hartigan Ig7S, Everitt 1974.
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Figure 4.5 The Hierarchical Tree for the Data in Table 4.3.
Source: Chaffield, C and A.J. Collins 1980.
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4.3.5 Average Linkage

The mathematical representation of the procedure used by average link¿gs, ¿

commonly used method, is described below. In ttre explanation, it is assumed that

clusters C* and C" are merged to form C" and a formula is given for the distance

between the new cluster C*, and any other cluster C, (SAS Institute Inc. 1985, 263).

The distance benveen two clusiers (DJ C,. and C" is defined as:

Dxr_ = ¿.cKUjæLd(L,t)/(NKNJ

If d(x,Y) = llx-Yll' then

Do =ll ï*-Ell, + V/*Nx + WuN"

The following combinatorial formula is gives the distance beween the new cluster Co,

and any other cluster Cr.

D¡¡,r = (N*D* + N"D)/1.[0,

Where
D¡o = an¡r distance or dissimilarity measure between clusters C. and C"
Cx = Kth cluster, subset of { 1,2,..,n}
CL = Lth cluster, subset of [1,2,..,n]
C¡,r = Clusær M, fonned by merging C* and C"
i = observation in Cluster Ç.j = observation in Clusær C"
e = clement within the set

& or xr = ith observation in C*
xj or xi = Jth observation in C"
Nx = number of observations in C*
N' = number of observations in C"

llxtl = euclidean length of the vector x, that is the square root
of the sum of the squares of the elements of x
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llytt = euclidean length of the vector y, that is the
of squares of the elements of y

xK = mean vector for cluster C*
lL = mean vector for cluster C-"
Vy'x = X¡."* üx, - lr¡ t
d(xry) = any distance or dissimilarity measure

between observations or vectors x and y

square root of the sum
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Therefore the distance between two clusters is the average distance between pairs

of observations over each cluster. This method was considered by Iorr to perfonn

slightly better than most other clustering techniques in many cases (Lon 1983). One

caution with this particular method is that it ænds to join clusters with small variances

and is biased toward producing clusters with the same variance (SAS Instituæ Inc.

1985,263). This has significant implications if ttre technique tends to join clusters on

the basis of relatively insignifrcant va¡iables which may have lowered the variance of

the variables for each observation. In this case, groupings would be biased toward

forming clusters with greater weighting to lesser important variables. This problem

need not be severe depending on the type of data being clustered and can be overcome

by preselecting important variables for clustering. In this study, thirry year climatic

normal temperatuÞ data are clustered for several stations in the states wittr the Z*CO.

temperatures predicted for Thompson, The Pas, Swan River, Brandon, Dauphin,

Deloraine, Elm Creek, Arborg, Portage la Prairie and Niverville Manitoba. Temperature

has been preselected as an important variable on the basis of results obtained in other

studies, therefore groupings on this basis should form relatively reasonable clusters.

4.3.6 Choice of U.S. States

Climate data from North Dakota, South Dakota, fowa, Minnesota and Montana were

included in the analysis. These states were selected on the basis of results reported in

previous studies which gave some indication of the direcúon and magnitude of climate

movement. Several stations in each of the states were included in the analysis, their

names and positions are listed in Table 4.5.
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Weather Stations used in Cluster Analysis.

LONG
Dee-Min
w10046
w09908
w10239
w09908
ww926
w09740
w09719
w10252
w09745
w10238
w10053
w10044
w09826
w09905
w09733
w10328
w10328
v/09715
w10137
w09859
w10323
wrOl04
w09732
w10029
w09101
w09501
w09319
rw09147
w09519
w09132
w09315
w09r58
w09302
w09511
w09300
w09155
w09437
w09456
w09314
w09316
w09323
w09%5
w09555
sr09407
w09459
w09509
w09507
v/l1040
wl0714
wl1129
wl1537
w10529

LAT
Dee-Min
N4646
N47n
N472r
N4638
N4817
N462ti
N4730
N4633
N4823
N4834
N4731
N4837
N4527
N4328
N4423
N442r'
N432ó
N4325
N4431
N¿1431
N4523
N452i
N4520
N4330
N4218
N4044
N4045
N4319
N4139
N4139
N4231
N4ût4
N4141
N4238
N4337
N4741
N4843
N4730
N4534
N¿1418
N4834
N46n
N4535
N4640
N4415
N462A.
N4352
N4749
N4618
N4557
N4752
N4750

Table 4.5 List of U.S.

NAME STATE

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

Bismark
Cærinøon
Dunn Cenær 2SW
Gackle
Leeds
Lisbon
Mawille
New Ensland
Park Riv=er
Powers I¿ke lN
Turtle Lake
Upham 3N
Aberdeen WSO
Academv
De Smei
Fort Meade
Hot Sorinss
Marioñ
Milesville 5NE
Miller
Redis llNE
Timüêr Lake
Websær
Wood
Cascade
ClÆinda
Corvdon
Dec'orah 2N
Harlan
Iowa Ciw
Iowa Falls
Keosauqua
Newton'lE'
Storm L¿ke 2E
Austin 35
Babbitt 2SE
Baudetæ
Bemidii AirDort
Cambrìdse St Hosp.
Faribault-
International Falls
Moose Lake 1SSE
Morris V/C School
Pine River Dam
Sprinsfield lNW
ltaddna 35
Windom
Fort Benton
Hvsham
Trident
Trout Creek R. Sta.
Vida



4.4 Estimation of Economic Impacts on Agriculture in ManÍtoba

The main issue addressed by this study is how agricultural systems will change in

response to a differing climate. It is desirable ttrat structural changes occur in a way

that allocate resources efficiently. Different æchniques can be used to determine the

way in which resources are allocated. The choice of technique is dependent upon the

problem considered and the informaúon required from the results. In this panicular

case the goal was considered to be one of determining the optimal pattern of resource

use. However if this were not the case and only changes in the pattern of resource

usage were required, techniques other than those mentioned below could be used; for

example simulation modelling.

There are numerous mathematical programming techniques available today which

are used to solve such optimisation problems: for example, linear programming;

quadratic programming; non-linear programming and stochastic programming, ro name

but a fewr8. The technique chosen to solve this particular problem is linear

programming (LP). This was chosen above the others because it has been used with

success in the past to solve similar production problems and because of its

computational easele. Given the h¡pothetical nature of the scenario it is better not to
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It Discussion of these other techniques can be found. in Hazell, P.B.R. and. Norton, R.D.
1986.

re C.R.A.M. was originally developed "to evaluate the economic impacts of the
introduction of medium quality wheat on Prairie and Canadian Agriculture and to
e¡aming the impacts of alternative freight rate structtrres for moving Prairie grain on
the agricultural economics of both eastern and western provinces". --Webber,-Graham
and Klein 1986. Changes in yields can be considered to be a similar problem to
changing prices and costs as the end effect is the same, namely a change in-the returns
obtained by farmers
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over invest in modelling, until improvements in the estimation of primary agricultural

responses have been achieved.

4.4.1 Linear Programming

In common with the majority of modelling techniques, LP provides us with a

simplified world/environment within which events a¡e assumed to occur wittr certainty.

In the following pages, a linear programming maximisation model is described.

The basic process involves maximising an objective stated as a functional form: for

example, ma:rimising the sum of production r€venues received minus variable cos-ts, for

each of the enterprises undertaken, subject to a number of resource constraints. For

a unit of an enterprise to be included in the solution the amount it adds to the

objective function value must exceed that possible by any other enterprise and must

still result in a feasible solution

The common L.P model consists of two distinct parts. An objective function and

a number of corresponding constraints. The objective function is composed of the

problem activities (or decision variables) and a coefficient reflecting their per unit value

or contribution to the objective function: for example, positive contributions to revenue

or negative contributions via costs. The technical constraints represent the maximum

or minimum resources available for use by the activities and the quantity of each

resource required for the production of one unit of each activity. The general form of

the maximisation problem with m constraints and n activities, is as follows:

}Vrax Z = Xj+C.¡x¡

Subject to,

E¡+qrx, ((,=,))b¡ for all i
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all x,>0

Where:
Z = objective to be maximised, for example revenues

minus variable costs.
i = rgsot¡Íces, i = 1......m
j = activities, j = 1......n
q = objective function coefficient for each activity.
% = quantity of resource i needed to produce a unit of activity j.
bi = rnÐdrnürn quantity of resource i available
xj = quantity of activity j inco,rporated in the final solution.n = number of activities.
m = number of constraints.

Similar to most models, linea¡ progrâmming operates on the basis of several

assumptions for the sake of simFlicity. These are op¡misation, where an appropriate

objective function is maximised or minimised. Fixedness, where at least one of the

right hand side values of the constraints must be non zero. Finiteness, meaning that

there a¡e a fïnite number of activities and constraints. Detemrinism, all objective

function coefficients, resource requirements and resource availability are known with

certainty. Continuity, resources can be used and activities produced using fractional

units. Homogeneity, all resources and activities are of equal quality. Additivity, there

is no interaction benveen activities leading to economies of scale and finally

proportionality which assumes that the objective function coefficients and resource

requirements are constant regardless of the level of activities used (flazel, p.B.R. and

R.D. Norton 1986, 13). One drawback of simple L.P is the assumption of deærminism,

which means that risk cannot be taken account of in the decision making process.

Risks are inherent in most business ventures and there is a need to balance potential

profits with the riskiness of each enterprise; by ignoring risk there is a danger that the

L.P model solution, although optimal in terms profit or revenue maximisation, may be

too risky for practical use. However, drawbacks of this nattue can be overcome by
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the modeller through the use of alternative LP formulations such as stochastic

programming or MOTAD. Drawbacks of this nature in simple LP can be compensated

for by the ease with which problems can be formulated and solved, allowing a number

of alternatives to be tesæd using sensitivity analysis and the stabiliry of the solution

determined.

4.4.2 The Model

The linear programming model used to assess the economic impacts of ctimate

change on the agriculnral industry of Manitoba is deveþed in suçh a way that it

could be altered with ease to accommodate the special needs of different scenarios.

The objective of the model is to maximise the sum of revenues minus variable costs

over the range of activities entered. The model is developed u¡ith very few constraints

because of the long time periods associaied with climate change. Factors such as

technology, capital, input availability, markets and managerial resources are difficult to

determine for the future. However it is likety that in the long run they will not be

constraining and a¡e treated as such in the model. The nvo factors considered to be

the most limiting form the constraint set these are land (although for one model run

this constraint is relaxed by the addition of another potential crop area further north)

and some of the major disease/pest relationships benveen crops that govern crop

rotationsæ. No government subsidies or production quotas are included in the model

because it is difficult to forecast these for the future. Inclusion of old schemes would

likely distort model results to favour production of crops grown in the past.

' ln ,ht long run some of these constraints might be relaxed. See the following
discussion.
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Representation of present quotas might preclude the inclusion of crops that should be

produced because markets may have expanded.

The baseline model consists of nine different crops produced in four areas (Fig.

4.6). The fifth area indicated on the map relates to an expanded land base included

in a later model run. Yields differ benveen the same cÌrops grown in different areas

in an attempt to reflect variations in factors such as soil type and moisture availability.

Forty three constraints are incorporated to reflect land availability, basic feed demands

by the livestock sector and rotational cropping practices. Four of these constrain the

land available for crop production in each a¡ea. Two represent the basic demands of

the livestock sectof in Manitoba during 1986-87 for feed barley and feed wheaP.

Nine constraints limit rotational practices for the majority of crops produced. These

rotational constraints appear in each region (10 in region 4) and make the final 37

constraints. Rotations w€re defined in four year blocks, grains such as wheat, barley

and oats were each allowed to occupy 
lOV" of the land in each region, meaning that

a

each one of these crops could be produced in nvo out of four years in the rotation
I

or any combination of these crops could be produced for all four years. Each of the

specialty crops such as flax, canola, potatoes, soybeans and sunflowers wer€ constrained

in such a way that each activity could only occupy a mædmum of 2SVo of the land

available in each of the regions. This means that each of these crops can only be

2t Feed demands of the livestock sector represent the total demand from all livestock
enterprises across the province of Manitoba.

2 It was assumed that minimum feed demands from
a 2*CO, scenario.

this sector would not change under
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glown once every four yearsæ. In order to prevent the total acreage being seeded to

at least four specialty crops which ænd to have higher returns associated with them but

also higher risk, an additional constraint was added which allows only 507o of the land

to be seeded to these crops in total, constraining specialty crops to be grown only two

years out of four on any particular land base. A special activity was included in the

activity set to represent a five year corn-canola rotation (corn was produced for four

years then a year of canola). This activity \ryas constrained to occupy dr*rr.n,

percentages of land depending on the risk involvod with successful corn production in

that particular region. The full model specification is presented in Appendix 1.

4.4.3 The Aggregation ksue

When formulating an aggrcgate regional linear programming model, the resea¡cher

should be aware that aggrcgation bias is likely, as not all farm units are identical.

"The aggregate regional approach involves aggregating the resources of a homogeneous

region or area (not necessarily involving contiguous tand) and modelling these

aggregated variables as a single large fann" (Hazell and Norton 1986, 144). Hazell

and Norton illustrated that aggregation bias is always in an upward direction because

it overstates resource homogeneity and mobility. As a result, farms/units a¡e able to

combine resources in proportions unavailable on an individual basis. In aggregated

models, i¡ is imFlicitly assumed that each of the farms have access to the same

technology for production.

If farms are rigidly classifîed into groups or regions which satisfy strict theoretical

tt I9t may be potential for one in three year rotations for canola and other specialty
crops if disease constraints are relaxed



requirements of homogeneity, the aggregation bias can be minimised, and in

instances avoided altogether. According to Hazel and Norton (1988), the

comprehensive conditions for successft¡l aggregation have been established by

(1966). He set down three requirements which must be fulfilled:

a) technological homogeneity - each fa¡m must have the same production

possibilities, the same rcsources and consraints, the same technology and

managerial ability,

b) pecunious proportionality - individual fa¡mers within a group must hold

expectations about unit activity returns that a¡e proportional to average

expectations,

c) institutional proportionality - the constraint vector of the programming model

for each individual farm should be proportional to the constraint vector of the

average or aggregate farm.

To ensure strict unbiasedness, rwo other criterion must be satisfied:

d) the representative fann be defîned as the arithmetic mean farm,

e) none of the indivídual fa¡m models be degenerate. That is, there must not be

more than one possible incoming activity at a given iteration and any incoming

activity can enter the basis at a level greater than zero. Degeneracy may lead

to cycling whereby the same iterations are repeated. This can cause problems

with large, interconnected models (Hazell and Norton 1986, 30).

The conditions laid down by Day (1966), are extremely demanding in terms of

model specification and data collection. Other authors, for example Miller, and Iæe,

have worked with less stringent conditions (Miller l966,I.ee 1966, both cited in Hazell

and Norton 1986). They reason that there is normally a range for each coefficient over

62
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which it can be varied without inducing a change in the optimal basis. The solution

vectors for the averagelaggregate fann may be proportional as long as the individual

farms have solutions lying within the tolerated range.

In practice, farms are grouped according to factors such as resource endowments,

enterprise activities and technology. Data limi¡¿¡ls¡¡s a¡e often such that this is the best

method of grouping that can be accomplished. The model described in section 4.4.2,

aggregates farms on the basis of resource endowments such as moisture availability and

soil type. For the sake of simplicity and ease of data collection, Manitoba was broken

into four different crop areas. These areas were chosen on the basis of soil water

status' as moisture is generally considered to be the factor 6e5¡ limiting plant

development in Manitobaã. Figure 4.5 shows the four "fields" included in the Lp

model, and the crop reporting districts (CRDs) they contain. Field 1 includes CRDs

1 and 2; Field 2 contains CRDs 3, 4 ar¡d 5; Field 3 coven CRDs 9, 10, ll and 12 the
I

remaining CRDs, that is 7 and 8, make Field 4. Field 5 is an area further north than

present CRDs and includes several different parcels of land within the area ind.icated

which are not necessarily continuous. Yields of the same crop were taken to be

different in each a¡ea in an attempt to represent other resource factors such as soil

tlpe. Technology is assumed to be "recommended" rather than "average", due to the

long run nature of the scenario.

u Indications of soil water status can
Agriculture 1984, Manitoba Agriculture.

2s Personal communication with Dr.
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

be obtained from Southern Manitoba's Climate and.

C. Shaykewich, Dept., Soil Science, Universþ of



5.1 2*COz Climate for Manitoba

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show ttre ttrirty year historical normals, differences between

l*CO, and 2*CO, GISS model n¡ns and the new z*COz temperatures and precipitation

predicted for Deloraine, Brandon, Dauphin, Elm Arborg and Swan River

Manitoba. These figures are presented graphically in Appendix,trro. These data

indicate ttrat 2*COz temperatures are consistently higher than those presently

experienced. During the winær, warming of berween 5?C and 6.4'C is predicted, with

an increase of 2.5"C to 3.5"C over the summer. Temperature increases predicted by

the GISS model are nearly 507o higher in winter than in stunmer. V/armer winter

temperatures could lengthen the growing season and have a positive effect on

agricultural practices presently constrained by an insufficient frost fr,ee period. As

temperature is increased, it is likely that the growing season will lengthen and heat

requirements will become less of a constraint for crop growth. The increase in

available heat units will likely cause existing crops to mature faster and allow the

introduction of longer maturing, higher yielding varieties. This could have particularly

beneficial effects in the more northerly areas of Manioba where climæic factors rather

than soils limi¡ srop production (Mills 1930). An increase in temperatures could also

increase the number of growing degree days in all a¡eas of the province, allowing

certain special crops to be grown in wider areas: for example, corn production is

timiæd to those a¡eas r€ceiving 2300 CIIUs (corn heat units) per season; this area

CHAPTER FTVE

RESTJLTS AND MODEL DATA COLLECTION

&



Table 5.1

Thirry Year Monttrly Temperature Normals and 2*CO2 Scena¡io Temperature Predictions for Selected Stations in Manitoba

Ñ"rrsk C" 2+CO2-I'CO2 2*CO2C Norm¡ls C 2*CO2-I*CO2 2*CO2C No'mi¡s C 2*CO}:|+COZ 2+CO2C

(17.60)
(r3.80)
(650)
3:to
ll.l0
16.E0
r9.40
18.10
r2.00
5.80
(4.40)

5.80
5.90
5.22
5.70
3.10
3.30
3,M
2.84
4.54
4.41
6.13

01.80)
cr.90)
(r.2E)
9.40
1420
2n.rc
22.44
2þ.94
16.54
10.21
r:t3

NormatsC 2*CO2.\*CO2 2)CO2C Norm¡lsC Z;CO2-I'.CO} 2Û.CO2C NormalsC l*@2-2*CO2 2*COZC

(19.30)
(15.20)
(8.40)
3.30
I1.00
r6.30
t9.20
r790
11.80
5.@

(r8.80)
(ls.l0)
(8.00)
3.30
11.30
t7.20
l9J0
18.40
12:t0
650

(a) 195l-1980 Tempe¡atu¡e No¡mak. Atmosphc¡ic Ervi¡oruncnt Service, Curada.

Oi Line¿r Inre¡potaiion frcnr GISS GCM resrilu, prwided by Atmocpheric Environmeot Servicg C¡nada.
( ) Denote.s a negative Value.

5.@
5.90
5.30
5.E0
3.00
3.20
3.10
2.50
4.20
4.30
6.20

5.70
6.00
5.40
5.70
t.20
350
3.10
290
4.20
4.30
6.20

(13.10)
(9.10)
(2.60)
9.00
14.50
m.70
n.@
21.30
16.90
10.80
1.90

(13.70)
(e.30)
(3.10)
9.10
t4.00
19.50
22.30
20.40
16.00
9.90
t.20

(21.60)
(r8.50)
(9.90)

1.70
9.90
15.50
18.30
t6.70
10.90
4.90

(r9.50)
(r5.60)
(e.10)
L30
10.30
15.E0
1850
17.10
1130
5.50

(5.20)

5.50
5.90
5.20
5.70
2.90
3.10
3.00
2.30
4.00
4.30
6.20

5.40
6.00
5.30
550
2.@
9.20
2.90
2.40
4.00
420
6.10

(r4.00)
(9.70)
(3.90)
E.00
13.20
18.90
2t50
19.40
15.30
9.80
1.00

(16.20)
(l¿50)
(4.60)
7,20
t2.50
1E.70
21,20
19.10
14.90
9.10
0.50

(20.40)
(r6.20)
(e.10)
Læ
10.30
15.60
tE.40
16.E0
10.@
4.E0

6.00
6.00
5.10
5.@
3.20
3.00
3.10
L&
4.20
450
6.40

(14.40)
(lo.æ)
(4.00)
7.û
1350
1E.60
21.50
t9.20
14.E0
9.30
0.¡10

o\(JI



Table 5.2

Thirry Yea¡ Monthly Precipitation Normals and,Z*CC/2Scenario Prrecipiation Predictions for Selected Stations in Manitoba

Normarrrim 2*co2-Fco2 z;coznin üñ'ü;r' í-öø:i:-ffi "äiéää;i NoÏ#Ïl-,nn, ,-äóåly.o, ,-odååHo,

20.90
17.40
22.50
32.40
56.00
85.60
6t.50
72.t0
48.?0
n.40
20.æ

t08.m
124.@
t3L@
104.00
105.@
106.00
120.00
I2Lû
72.00
It7.00
138.00

22.57
2t58
29J0
33.70
58.80
90:t4
E1.00
87.96
35.06
32.ú
28.43

Normarsmm 2fco2-l*co2 z)cozrr,m ¡1"*¡'-rrn z.ciil-licoz z;ö'ir Ñoåì,ilä z;ðöj-iäåz ìIËåf#
26.t0
28.50
31.80
40.40
55.80
70.10
76.00
73.50
Q.@
38.30
32:r0

2t.30
20.00
23.50
36.80
49J0
61.20
69.40
69.50
49JO
23.40
19.90

Fì l?5t:l?80 Precipiratior Normals. Armor¡*reric Envirqrmar Scricc, Canada.(Þ) uneâr hterpolarion f¡qn GISS GCN ¡esu}s, provided þ Armoqpherii Envirurment scrvice.

109.@
l2zæ
137.00
108.00
103.00
lll.m
118.00
t24.@
91.00
120.00
t33.m

106.00
tzL@
131.00
104.00
r01.00
r07.@
t23.@
I2Lú
71.00
119.@
138.00

28.45
34J7
4357
43.63
57.4íl
77,8r
E9.68
9t.14
43.32
45.96
43.49

n.5E
24.40
30:t9
38.n
50.20
E6.8E
E5.36
84:19
35.29
n.85
n.46

23.60
18.30
25.80
36.80
52.80
74.20
61.40
75.æ
50.60
35.10
28.40

24.50
t750
24.50
31.90
47.40
E6.30
64.10
62.20
59.00
2E.90
25.20

101.00
t25.m
t23.@
108.q)
n.00
It4.00
120.00
t26.æ
72.ñ
126.æ
136.00

105.00
125.00
130.00
103.00
t00.00
108.00
128.00
IzLæ
67.N

126.00
I4Læ

23.84
22.88
3tJ3
39J4
5t.22
8459
73.68
95.26
36.43
44.23
38.62

25:t3
21.E8
31.85
32.86
47.40
93.20
E2.05
75.8E
39.53
36.41
35:t8

2950
20.@
28.90
2L80
42.t0
76.10
69:tO
65.90
53:r0
26.30
23:tO

llt.00
t29.00
t37.æ
106.m
106.00
11200
128.00
120.00
73.00
tn.æ
139.m

32.75
26.57
39.59
24.t7
44.63
E5.23
E9.22
79.0E
39.20
33.40
32.94

o\o\
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could be expanded if temperaflres increased.

Precipitation is also expected to increase under this GISS model run. Manitoba

would experience wetter suûlmers (precipitation increasing between l0%o to 257o), and

wetter winters þrecþitation increasing between lÙVo to 38Vo). Although precipitation

is predicted to increase, care must be taken when interpreting these figures. Higher

precipitation does not necessarily mean that moisn¡re available for crop production will

increase, as this is also dependent upon other factors such as soil t¡'pe and, most

importantly, temperature. Whether the moisture conditions become more favourable for

crop production is predominantly dependent upon the degree of evaporation and

transpiration taking place. Under this GISS scenario, precipitation has increased but

so have temperatures. If precipitation increases sufficiently to offset the increase in

evapotranspiration brought about by increased æmperatures, more moisture will become

available for crop production. If precipitation cannot offset increased evapotranspiration

then moisnue availability is reduced and crops are more likely to suffer from water

süress, which can reduce yields.

One other factor to be considered is the increase in winter precipitation. Over the

winter months, evaporation can be considered to be negligible; therefore water available

at the beginning of the season for crop usage is greater than before, which could help

to offset some evaporation of summer precipitation and make more moisture available

for plant useã. The precipitation figures presented should be treated with some caution

as it is widely agreed that GCMs cannot yet simulate precipitation as well as they can

6'Work done by Shaykewich would seem to indicate that extra moisture at the beginning
of the season as a result of a heavy winter snow fall does not really seem to make a big
difference to moisture availability later in the season, unless its a dry year, as there is a lot
of seepage through the soil.
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temperaflres, particularly at a regional resolution. Heat availability is only one factor

affecting plant growth. Moisture availability, day length and many other factors must

also be taken into account.

The effects of climate change on the yields of eústing crops is uncertain and is

explored in the following section where the results described above are incorporated

in a weather crop yield model and used to estimate changes in the yields of present

crops as a result of the new climate scenario. They were also compared against

climatic data for several of the U.S. states in order to forecast the extent of crop

migration.

5.2 The Yield Model

This study uses a crop growth model to estimate changes in the agroclimatic

environment and their corresponding effects on the yields of several prairie crops in

response to the climaæ presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The model estimates potential

net biomass and dry matter yields, which are later adjusted by yield reducing

agroclimatic constraint indices reflecting factors such as soil workability and moisture

stress experienced by the crop. The final figures estimate agroclimatically attainable

or expected net biomass and dry matter yields (Stewart 1983). Dr. R. Stewart and

R.W. Muma of the Soil and Climate Section of Agriculture Canada kindly agreed to

run the model for this study.

The model was run using the weather data presented in Section 5.1, for several

different points across Manitoba? in an attempt to account for different soil types and.

27 Deloraine, Portage la Prairie, Niverville, Arborg, Dauphin, Swan River and The Pas.
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climatic variability within the province. Data relating to alterations in both the

agroclimatic environment and yield changes were produced. These results are discussed

in the following sections.

5.2.1 The Agroclimatic Environment

The model produces information about growing season length (frost free period),

number of degree days, potential evapotranspiration and precipitation effectiveness

(shown in table 5.3), for the historical and 2*COz scenario.

The measure of growing season length (GSL) is synonymous with the frost free

period, that is the number of days between the last spring and first autumn frost. This

figure is unlikely to rcmain the same each year as there is some variability in the

occlurence of these frostsæ. Dunlop (1931) found that the standard deviation of the

last spring frost was about 12 days, while for the first autumn frost and frost free

period it was approximately 10 and 15-20 days respectively. The measure growing

degree days (GDDs), is generally accepted as a way to relate plant growth to

temperature (Edey Lg77,5). It is assumed that crop growth and deveþment is some

function of temperature over a certain minimum threshold. GDDs are normally

summed over the growing season or over the number of days taken for a crop to

progrcss from planting to maturity. GDDs for each calenda¡ day are calculated using

the following formula:

GDD = C[maxl.Tnor4) - Tbase
2

æ Manitoba Agriculture (1984), "Southern Manitoba's Climate and Agricultur€,,, contains
maps indicating the variability of frost occrurence and frost free period. "



Table 5.3

Agroclimatic change resulting from a2*CO2 scenario

Deloraine
Portage A
Niverville
Arborg
Dauphin
SwanR.

l95l-80

r23.æ
130.00
r23.00
113.00
u6.00
il3.00

2*CO2 ToClnnge

164.00 33.33
170.00 30.t7
164.00 33.33
150.00 32.74
163.00 40.52
162.00 43.36

1951-80 2*COz

1459.00 2r99.W
1556.00 2263.W
t443.W 2r75.W
1246.A0 1869.00
130r.00 2009.00
1256.00 ßn.00

?oChmge 1951-80 2*CO2 ?oCtræge l95l-80 2*CO2

50:t2 519.00 775.40
45.4 537.30 781.10
50.73 493.50 747.10
50.00 397.90 603.00
54.42 430.50 685.40
57.40 417.70 658.10

49.40
45.38
51.39
51.55
59.2r
57.s5

0.55 0.47 -14.63
0.54 0.48 -11.69
0.55 0.49 -11.91

0.57 0.51 -rr.6l
0.58 0.53 -9.64

{
O
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Where,

GDD = growing degree days
Tmax = manimum tempemnre recorded during ttrat day
Tmin = minimum temperature recorded during ttrat day
Tbase = threshold temperature below which no growth occurs.

The base temperature reprcsents a point below which growttr cannot (rccnr and differs

for most cropsæ. However, for general calculations, the base æmperature is usually

assumed to be 5"C. Although GDDs are normally calculated on a daily basis, these

were calculated from monthly mean lsmFerature figures and standard deviations of

monthly mean temperatures, using a method deveþed by Thom (1954a, b. Cited in

Williams et al 1987). For most crops, the minimum accumulations of GDDs needed

for a plant to reach maturity have been calculated. These figures help indicate whether

an area is suited to grow these crops: for example, if an area accumulates 1750 GDDs

over the growing season but the crop requires 2000 GDDs to reach maturity that crop

is not really suited for growth in that area. The measures of GSL and GDD are

related because in general, a longer growing soason and higher temperaü¡res increase

the number of GDDs received by an area (Williams et al I}BB, n).

Potential evapotranspiration is, "the evaporation from an extended surface of a short

green crop which fully shades the ground, exerts little or negligible resistance to the

flow of water, and is always well supplied wittr water" (Rosenberg, Blad and Verma

1983, 211). Potential evapotanspiration @E), is the maximum warer loss that can

occur. The concept is made up of two pús, evaporation from the soil and

transpiration from the plant canopy. PE is often used as an index of aridity and is

useful in predicting the water needs in dryland and irrigation agriculnne (Rosenberg,

2e A number of base temperatures for different crops are included in Edey, S.N. 1977 p.8.
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Blad and Vemra 1983, 211). The higher PE, the greater the potential for water loss

from the soil and plant canopy and the higher the risk of moisture stress resulting if

precipitation is insufficient to meet moisrure needs. Precipitation effectiveness @Ef¡

relates actual precipitation to PE (over the growing season lengÍh in this case). The

smaller the figure, the less moisture available for plant growth and the greater

likelihood of reductions in yietd due to moisture stress.

Results obtained from the F.A.O. model show that the growing season lengh

extends 40 days and more under this GISS scena¡io, meaning that even the most

northerly areas considered. will have a longer growing season than experienced

anywhere at present. Degree days also increase significantly, suggesting that heat is

not such a limiting factor to plant development and growth as it may have been in the

past. These increases in GSL and GDDs confinn the expectations in section 5.1.

Table 5.3 indicates that PE values increase between 45Vo (Portage la Prairie) and

59Vo @auphin), the grcatest increase occurring in the more northerly areas such as

Dauphin, Swan River and The Pas. Although these areas experience the largest change

in PE values between the present and 2*COz scenarios, PE is not as high as that

expected in more southerly areas of the province; mcaning that any crops grown in

these areas are less likely to be subject to moisture deficiencies if winter precipitation

is equal to or greater than the southern arcas. This is substantiated by the figures for

PEf, which illustate that the more northerly part of the province tends to have more

moisture available for crop growth. No account is taken of water stored in th soil

prior to the begging of the growing season, its inclusion could lead to differing results

from those presented. Care should be taken when comparing PEf over GSL for the

curent (thirty year nonnal) with the 2*CO, scenarios as their GSLs a¡e different, the



GSL in the 2*CO, scenario being longer.

5.2.2 Yield Predictions of F.A.O. Model

The F.A.O. model est'mates yields using present climatic data and then uses the

GISS Z*C}zresults to calculaæ yields under a climate change scenario. Table 5.4

shows the percentage changes in crop yield, from present levels, predicted under the

adjusæd GISS 2*CO2 climate scena¡io.

Drastic reductions in yields from present levels are predicted by the F.A.O. model

fs¡ almost all crops. Of particular importance are the reductions in yields of wheat,

canola, oats and barley, which are some of the most important crops currently grown

on the prairies in terms of hectares planæd and revenue received (the model was not

yet adapted to predict yield changes for flax). The model predicts that these crops

will experience decreases in yields in the order of between 207o to 30Vo, which would

likely have a very detrimental effect on the present fanning system. For example: if

prices did not rise sufficiently to offset tfre yield reductions, farm revenues would

decline substantially and even grcater numbers of farmers ttran at present could be

subject to financial difficulties. kr addition export revenues could be reduced if the

same quantity of grain was not available for sale as in the past, having negative effects

on the Canadian economy as a whole. Yields of a few crops are predicted to increase:

for example across the stations studied, yields of corn silage, corn and potatoes

increased and corn was expected to grow in a¡eas it did not previously. The

introduction of corn into these new areas is significant, suggesting that areas of land

previously devoted to wheat, barley or canola could be used to cultivate corn instead,

partially offsetting any revenues that may be lost and opening possibilities for new
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Table 5.4

PercentageChange in Qop Yields under2*CO2 senario

Barley
Oas
Canola
Sunflower
Corn Sil.
CornGrn.
Soybean
Pota¡o

-24.10 -19.50
-3r.20 -2ß.70
-30.50 -29.æ
-31.40 -30.70
-5.00 -8.60
-5.00 -8.60

-2s90 -29.40jl6.@ -æ.50
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-19.50 -32.40
-2820 -37.50
-28.40 -39.80
-29.40 -36.40
6.90 18.@
{.90

-28.@ -9X0
-1730 930

-2250 -19.00
-32.00 -30.30
-33.20 -32.50
-3320

7.40

-16.90
r.00
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marketing strategies.

The figures calculated for poæntial evapotranspiration (PE) and precipitation

effectiveness (PEÐ over the growing season could account for the drastic reduction in

yields expressed in table 5.4. On a world wide scale, the critical factor detemrining

plant survival, development and productivity is water availability. Crop yield is directly

related to the availability of soil moisture during the growing season therefore, it seems

likely that ttre drastic yield reductions predicæd are a result of moisture stress

(Roseberg, Blad and Verma 1983,213). Transpiration is very imFortant to the plant

as it regulates temperature; a reduction in transpiræion has been shown to cause an

increase of 2C to 3"C in plant temperature which can increase plant stress (Rosenberg,

Blad and Verma 1983, 2I5).

The F.A.O. model results suggest that under a Z*CO2climaæ, yields will undergo

dra¡natic reductions, predominantly as a result of increasing moisture stess. These

reductions were so large that additional models were run in order to give an indication

as to their validity. Dr. C. Shaykewich of the Dept Soil Science, University of

Manitoba, kindly ran models predicting days to maturity, water use and soil moisture

stress for a crop of wheat at Altona, Brandon, Dauphin, Deloraine, Morden, Portage

la Prairie and Swan River. A very brief outline of the proced.ures used is presented

in appendix 3. These models were nrn using daily weather data berween 1954-1982,

and in most cases from 1945 -Ig82. Three different scenario's were consid.ered:

Ð historical planting dates and climate (scenario 1),

ii) historical planting dates and a f'lat 3"C increase in temperature (scenario 2),

iii) planting advanced wo weeks (that is, plant fourteen days early), and a flat

3"C inc¡ease in temperature (scenario 3).
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The 3'C increase in temperature over the growing season is very similar to the increase

in temperature predicted by the GISS model n¡ns. Table 5.L indicaæs an increase in

temperaturcs in the region of 3"C berween May and August inclusive. \Vhen

considering the results discussed in the following paragraphs it should be remcmbered

ttrat precipitation was not increased as in the GISS scenario used by the F.A.O. model.

Therefore, these results relate to a slightly drier scenario. The results of the model

runs are presented graphically in appendix 3.

In all areas, wheat matures earlier than historically. When temperatures are

increased by 3"C, maturity is advanced berween 10 to 20 days; when the crop is

ptanted two weeks earlier wheat'still matures marginally faster than historically. These

results suggest that the growing season will indeed increase under a situation of

climatic wanning (as crops can be planted at least two weeks earlier and still mature).

The graphs showing water use indicate that if temperatures are increased by 3"C

then the quantity of moisture needed to bring a crop of wheat to manrity is less than

under historical conditions. The same can be said if the planting date is advanced 14

days; however under this scenario, although water requirements aro less than historicat

they are greater than when the planting date is not advanced and temperature is

increased. These differcnces could be related to the number of days it takes for crops

to reach maturity, and the temperaturcs at each stage of plant growth under the

different scenarios. The faster a crop reaches manrity, the less water it requires at a

given temperature as it will be transpiring for fewer days. For example: under scenario

1, the crop uses most \ilater as it is transpiring for the greatest number of days. Daily

transpiration may not be as great as in the other scenarios where the temperatures are

increased, but in this case the cumulative effect of less transpiration for a grearer
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number of days results in greater water use. Under scenario 2, the crop will require

more water each day than in the first scenario but reaches maturity so quickly that the

total water demand is less. In scenario 3, the crop requires less water than in scenario

2 during its initial growth stages because temperatures are not as high during the initial

14 days, during the later stages of growth more water will be required per day but for

a lesser period of time than in scena¡io 1 resulting in a water use requirement mid. way

between scenario I and scenario 2.

The soil water status is an indication of the moisture stress experienced by a crop.

\Vater stress is affected by, a) the quantity of water required to grow a crop (water

use), b) the amount of moisture supplied by precipitation, and c) the amount of water

in the soil at the start of the growing season (Shaykewich and Dunþ 1.gg7, L1O). The

amount of water used by a crop at various times in the growing season is determined

by PE and the ratio of potential water use by the crop to PE, that is the consumptive

use factor (CU) (Shaykewich and Dunlop 1987,170); the consumprive use facror is the

ratio of actual evapotranspiration to potential evapotranspiration. The higher the

negative numbers, the greater stress a plant is experiencing as the water deficit is

greatest The three scenarios considered indicate similar degrees of moisture stress for

wheat. This is probably due to a combination of a number of factors such as the

number of days required for wheat to reach maturity, the temperatures experienced

during the period in which the crop is developing and the leaf arean during these

periods. Under the flat temperature increase of 3'C (scenario 2), a crop of wheat

reaches maturity very quickly. Therefore, it transpires for fewer days and may need

- . 
æ Transpiration is directly proportional to leaf area until complete ground cover is

achieved. Thereafter transpiration does not change with changes in lúrf area.
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less water to reach maturity because of this. In addition, the leaf area through which

transpiration can occur will not be as great as that in scena¡io 1 for the same period

of time and transpiration is reduced in this way. Therefore, although the temperatures

are greater throughout the crop's progress to maturity, the crop experiences moisnue

stress similar to that observed historically as the crop rgquires water over a shorter

period and can obtain it before it is evaporaæd from the soil.

'When the planting date is advar-rced by fourteen days in addition to an increase in

temperatures by 3"C (scenario 3), the crop requires more \Árater to reach matuity.

Planting earlier than in scenario 1, results in exposure to lower temperatures and less

evaporation in the first few weeks when the crop is developing. If temperatures are

lower, the plant will need less water to transpire and less water is evaporated from the

soil. Once temperatures increase, the crop will transpire more freely but is closer to

maturity at these increased temperatures and will transpire freely for a lesser amount

of time than in scena¡io 2 (or a similar amount of time as in scenario l.), which seems

to lead to similar degrees of water stress. These results are presented in appendix 3.

The results of these additional models run by Shaykewich tend to suggest moisture

stress may not be as great as that implied by results from the F.A.O. model and

therefore yields might not decrease quite as dramatically as indicaæd. Each of the

models used different methods to es¡mate PET. Stewart and Muma used the Penman

(1963) method whereas Shaykewich used the Baier and Robertson (1965) method.

These have slightly different input variables, for example Baier and Robertson estimate

PET with solar radiation as an input variable whereas this is not included in the

Penman method; which could account in some part for the differences in their final

results. However, in future sections, these F.A.O. yield results are considered to relate
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to a "dr¡/" scenario, the results being pessimistic rather than allowing for fanners to

adjust practices to take advantage of the new growing season.

5.3 Crop Migration using the method of Analogous Regions

Cluster analysis was used to match the adjusted z*C}2temperature and precipitation

values calculated for Manitoba with U.S. thirty year climate normals from North

Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Montana and Iowat.

Monthly temperature normals and monthly precipitation normals were clustered

separately due their different units of measr¡rement. Results of clustering temperature

alone suggested a south to north movement. The Pas coincided with southern

Manitoba, northern North Dakota and norttrern Minnesota. Swan Lake and Dauphin

coincided with central North Dakota and. Minnesota. Brandon, Deloraine, Niverville,

Portage la Prairie and Elm Creek coincided with northern South Dakota and southern

Minnesota.

Clustering using z*COz precipitation for Manitoba and present precipitation in the

selected states did not give such good clusters, as all the Manitoba points were

clustered in one a¡ea in the north of Minnesota. This suggests some north westerly

movement in precipitation but wittr the whole province receiving approximately equal

amounts. Due to the problems associated with GCM predictions of precipiøtion,

historical precipitation figures associated with areas matched using analogous regions

were used in this study. These figures indicate a wetter scenario than GCM

predictions. Yield results associated with ttris scenario a¡e considered to be linked to

31 These states were chosen on the basis of results by Newman 1980, Rosenzweig 1985
and Fraser 1984, which suggested the likely extents of climate movement.
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a "wet" scenario.

The results of the analysis indicate a north westerly movement of climate. These

results ¿¡s similar to those predicted by Newman for the situation of a warmer and

wetter climate (which is indeed the case for GISS). The results differ slightly from

those of the other studies reviewed which tended to favour movement norttr easterþ.

However it would seem safe to accept these results, as differences could be due to the

new GISS climate scenario used in addition to tfre different æchnique.

It seems that the climate will move approximately 650h NW. If we assume that

the climatic wanning is on average between 3'C and 4'C ttris urcans that for every

l"C change, climate will shift be¡veen 162km to 216km. Once again, this is roughly

consistent with Newman who est',nated a shift of 1751an for each l"C change in

temperafllre

On the basis of these results, areas of the U.S. were divided into four regions in

order that yields from these arsas could be transferred to the four Manitoba "fields"

used in ttre LP model. When model areas were matched with analogou,s regions under

a 2*CO2 scenario, Field 1 was matched with crop areas NEl, NCE2, SC7 and EC8

in South Dakota (Frg. 5.1). Field 2 was matched with east central North Dakoø (Fig.

5.2). Field 3 was matched with crop areas 2,3, 5 and 6 in Minnesota (Fig 5.3), and

Field 4 was matched with the Red River Valley area in North Dakota and crop area

4 in Minnesota (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). In the final model run, areas in ttre north of

Manitoba were included in the model as Field 5. Yields for this area werÞ obtained

from historical yields in Field 3. When areas are matched with more than one crop

district, an average of the yields in each district is used.
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Figure 5'2 Cropping Regions - Norttr Dakota

Source: North Dakot¿ State University (1987)
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Figure 5.3 Cropping Regions - Minnesota

Source: Minnesota Department of Agriculture (1987)



5.4 Description of Data for LP Model

5.4.1 Variable Costs and Prices

Variable costs and prices remain constant tlroughout each of the model runs so

that the effects of yield and crop changes are more easily recognised and because of

the long run natrue of the scenario which make it difFrcult to assess changes that will

occur in agricultural policies, market conditions and prices. An effort was made to

ensure that data for each crop came from the same source in order ttìat comFarisons

might be easier; however in some cases this was not possible, as indicated in the

following sections.

5.4.1.1 Variable Costs

Variable costs for the majority of crops were calculated from items presented in the

Manioba Agriculture publication, Farm Plannine Guidg, 1989 Crop Estimates.

However, the guide did not include cost data for barley, potatoes, soybeans, corn silage

or sorghum. Manitoba Agriculture personnel recornmended that costs relating to barley

were similar to those for oats but should be reduced due to lower fertiliser and seed

Qosts. Barley costs were adjusted to reflect those of oats according to their

recornmendations. Variable Costs associated with potato production were adapted from

a potato budget produced by the Vegetable growers association of Manitob a n L982.

This was adjusted to 1988 prices using an index of farmer input costs. The costs

associated with producing corn silage were assumed to be the same as those incurred

84
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producing corn grain". Costs of soybean production $'ere not readily available in

Manioba; therefore production costs associated with growing soybeans in the northern

U.S States were adapted and used. The same approach was used to obtain costs

associated with producing sorghum. The budgets used are presented in appendix 3.

5.4.1.2 Prices

Prices for wheat; corn; corn silage; potatoes; flær; sunflowers; barley; oats and

canola are a five year average of historical prices (1983-1987 inclusive) obtained from

the Manitoba Agriculture Yearbook 1987. Ttre price of soybeans was obtained from

CSP Foods (Altona). A price for sorghum was taken from South Dakota and converted

to Canadian dolla¡s using the average exchange rates for the year from the IMF,

International Financial Statistics, June 1989. Þices are presented in appendix four.

5.4.2 Yields

Each of the th¡ee LP model runs used different yield data in order to simulate'the

effects of a changed climate on agriculture in Manitoba. The origins of each of the

yield estimates are presented in the following sections.

5.4.2.1 Historical yields

Yields relating to the production of most crops were obtained from several

issues of the Manitoba Agficultural Yea¡book and averaged over ten years for each of

the model areas. However for corn grain yields were not available for ten years; for

32 Examination of budgets for corn grain and com silage in ttre northern U.S States

indicated that costs of production for both crops were very simil¿¡ in most cases.
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sunflowers, corn silage and potatoes yields were available for ten years but were not

available on the basis of individual districts; therefore average yields across the crop

district areas (mainly those south central areas) were used. See appendix four.

5.4.2.2 FAO Model Yields.under a 2*CO, Scenario

Results from the FAO model run by Stewart and Muma, were used to adjust

historical yield averages to reflect yields possible under a 2*C}rscenario. These yield

results were used in a second model run aimed at examining the economic implications

of a slightty drier climate on the agriculturc sector in Manitoba. See appendix four.

5.4.2.3 Yields Predicted using the Method of Analogous Regions

For the third model run, yield data was taken from areas of the states suggested by

the results of cluster analysis. Yields from North Dakota were obtained from the Co-

operative Extension Service, North Dakota State University (North Dakota State

University 1987). Yields for areas matching with South Dakota were obtained from

the Co-operative Extension Service, South Dakota State University (South Dakota State

University 1939). Yields for Minnesota were taken from statistics published by the

Minnesota Dept. of Agriculture (Minnesota Dept. Agriculture 1987, 19SB). See

appendix four.

In the following chapær, the results from the LP model runs are presented and

discussed.



CHAPTER SX

ANALYSE OF FINAL MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Analysis of Linear Programming Economic Models

In ttre following sections results of three linear programming models, run to assess

the economic impacts of a 2*CO, greenhouse scenario on the agricultural sector in

Manioba, are presented and discussed. The full results and model formulation are

presented in appendix one. Figrres presented in ttre tables and text a¡e taken ro ñvo

decimal places.

6.1.1 Scenario One

The maximum g¡oss margin33 predicæd for scenario one (the historical model) using

the information provided concerning yields, prices and costs is $769,55 r,LL4.g. This

figure was achieved by combining crops in the following way. In fìeld I (South

western Manitoba), 273,890ha were planted wittr barley, 245,500ha planted with canola

and 462,610ha with wheat. In field 2 (North western Manitoba), 2g2,000ha were

planted with canola, 564,000ha wittr wheat and 2g2,000ha with flæ<. rn fïeld 3 (the

Interlake and south eastern Manitoba), 223,250hawere planted with canola, 446,500ha

with wheat and 223,250ha with corn silage. In field 4 (south cenrral Manitoba),

354,250ha of canola, 495,950ha wheat, 3S4,2S0ha poatoes and 212,550ha of

87

33 Gross Margin is defined as, price times yield minus variable costs.
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corn/canola were grown (Table 6.1). All of ttre activities appearing in the basic

solution have a reduced gradient of zero. The reduced gradient is the partial derivative

of the objective function minus ttre partial derivative of the constraints with respect to

a particular enterprise. Therefore the Kuhn-Tucker conditions a¡e satisfied (as a

positive level of production is associated with marginal revenue being equal to marginal

cost). The other activities have a reduced gradient that is either negative (in most

cases), or zero. A negative reduced gradient means that if a unit of ttrat particular

activity were forced into ttre solution, the value of the objective function would be

reduced by its amounl Therefore, the smaller the negative nu-Y, the closer that

activity is to being included in the final solution. It is useful to consider enterprises

with small reduced gradients in addition to those appearing in ttre final solutíon because

of the simplistic and approximate nan¡re of the model formation. Those activities with

vcry small rcduced gradients (abore -$50) are corn silage and flor in field 1; barley

in field 2; barley and oats in field 3 and barley, sunflowers, soybeans and flax in field

4. When these activities a¡e considered together with those included in the final

solution, the model gives a guide to the major crops presently grotvn in ttre province.

It is considered valid to use as a benchmark for comparison of the present system with

the future scenarios as its constraints were validated by consultation with plant

scientists and others conversant with farming practices. In addition the purpose of the

model is to indicate the type of crops which could be grown rather than their absolute

quantities. The model succeeds in predicting these when compared to historical

production and is therefore valid for use in ttris study.

Table 6.2 indicates previous actual farming practices in Manitoba. It is evident that

wheat, barley, canola and flur are the most dominant crops in the province in terms



Table 6.1

Solution Quantities and Reduced Gradients for all Three Scena¡ios

Sceriado One Two Three

$769,551,114.6 $1,175963,639.4 $2234305,878.8

Field l. South ï/estern Manitoba.

rl
TI

I
s,

rl
'1
,c]

I

Reduced Quantity Reduced Quantity Reduced
Gradient '000 ha Gradient '000 ha Gradient

2145.50 0.00 0.00 Q.49)
462.6L 0.00 236.16 0.00 2r7.rr 0.00
0.00 (68.10) 0.00 (89.10 0.00 (u.
0.00 (16.80) 0.00 (3r.71)
0.@ (90.49) 0.00 (39.8Ð UsSÙ
0.00 (9019) 0.00 Q927) us.so

Field 2. North lVestern lvfanitoba-

0.00 (1.33) n6.44 0.00
0.00 (90.49) ?/t5s0 0.00

o.o0 (89.10

89

Quantity Reduced Quantity
'000 ha Gradient '000 ha Gradient '000 ha

0.00
282.æ
564.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

282.@
0.00

0.00 0.00 (n9s8) 0.00
0.00 0.00 (2ß9s3)
0.00 0.00 (267Jr) 0.00(s7.0Ð 0.00 (372.6s) 0.00

(85.34) 0.00 Q74.9r) 1,128.00(8s.34) 0.00 (329.4Ð 0.00
(8s.34) 0.00 Qe6.r4)0.00 0.00 (24:7.30) 0.00
(8s.34) 282.00 0.00

564.00 0.00

Reduced
Gradient

(69.63

(61.rr
(167.1r

0.00



Field 3. The Inærlake and South Eastem Manitoba"

22325 0.00 0.00 (6929)
i,/¡6.s0 0.00 0.00 (4.s8) 0.00 (19158

0.00 (4r.97) 0.00 (92.70) 0.00 (319.43

22325 0.00 lf,9.7s 0.oo 0.oo (106.16

0.00 Q3.69) 0.00 (48.48) 0.00 (194.69

Field 4. South Cenral Manitoba.

0.00 Q3.69) 0.00 (20.3s) 0.00 (77.85

0.00 Q3.69) 0.00 (2s.86) 0.00 Q86.9e
0.00 Q3.69) 22325 0.00 2232s 0.00

0.00 (92x0)

Reduced Quantity Reduced
Gradient '000 ha Gradient

Reduced Quantity Reduced Quantity Reduced

Gradient '000 ha Gradient '000 ha Gradient

35/.25
495.95

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

35425
2r255

90

(2.50)
0.00
0.00

(73.8O
(50.e0)

0.00
(48.08)
(15.10)

0.00
0.00

Field 5. Northern Maniûoba.

0.00 Q1.33)0.00 (69J4) 0.00
0.00 (184.3Ð 0.00
0.00 (138.61) 0.00
0.00 (132.60 0.00
0.00 (130.93) 0.00
0.00 (ß.e) 0.00
0.00 87.30) 3s42s

708.50 0.00

Reduced Quantity Reduced Quantity' Reduced
Gradient '000 ha Gradient '000 ha Gradient



Table6.2

Comparison of Linear Programming Results from Scenario One with Actual Clopping
Practices in Manitoba

Barley
Canola
Wheat
Oats
Corn/S
Sunflower
Soybean
Fla¡r
Potato

273.89
245.50
462.6r

(a)

(a)

t74.4s (a)

6s.72 282.00
424.23 564.00
52.88

2.00
20.94
0.14

73.21 282.00
4.84
6.&
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Source: Statistics Cariada. 1986 Census of Agriculture.
(a) insufücient data in 1986 census.
(b) crops close to inclusion in the LP model solution for scenario one.

Actual L.P. Actual L.P. Actr¡al

238.35 (a)
100.45 223.25
462.85 446.50
62.6r (a)
r.26 223.25

' t.tz
0.15

53.r2
0.09

148.35
41.81
(b)
39.89
4.46
(b)
0.18

562r
0.86

(a)

35425
495.95

(a)
(a)

¡ (a)
354.25

226.87
ttt.23
482J7
4.73
8.39

3s.96
ox3

168.49
11.84
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of hectarage devoted to their production. This pattern is largely reflected by ttre L.P.

model results as wheat, barley, canola and flæ< appear as dominant crops in ttre L.P.

solution or arìe close to inclusion in ttre final solution. It is evident from table 6.2 that

the model does not predict the hectarage of these crops with any degree of accuracy.

This is a result of the models simplistic nature and could also be associated with the

particular crop rotations chosen, of which there a¡e alternative options in real life.

The model contains land constraints for each of the four growing areas; these were

binding and consequently had positive dual values. The dual value relating to each

constraint indicates the degree of change in the objective function value from the

addition of another unit of the resource constrained. To consider the value in another

way, in relation to the land constraints, it would be the maximum amount of money

that a fanner should be prepared to pay in orde¡ to rent another unit of tand. The dual

values indicate that for this panicular problem formulation, an extra hecta¡e of land in

field I would increase the value of the objective function by $90.47; whereas an extra

hectare of land in field 4 would increase the value of the objective function by $124.59

and so on (Table 6.3). The dual values for each land area in scenario one indicate

that field 4 is the most profitable area of land (having a dual value of $124.59). This

is fairly consistent with reality as the Red River Valley, one of the most fertile a¡eas

in Manitoba, lies within this a¡ea. Field I, south rilestern Manitoba, is indicated as the

next most profitable area with a dual value of $90.49. Field 2, north rilestern

Manitoba, has a dual value of $85.34; very similar to that of field 1. Field 3, south

western Manitoba and the interlake, is calculated to be the least profitable area with

a dual of $73.69. The poor soil guality, particularly in the eastern areas, and

unpredictable weather patterns rnay account in some part for the low dual value.



Table 6.3

Land and Feed Constraints for each of the Three Linear Programming Scenarios

Fieldl
Field2
Field3
Field4
Field5

l¿vel Dual l-evel Dual Level Dual

982.00
1128.00
893.00

r4r7.o0

1969.06

90.49 982.00
85.34 1128.00
73.69 893.00

l2t+.59 1417.00

0.00 236.16

89.16
372.6s
92.70

184.35

-81.95
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982.00 102.58
1128.00 2s9.03
893.00 329.87

1417.00 344.68
1300.00 96.09

867.11 0.00
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The dual values associated wittr the feed consnaints WHEATF and BARLEYF,

suggest that barley would not be included in the op¡mal solution in such great

quantities if it were not constrained to do so in order to meet ttre feed requiremenr

The addition of an extra unit of barley could deqease the value of the objective

function by $16.22. The constraint for wheat is not binding and consequently has a

dual value of z,ero (Table 6.3). This suggests that wheat would appear in the basic

solution even without this constraint. Although the model only considered wheat and

barley for feed, several other cnops are used to feed livestock in practice; for example,

oats and corn silage. These can be substituted into feed ratio¡s þ varying degrees

dependent upon their nutritional content and price. If the model allowed these

feedstuffs to be substituted into ttre animal enterpriscs rather than sold, the quantities

and mix of crops grolvn in the final solutions would differ slþhtly. The constraints

for wheat and barley production are mainly representative of current feed use but are

more inflexible in the model than in the real world.

The crop rotation. constraints in scenario one have positive dual values or dual

values of zero (Iable 6.4). A positive dual value indicates that the constrainr is

binding and that by relalcing the quantities ttrat could be planted, an increase in the

value of the objective function would be achieved. Those constraints with a dual value

of zero are not binding and therefore no extra value can be obtained from relalring the

constraint as spare units a¡e already available Clable 6.4). Constraints that a¡e binding

in scena¡io one are canola hectarage in field 1; wheat, fla:r and canola in field 2; wheat

and canola in field 3 and canola, potatoes and corn/canola in field 4. To a large

extent, these reflect the major crops in the province at the present time, perhaps with

the exception of potatoes and corn which are grown in fairly limited areas. In the real
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Tabte 6.4

Rotational Constraints for Fields 1,2,3,4 and 5

Rotl
Rftåxt
Rcanl
Rpotl
Rsoyl
Rsrml

es¡em
Tt3.89
ß2.61

0.00
0.00

24550
0.00
0.00
0.00

24550I

Field 2 North Wesam Manioba
Rba¿ 0.00 0.00
RwhO 564.00 1E.98
RoaO 0.00 0.00
Fl¡r2 2C2.æ ¿l0.0l

Rcan2 2C2.æ 114.99
RooO 0.00 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9621
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

RpoO

n3.89 0.m
2s6.r6 0.00

0.00 0.00
xtß.44 0.00

0.00 0.00
24550 153.99

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

{n94 491.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

2E200 259.10
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

28¿00 0.00
564.00 l6/,sí

Field 3 The Inærlake and Sor¡hEasæm Mæitoba
Rbaß 0.00 0.00
RwhS 446,50 25.03
ReB 0.00 0.00
Rf,¡r3 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

564.00 0.00

tt3.89
2t7.tl

0.(x)
0.00
0.00
0.m

24550
24550
491.00

0.00
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Field 4 Sa¡th Ce¡rtral lvl¡nitoba
Rbsr4 0.00 0.00

Rwlrt4 495.95 0.00
Ret4 0.00 0.00
Rfl¡x4 0.00 0.00
Rca¡4 3g2S 6l:n
Rpot4 35425 453.86
Riry4 0.00 0.00
R¡rm4 0.00 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.q)

t32.r2
82:14
0.00
0.00

D32S 43.43
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

22325 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.æ
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

?ß25
0.00
0.00

2ß25
0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

2ß25 428ß5
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

xB25 0.m
0.00 0.00

Rspec4 70850 31.21
R¡incan4 21255 192.12

Field 5 Northem lvl¡nitob¡
Rbaó
Rwh6
Rot5
Rfiåxs
Rcan5
Rpot5
Rsry5

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.æ
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
o.m
0.æ

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

943.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.q)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.(x)
0.00
0.00

90.48

0.00
0.00
0.00

7(ts50

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

35/,25
0.00
0.00

35425
0.00

0.00
650.m

0.00
0.00

325.00
325.00

0.00
0.00

650.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

12945,9
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

''580.00
0.(x)

62.63
5t357

0.00
0.00
0.00
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$rorld there is a degree of scope to alter these rotational constraints. However,

ultimately there are always disease and pest constraints (among others) ttrat limit ttre

selection of crops that can be grown on a¡ear¡ of land in any given year.

In summ¿¡y, scenarío one does appear to give at least a general indication of the

crops gro\iln in Manitoba at present and the model is considered valid as it abstracts

reality adequaæly for its intended use as an indicator of the general nature of crop

changes under a 2*CO, scenario. It is against this benchma¡k that the foltowing rwo

scena¡ios relating to climate change will be compared. During the comparisons, more

emphasis will be placed on directions of change and the relative importance of crops

in different areas than on purely monetary change indicated by the gross margins.

6.1.2 Scenario Two

The maximum grcss margin obtainable from scena¡io two (one where the climate

is wa¡mer and drier) using the cost and price infomation from scenario one and yields

predicted by the F.A.O. yield model Agriculture Canada, is $1,175,963,639.4,

8406,412,524 greaær than base line. This fîgure is achieved by combining cropping

activities in ttre following way. In field !, n\,$x)ha barley, 236,l6Lha whear,

226,449ha flax and 245,500ha potato€s. In field 2, 282,A0Oha potatocs, 564,000ha

corn/canola and 282,000ha corn/soybean. In field 3, lf5g:lslJha corn silage and

223,250hapotatoes. In field 4, 708,500ha corn/canola and 708,500ha of corn/soybeans

were suggested (Table 6.1). Those activities approaching inclusion in the final solution

(reduced gradient of -$50 or above), a¡e canola, conr silage, sunflowers and soybeans

in field 1; barley in field 2; wheat, sunflowers, soybeans and flax in field 3 and in

field 4 flær and potatoes. These "nea¡ misses" combined with the crops included in
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the optimal solution suggest a migration of cropping areas northwa¡d and a small shift

away from the importance of presently grolvn crops to facilitate the inclusion of crops

such as soybeans, sunflowers, com (grain and silage) and potatoes. For example, in

scenario one, crops such as corn, sunflowers, soybeans and potatoes were only included

(or close to inclusion) in freld 4; whereas in scena¡io two these are grown furttrer norttr

and over a much wider a¡ea. In scenario two, less wheat is recommended for

production and badey is not close to inclusion in many areas as it was previously.

Flax is still included in the basic solution as well as the "near misses", although the

area in which it is produced has changed from field 2 to field 1 and it is close to

inclusion in fields 3 and 4 as compa¡ed to fields 1 and 4 in scenario one.. Production

of canola is greatly reduced in scenario two as compared with scena¡io one. In

scenario two it is produced solely in rotation with corn and in fields 2 and 4, only

coming close to inclusion in field 1. This probably occurs because a corn/canola

rotation has a higher gross margrn than a simFle canola crop. In addition, potatoes

have a higher gross margin than canola in areas 1 and 3 and are grorl,n in preference.

Although wheat and barley have lower gross margins they are gro\pn in these areas to

ensure ttrat the feed requirements are achieved.

These results suggest that alttrough the prevalent "traditional crops" of wheat, barley,

canola and fla:r a¡e still produced under scenario two they are produced in lesser

quantities and in different areas than previously. The newer production patterns favour

the inclusion of crops such as potatoes, corn (silage in a¡eas I and 3; canola and

soybean rotations in areas 2 and 4), soybeans (areas l, 2, 3 and 4) and sunflowers

(areas 1 and 3).

The land constraints were binding once again, however the dual values were
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changed in relation to the first model n¡n and to each other. In this scenario, fteld 2

becomes the most profitable area of land (having a dual of $372.65), followed by field

4 (dual value $184.35), then field 3 (dual value $92.70) and finally field 1 (dual value

$89.16). These figures suggest a change in the relative profitabilities of each of the

fields Clable 6.3). These changes in the value of each a¡ea of land are directlf related

to the yield changes predicted in each a¡ea. Areas 2 and 4 are ttre most profitable

because of their capacity to produce corn and therefore the set corn rctations devised

for the model. Field 2 may have increased in terms of relative profitability because

it is likely that moisture stress would not be such a grcat factor further north therefore

allowing higher yields. Field 1 (south western Manitoba), tends to be well drained at

the present time (and a tittle droughty). A warmer climate would increase moisture

stress in this a¡ea contributing to lower yields. The feed requirements of the livestock

sector are also binding. However, unlike the first model n¡n, the addition of extra

units of both wheat and barley result in a decrease in the objective function value

(see table 6.1). This suggests that resources devoted to production of these crops could

be more profitably used elsewhere. The validity of this statement would depend on

the profits that could be made from the livestock fed. on this feed in comparison to

those fed sn imForted feed or alternative feedstuffs.

The binding rotational constraints a¡e also different from those in the first scenario.

In field 1, the constraint relating to the production of potatoes is binding; an extra

hectare of land for potatoes would increase the objective function value by $153.99;

in scenario one canola was most binding. The same constraint is also binding for

fields 2 a¡d 3 whereas in scena¡io one, wheat and canola were binding for both areas

and flax binding for field 2 (Table 6.4). This suggests that in each of ttre three areas,
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potatoes are now the most profitable crrop, ousting the traditional crops. In field 4, the

rotation constraints for corn/canola are the most limiting, similar to the case in scena¡io

one. The change in these limiting rotational constraints reflect a swirch in the most

profitable crcps as a result of yield changes predicted by the F.A.O. model. For all

areas, except field 4, potato€s have become the crop from which most revenue can

be made per unit. In field 4, cony'canola still remains the most profitable.

6.1.3 Scenario Three

The mocimum gross margin that can be obtained under scena¡io three (depicting

a wanner and wetter climate) given the prices and costs used in scenario one and yield

figures from areas in the St¿tes selected using cluster analysis, is 82,234,305,878,

Sl,4&,754,763 greater than baseline. This is significantly greater than that achieved

in the previous scena¡ios. However, it should be borne in mind that scena¡io three

includes an expanded land base of 1,300,000ha upon which crcps can be gnown, which

would contribute substantially to the increase in revenue noted. To obtain an

approximate measure of revenue without this expanded land base, crops appearing in

field 5 in the optimal solution Cfable 6.1) can be multiplied by their prices and

subtracted from the objective function value (see below). This calculation would aid

comparisons with the previous scenarios, ,

325 CAN * 158.7289 : 51586.8925
650 vlHT * 153 . 68 65 = 998 9 6 .2250
325 PoT * 609.6760 = 198144.7000

349627.8175
or $349, 627,8I7.5.

This leaves the objective function value at $1,884,678,061, an increase of

$1,115,126,946 over base. This method will work well for all crops where production
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decisions in each area are independent. The only exceptions are barley and wheat, the

production of which is interrelated throughout all five areas. The problems associated

with the separation of barþ do not a¡ise as ba¡ley is not recommended for ploduction

in field 5. This could be for a number of rpasons. Firstly, gross margins associated

with barley in ttris area tend to bé lower than in other areas; secondly, crops such as

wheat and canola are mor€ profitable pcr hectare then barþ in freld 5. Changes in

ttre objective function value that would a¡ise frrom forcing tot¿l wheat production into

fields I to 4 cannot be determined very easily as resources in areas I to 4 would have

to be freed to enable the minimum amount of wheat to be grown. However 217,000ha

of wheat are already produced in field 1 therefore only 19,161ha have to be gro\Ã'n to

satisfy the minimr¡m wheat requirement of 236,!61ha. The wheat crop is not as

profitable as many crops it would replace and ttrerefore the objective function value

would drop furttrer than the estimate given above. This could be verified by a furttrer

model run in which field 5 was excluded. However this is not necessary as ttrere is

no doubt that even with the forced inclusion of total wheat production in areas 1 to

4, the objective function value would still remain higher than in the prcvious scenarios.

In order to achieve the objective function value, activities a¡e combined in the

fotlowing manner. In field 1, 273,89{Jha barley, 2L7,ll0ha whçat, Z5'500ha

sunflowers and 245,000ha soybeans. Field 2, 1,128,000ha is devoted entirely to corn

silages. h field 3,223,250ha potatoes and 669J50ha corn/soybeans a¡e gro$/n' In

field 4, 3!4,25[hapotatoes and 1,062,?50ha com/soybeans ale gro\iln. In field 5,

s This is not very realistic as an area of land so large would not tre devoæd to the
production of only a single crop. Rather this indicates that com silage is the most profitable

crop to produce in ttre region grven the model constraints.
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325,000ha canola, 650,000ha wheat and 325,000ha potatoes are grown (Table 6.1).

Those activities close to being entered in ttre final solution (ttrose with a reduced

gradient of -$50 of above) are sorghum and oats in field 1; sunflowers and

corn/soybeans in freld 2;corn silage in field 4 and barley and flax in field 5. Once

again it must be shessed that it is important to consider these "near misses" due to the

approximate nature of the model. Production patterns ¡ecommended for field 5 in

scenario three are very similar to those observed in southern Manitoba in scenario one,

suggesting that the production of crops such as wheat, f1æ<, barley and canola will tend

to move further norttrwa¡d under a 2*CO, scenario. Production of wheat in the

presently cultivated areas of Manitoba (fietds 1 to 4) is predicted to decline to only

LIVo of that produced in scenario one. Barley is included in scenario three at its

minimum level (simila¡ to scenario one) but does not get included in the list of "nea¡

misses" in any of the original land areas, suggesting ttrat its production possibilities

have declined in relation to scena¡io one. The same can be said for canola; however,

this is because the analogous regions in the states from which yields were taken for

fields 1 to 4 do not produce canola at present. Canola is a new crop to the States

only recently having received GRAS (Generally Regarded as Safe for Consumption)

status. It is expected that production will increase in the future. Flax production in

areas 1 to 4 is also shown to decline under the wa¡mer and wetter climate depicted by

scena¡io three. Those crops appearing most favourable for production are once again,

sunflowers, soybeans, com (gr¿in and silage) and potatoes. TLe corn/soybean rotation

seems popular in fields 2, 3, and 4 and soybeans alone in field 1. Corn silage is

favoured in a¡eas 2 and 4. Potatoes in areas 3 and 4, sunflowers in a¡eas I and 2 and

rather interestingly sorghum and oats in field 1. The addition of sorghum to the list
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of near misses is quite interesting as this is one crop not grolvn at all in the province

at present. This suggests that under a situation of climatic warming it is likely that

ne\il crops would be introduced.

There is not a great deal of difference berween crops rccornmended in sce¡ario

rwo and three except that in scena¡io three canola (and therefore its rotation with com)

is not prcsent (as canola was not a crop gro$'n in ttre areas analogous to fields 1 to

4). The major difference in the revenues achieved in scena¡io two and three is

therefore likely to be due to the different yields achieved under each scena¡io. Chops

in scenario three (warmer and wetter) tend to have higher yields than in scenario two;

probably because they do not suffer so much from moisture stress and are likely to be

longer maturing higher yielding va¡ieties than are grolÌ¡n at presenl

The land constraints are binding as in the other scenarios. Dual values are rar¡ked

as follows from high to low, field 4 (dual $344.68), field 3 (dual $329.89), ñeld 2

(dual $259.03), field 1 (dual $102.58), field 5 (dual $96.09, see table 6.1). When

compared with scenario one, each a¡ea of land has increased in value as a result of the

higher yielding more profitable crops it became possible o produce. Similar to

scenario 2, the most profitable areas seem to be those where it is possible to introduce

or expand production of com (and the associated rotational cropÐ and potatoes. The

production of wheat is not forced into the solution by the feed requirement constraint

and therefore has a dual value of zero. On the other hand when barley is forced into

the solution, each exna hectare dec¡eases the value of the objective function by $47.9g

(Table 6.3). This occurs because of the relative unprofitability of a crop of barley in

relation to the rcturns that can be obtained from planting another crop. However,

simil¿¡' to the proviso for scenario trryo, it should be considered that in the gross
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margins for barley and wheat, there is no distinction made between the portion of those

crops going for feed and those used for other purposes. Therefore no account is taken

of the ¡evenues from the associated livestock enterprises (be they greater or smaller).

Roøtion constraints most binding arre soybean and sunflower for field 1; potatoes for

field 3 and 4; wheat, canola and potatoes in fietd 5 (fable 6.4). These are quite

different from those which were binding in scenario one, once again reflecting the

relative changes in the importance of different crops, as a result of their changed

yields, for revenue creation.

The results of scenario 3 (similar to scena¡io two) suggest a movement away from

the more traditional crops in. favour of new ones. In addition a regional shift in

cropping a¡eas and an expansion of the production of some selected existing crops was

implied.

6.2 Impact of Risk

In the previous discussions it was stated that no fonnal account has been taken of

the impacts of risk on the farrirers decision making process. It is likely that if risk

were accounted for the model solutions in sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.3 might differ stightly.

For example oilseeds and potatoes a¡e known to be more sensitive to moisture

deficiencies than many of the other crops, therefore if moisnre availability lvas a

concern, fewer hectares would be planted to these crcps and more hecta¡es would be

planted to alternative "less risk" crops such as barley or wheat, resulting in a different

solution. Possible changes in the model so-lutions as a result of accommodating risk,

such as the example above, should be considered when reviewing the model results.
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6.3 Conclusion

The purpose of ttris study \ras to assess the economic impacts of a 2*CO2

greenhouse scenario on the agricultural sector \ilithin Manitoba- In order to achieve

this goal, three linear programming models were nm. fire first representing the present

climatic conditions; the second representing a climate that is wanner and d¡ier and the

third representing a climate u'anner and $'etter. It was necessany to examine the

economic effects of climatic warming using more than one scenario because the

imFacts of an increase in greenhouse gasses on the global climate are not yet well

understood. In panicular there is a lack of confidence in the precipitation patterns

predicted using GCMs.

In sections 6;1.1 to 6.1.3, results of the three linea¡ programming models were

presented, discussed and compared. Several conclusions emerged as a result of these

analyses. The results of both scena¡io trvo and scenario three suggest that the existing

pattern of agriculture across the region is likely to be changed as a result of climatic

warming. Agriculttre could expand further northward into a¡eas presently uncultivated

for reasons such as a short growing season or too few growing degree days. Chops

such as sunflowers, soybeans, com and potato€s presently grown only in small

quantities are likely to be grown over much wider a¡eas and again their production

could shift further north.

The technique of cluster analysis, used to estimate yields in scenario three, enabled

the performance of different varieties of existing crops to be studied. The longer

growing season would allow later manuing higher yielding varieties to be introduced.

The adoption of later manuing varieties would probably mean that planting dates

presently common in the province would be altered and brought forwa¡d to use the
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lengthened growing season to its full extenl Only one otally new croP sorghum, and

one new to coÍrmercial production in Manitoba, soybeans, enfered into the model nrns.

Ttre main r€ason for this is the difficulty in assessing the relationship benveen climate

change and crop yields. Other studies for example Williams et al (1987), considered

tlre potential of crops such as winter wheat for wider adoption under a 2*CO, climate

on the prairies. This crop might possibly be grown in Manitoba" but was not

considered in this study due to ttre difficulty predicting iS yield reE)onse in a wa¡mer

winter, because of problems with rust and winær utl.

In summary, five major poinß have emerged from the analysis:

Ð the regional pattern of agriculture in Manitoba is likely to be changed and

as a ¡esult, the relative profitability of a¡eas in the province will also change;

ü) longer manring higher yielding varieties of crops could be introduced;

üi)there is potential to introduce totally new crops into the province (including

winter wheat);

iv) seeding dates could be advanced to facilitaæ the introduction of ne\il crops;

v) areas further north may become suited for agricultural practices.

The results of the linea¡ model scenarios indicaæ that the economic

effects of climatic wanming on agriculnre in Manitoba are fairly positive.

6.4 Caveats

When considering the above conclusions, the reader must bear in mind several

factors. These results were achieved using ¿ssunPtions concerning current economic

and technological conditions which could very likely be different in the futu¡e.

However, it is likely ttrat any technological changes would have positive effects uport
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the results; ttre effects of economic changes are more uncertain and would depend upon

the nature of those changes. No account is taken of the effects ttrat global wanning

will have on production patterns throughout the world; the implications of these

changes, affecting the supply of agricultural commodities, would have an imFact on

world prices. Of particular importance is the effect on ¡elative prices. As the

relationships be¡n'een prices change, the relative profitability of crops will alær and so

will production patterns. The way in which supply and price behave is therefore very

important for the overall effects of climate change on agriculture in Manitoba. In

add.ition, transportation costs and the manner in which they could alær the relative

profitability of crops rilere not considered. Transport costs can be quite considerable

for some crops, this should be remembered when considering the outcome predicted.

Factors such as the incidence of pests, the occurence of new pests or the

introduction of new weeds and diseases have not been considered at all during the

analysis. In addition, the direct effects of insreased CO, on the photosynthetic rate and

plant water use wer€ not accounted for. It is obvious that these would have significant

effects on yields and could affect the results obtained from the model runs and

therefore the final conclusions. Ctimatic variability was also ignored; incidents such

as drought, severe hailstorms, high winds and heavy rains were not considered. The

effect qf çlim¿te change on the severity and frequency of these events is at present

uncertain.

Two different clim¿¡s scenarios were considered because the potenti¿l impacts of

the greenhouse effect are not yet well modelled, in particular the effects of an increase

in ttre greenhouse gases on precipitation. During the discussion of scenario trvo, no

exact definition of "how much drier" than at present the climate r€presented. No exact
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definition can be given, but it is likely tfrat ttris scenario depicts yields that occur in

a climate only slightly drier. The extent of dryness will have a major bearing on the

validity of model predictions. A greater degree of moisture stress would cause yields

of all crops considered to decline (alttrough they will not all decline at the same rate).

Yields of oilseeds and potatoes are particularly susceptible to reductions as a result of

moisture stress (Smitt 1987, 7), These arc crops ttrat feature quite prominently in the

linea¡ programming results; therefore the possibility of increased moisture stress should

be considered.

Use of the method of analogous regions to predict suitable crops for the new 2*CO¿

climate should be treated with caution. Government policies can pþ a part in

detennining the cìrops grown in an area and can influence production patterns.

Distortions of this nature are carried from the analogous region to the original area and

may cause the researcher to overlook more suitable crops for those that are more

popularly produced. In addition, the affect of daylength on crop maturity must also

be considered. Crops with a Q photosynthetic pathway, such as wheat, respond

positively to a longer daylength, maturini faster. Therefore, the migration northward

of this group could be underestimated. Conversely, crops rvith a Co photosynthetic

pathway, such as corn, require longer to mature as daylength increases, therefore the

migration northward of this group of crops could be overestrmated.

The likelihood of production moving furttrer north should also be exanined closely.

Although it is likely that agriculnral production would be possible, transporr costs

incurred shipping produce to market would be large and there would be additional costs

involved in improving the land and providing services for new settlements. These costs

could prove to be an impediment to the migration of farming further north. Land
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pressure is not great in Southern Manitoba at present; the obvious isolation further

north could be a factor deterring a swift northerly migration as a result of climate

change, but those with farms already furttrer norttr might use more of this land and

expand their operations.

6.5 Recommendations for Further Research

Throughout the study, data limitations have posed a problem. There is a lot of

uncertainty in any kind of research involving the representation of future events. It is

obviously important to have good models for research into the effects of climate

change. Much work is already underway to improve confidence in the climate

predictions of the major GCMs. However, once a future climate scenario has been

predicted, these changes need to be translated into irnFacts on agricultural practices

throughout the world. This particular study considered only the effects of a climate

change due to a doubting of CO, on crop yields. No particular emphasis was placed

on soil type or other factors affecting yield. The relationships between crop yields and

climatic/weather factors are not well modelled and are very difficult to come by. In

addition, estimates of these relæionships are not available for all crops and are often

sight specific. Crop weather relationships are obviously very complex; however,

improved modelling of these relationships would gleatly enhance the economic analyses

based on yield change figures.

In order to expand the body of knowledge available concerning the effects of

climatic change the relationship between livestock production and climatic factors could

also be studied. This would enable a broader picture of the effects of climatic change

on the cropflivestock enterprise that are interlinked in production decisions in addition
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to giving a more complete picture of changes affecting agriculture.

Once the response of crops and livestock to climate change have been better

esl''nated it will be worthwhilc fon economists to build betær and more detailed

economic models. It would also be of benefit to increase resea¡ch into weather

variability; pesldisease and weed changes which would enable the riskiness associated

with production of different enterprises to be incorporated into models.

Finally, morc research is also required into methods which can be used to halt the

build up of CO, and other greenhouse gasses; for example, alternative energy sources

such as wave, wind and solar power which will reduce the reliance ypon fossil fuels

for power, or methods to reduce global methane emissions to name a few. If this

research is successful, the likelihood of even larger climatic changes, perhaps

accompanied by other unknown phenomena, cogld be reduced.
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APPENDIX ONE

Specification and Resutts of the Three Linear

Programming Models.
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SETS

SCENARIO ONE

A EISTORICAL MODEL

CONSTRAINTSl
FIELDI
FIELD2
FIELD3
FIELDI
WHEAT¡
BARLEYF
RBART
RWIITl
ROATI
RFI.AXl
RCANI
RPOTI
RSOYI
RSI'NI
RSPECI
RBAR2
RWIIT¿
ROAT2
RFI^AX2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSOY2
RSTJN2
RSPEC2
RBAR3
RWITfiI
ROAT3
RFI.ÀK3
RCAN3
RFOT3
RSOY3
RStJN3
RSPEC3
RBAR4
RWITT4
ROAT4
RFIAX4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSOY4
RSIJN4
RCR,NGCAN4
RSPEC4

tt7

^a,cTIvITrFs
BARTH
BAR'¿H
BAßlIH
BAR4H
CANIH
CAN¿H
CAN3H
CAN4H
\\,ITTIH
WITTzH
WTTT3H



WITT4H
OATIH
OAT¿H
OAT3H
OAT4H
CRNSIH
CRNS2H
GNS3H
CRNS4H
SI,]NIH
$,N2II
Sf,N3H
ST'N4H
SOYIH
SOYzH
SOY3H
SOY4H
FLÆ(IH
FI.A)(2H
N,A:ßH
FLAX4H
POTIH
POT2H
FOT3H
POT4H
GNCAN4H

P.A,RAMETERS

A(E) nES FI)R LESS îUAN CONSTRAINTS

FIELDI
FIELD2
FIELD3
FIELBT

LRI(F) LT
RBARI
RWITTT
ROATI
RFIAXI
RCANT
RPOTI
RSOYI
RSI,JNI
RSPECI

ll8

RÛTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD1
491
491
491
245.5
245.5
245.5
245.5
245.5
49r

982
I 128
t93
t4t7

LR2(E) LT ROTTATION CONSTn.AINTS ITIELD2RBAR2 5g
RWITTz 54
ROAT2 5&
RFLAX2 282
RCAN2 2E2
RPOTz 282
RSOY2 282
RSTJN2 282
RSPEC2 5ø



LR3(If) LT ROTATION CONSTnÁINTS FIELD3RBAR:' ÆS
RWTTß Æ,5
ROAT3 Æ.5
RFr-AXÌ 223.25
RCAN3 2A.25
RPOT3 Xts25
RSOY3 2ß25
RSIN3 22325RsPEc? Æs

LR(Ð LT ROTATION CONSTRAINIS FIELD4RBAR4 7OB5
RWITT4 7(B5
ROAT4 7085
RFI-AX4 354.25
RCAN4 354.25
RPOT4 354.25
RSOY4 t54.25
RSUN4 354.25
RO{CAN4 2t2.55
RSPEC4 7OE5

E(E) RHS F1CR GREATER ÎHAN CONSIR,AINTS

c(D oBJECTTVE FUNCI¡ON COEÍ.TCTENTSBARIH 73.7235
BAR2H 68.t043
BAR3H t9.93263
BAR4H 16.3157
CANIH 1u.7054
CAN2H 2ñ33A
CAN3H tn.r255
cAlr4H t2s.5t6.2
tvHTlH 90.4942l.WHT2H tu.32tl
WHT3H 98.730.9,6WIIT4H tu595r
SIJNIH O

SIJN2H O

sLlN3H 0sr.rN4H 155.8ffi9
cRNStH 73.@352
CRNS2H O
eNs3H 73.@352
CRNS4H 73.@532
oATIH tL38n2
oAT2H 28.26897oAT3H 3r.7XU4
oAT4H 50.73m¡-soYtH 0
soY2H 0
soY3H 0soY4H tut.72
FLAXIH E9.ló099

WHEAÏF
BARIjYF

u9

236.r6frl
n3.89



FLAX2H
FLAX}H
FLAK4H
POTIH
FOT2H
POT3H
POT4H
GNCAN4H

TABLE D(E¡I) COEÏ.ICTENTS F{)n LESS TEAÀÍ CONSTn^AINTS

BARIH BAR2H BAR3H BAR4HFIELDI I.O
FTELD2 I.O
FIELD3 1.0FIELD4 I,O+ CAN2H CAN3H CAN4H WIITIHFIELD1 I.OFIELD2 I.O
FIELD3 1.0
FIELDÍ I.O+ WIII|IH WIIfrIH WI{T4H OATTHFIELD1 1.0ImLD2 1.0
FTELD3 T,OmLDt 1.0+ OAIIH oAT4H
FIELD3 I.O
EIELÞI T.O+ GNSIH GNS2II CRNS3H CRNS4HFIELDI I.O
FIELD2 I.O
FIELD3 l.o
FIEI.D4
+ STJNIH SIJN2H SI,JN3H SI,JN4H SOYIH 

I.O

FIELDI I.O I.OFIELD2 I.O
FIELD3 1.0FÏELD4 I.O+ SOY2H SOY3H SOY4H FLAXIH FLAX2HFIELDI t.oFIELD2 I.O I.OFIELD3 I.O
FIELD{ 1.0+ FL.ÀIßH FLAX4H
FIELD3 I.O
FIELDI I.O
+ GNCAII4H POTIH POT2H POT3H FOT4HFIELDI I.O
FIELD2 t.oFIELD3 T.OFIELDT I.O I.O

TABLE F,(HJ) COET'ICIEIIIîS FOR GREATER TEAN CONSTN.AINTS

t2535z.
0
140.70{8
0
0
0
ffi.6í16
316J2,

nn

cAt{lH
1.0

WHEATF
BARLEYF
+
WHEATT

OAT2H

1.0

BARIH BAR2H BAR3H BAR4H WHTTH
1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

WIIT2H WIIÏ}H WIIT4H1.0 1.0 1.0



TÂBLE F(II,J) COEßFICIENTS FOR. LT R,OTTATIONS IilELDI
BARIH \['ITTIH OATIH FLÆ(IH CA¡{TH

RBARI
RWIITI
ROATI
RFLAXI
RCANI
RSPECI
+

RPOTI
RSPECI
RSUNI
RSOYI

1.0
1.0

POTIH
1.0
1.0

1.0

BAR2H WTTT2H
RBAR2 I.O
RWHT2 1.0
ROAT2
RFI.AX2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSPEC2
+ soY2H
RSPEC2 1.0
RSOY2 1.0
RSI'N2

TABLE L(HJ) COßjF.FICIENTS FIOR
BAR3H WHT3H

RBAR!} I.O
RWIIÏ} I.O
ROAT3
RFI.AX3
RCAN3
RPOT3
RSPECI
+ SOY3H SI,JN3H
RSPECI 1.0 1.0
RSOY3 1.0
RSIJN3 1.0

SOY1H

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
t.0
t.0

SI,JNIH

1.0
1.0

lo 
r.o

1.0
SI,'N2H
1.0

1.0

LT ROTATIONS IilELD3
OAT3H FLAX3H

1.0
1.0

1.0

OAT2H

121

FLAX2II CAN2H

TADLE M(IIJ)
BAR4H

RBAR4 I.O
RWIIT4
ROAT4
RFI.AX4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSPEC4

COEF'FICIENTS FìOR LT ROTATIONS FIELIX
W}IT4H OAT4H FLAX4H CAN4H FOT4H

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

+ SOY4H SLJN4H
RSPEC4 1.0 1.0
RSOY4 1.0
RSTJN4 1.0
RCRNGCAN4

FOT2H

CAN3H

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

t.0
1.0 1.0 1.0

CRNCA}I4H

1.0

POT3H

1.0
t.0



YARIABLES
xo cRoP QUANITTIBS rN HBCTARESZ OBJECTTVE FIjNCNON VALUE

FOSffiVE VARIABI^E X

F4UATTONS
OBJECT
coNr(rÐ
coN2(rÐ
coN3(rÐ
c0N4(rÐ
c0N5(rÐ
coN6(rÐ

DEFINES OBJECITIG FTJNCTION
RESOURCE REQTJIRETUENTS LBSS THÂN
RSSOIJRCE REQUIREMENTS GREATER THAN
LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELDI
LT ROTAÏION CONSTRÂINÏ5 FIELD2
LT ROTATION CONSTR.AINTS FIELD3
LT ROTAflON CONSIRÂINTS ffiI.ÞI;

OBJECT..
c\f,Nl(r{)..
coN2(rr)..
coN3(rr)..
coN4(rr)..
c\f,Ns(rÐ..
c1)N6(rÐ..

Z =n- SLJMO, CO)*XO))
quM 0, D(IIÐ*XO)) =r= A(rÐ;
$lÀ4 O, E{!IÐ*XO) =eE BGÐ;
suM o, F(rrÐ*xo) -L- rR.lGÐ;
!r{ru q, {GrÐ*x(D) =r= LR2(rÐ;
qÛM o, L,(H,Ð*XO)) -r- LR3(rr);
sIlM g, M(trÐrx(Ð) =Þ LR4(rÐ;

MODEL HISTI /ALU
OPTION LIMROW = 80
SOLVE HISTI USING LP MÆSMU$IG Z

..- oEJEC:T =E= DFINES OBJÞCTM FITNC'TION

t22

-.. coNl =L= RESOURCE XEQI'IREMENTS LESS THAN

CoNI(FIELDI).. IA4_tlÐ_* Tfq4ry!-Ð +_ X(wHrlrÐ + x(oArlH) + x(RNstþ + x(SrJNlÐ + x(soylþ +
X(FLÐ(IH) + X(FOTIH) =l= 982

coNl(FIELD2)'. 4@AR2__Ð_* lfç4ry--Ð +_ X(WIII2II) + X(oAT2tÐ + x(cRNs2H) + X(SIN2Ð + X(Soy2rr) +
x(FIáx2Ð + X(POT2H) -r- ll2E

CONI(FIELD3).. Ie4ry__Ð_.* I1q4$Þ +- X(WHBþ + X(oAT3II) + X(CRNS3þ + X(SLN3H) + X(Soy3tt) +
X(FIÆ(3H) + X(POT3II) =r: 893
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cþNl(FrELDt).. I@ARJP-. Tl94I-4-Ð +_x(wrrr4þ 
_+ x(oAT4þ + X(CRNS4Ð + x(sr,N4Ð + X(soy4þ +

X@LAX4II) + X(POTaIÐ + X(CRNCAN4Ð =i- t4t7-

.... CON2 =G= NESOI'R,CE REQUIREMENTS GREÀTDR ÎEAN

C0N2(WIIEATF).. X(WIITIIÐ + XffiI2rr) + X(wIfT3Ð + XgrIIT4þ {r_23¡6.rúl

CþN2(BARLEYÐ.. X(BARIIÐ + X(BAR2Ð + X@AR3tt) + X(BARaÐ {,=ng.$

.... coN3

coN3(RBARt)..

coN3(RWHTI)..

coN3ßoATl)..

coN3(RFr.AXl)..

coN3(RCANI)..

coN3(RPOTI)..

c0N3(RSOYT)..

coN3(RSLNl)..

coN3ßSPECt)..

=L= LT IOTATION CONSTR.AINTS FIELDT

X(BARIH) -I:491

X(WÍITIIÐ =L= 491

X(OATIH) --LF 491

X(FLAXIÐ =I= 245.5

x(cANrÐ -+2Á,55

X(POTIII) =I;2455

X(SOYltÐ =l= ù15,5

x(sr.rNlH) -L- u5.5

X(CAI{IIÐ + X(SUNIH) + X(SoYlþ + X(FLAXIþ + X(pOTtÐ -r - 491

. -- CON¿ =L= LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS ÍIELD2

CoN4(RBAR2).. X(BAR2H) -r - 564

coN4(RWrrT2)..

c0N4ßoAï¿)..

clrN4(RFr.AXÐ..

CoN4(RCAN2)..

coN4(RPOTz)..

x(wIIT2IÐ =1,;= 564

x(oATzIÐ -r- 5g

X(FI-Ð(2H) =É2E2

x(cAMrÐ -L-282

x(PoT2Ð =l:282



CoN4(RSOY2)..

C0N4(RSIJN2)..

CoN4(RSPEC2)..

X(SOY2[Ð =Iã?Å2

x(suMrÐ -L-?ß2

X(CAÌ.¡2H) + X(StNlH) + X(SOY2Ð + X(FLÆ(jlÐ + X(POT2II) =Ir= 564

-- CONS =L= LT ROITÂTION CONSTRÄINTS FIELD3

c0N5(RBAR3)..

coN5(RWHT3)..

c1)N5(ROAT3)..

coNs(RFI-{K3)..

coNs(RCAN3)..

cþN5ßPOT3)..

CoN5(RSOY3)..

X(Bi[R3tÐ -L- 4&5

X$VHT3H) =L= 446.5

X(OATIIÐ =t - l!$.J

X(FI-AjK3IÐ =l= 223.25

x(cAr.r3Ð -L- 223.25

X(POT3H) =I= 2Í8.25

X(SOY3Ð =I¿= T¿3.25

x(suN3Ð -r - x8.25

x(cAN3H) + X(St N3Ð + X(SOY3IÐ + X(FLAX3Ð + X(POßIÐ =l= 446.5

c0N5(RS[JN3)..

CoN5(RSPEC3)..

.--- CON6 =L= LT IOfTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELIX

tu

CoN6(RBAR4)..

C0N6(RWIIT4)..

C0N6(ROAT4)..

CoN6(RFI-N(4)..

C0N6(RCAN4)..

CÐN6(RPOT4)..

CoN6(RSOY4)..

X(BAR4IÐ =I;708.5

x(ll¡IIT4Ð -I - 708.5

X(OAT4Ð =L= 708.5

X(FLAX4H) =lF 35425

X(CAN4H) =l;35425

X(POT4IÐ =l= 354,É

X(SOY4H) =l;354.25



c1cN6ßSuN4).. X(SttN4IÐ =r - 354.25

C0N6(RCRNGCAN4).. X(G.NCAN4H) =t= 21255

coN6(RsPEc4).. x(cAI{4IÐ + x(sUN4H) + x(soy4lr) + x(FI^Ax4IÐ + x(For4tÐ =[= ?08.5

SOLVE SUMMANY
MODEL HISTI OBJBSTIVE Z
TY"E I^P DTRECNON I\{ÆilMxzE
SOLYER. BDMIP FROM LINE 343

**** SOLVEI STATUS I NORMAL @MPI.ETION**** MODFT. STATUS I OPTII\,ÍAL
*+*¡¡ oBJECïWE VALUE 1@s't.llß
RESOIJRCE USAGE, LIMIT 0.67 TOOO.MO
ITER.ATTON COTJNT, LIMIT 38 IOOO

BDM - I.P VERSION I.OI

A. Brooke, A. Dn¡4 end A. Meer¡us,
Analytic Srryport Unit,
Developnent Research Departmcat,
World Bank,
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

woRK SPACE NEEDED (BSI]MATB) 6261 STORDS.
WORK SPACE AVAILABLB _ 4l,26 WORDS.

ÐO1.. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOUND.

LOWER LEVEL T'PPER I\,ÍARGINAL

-- EQU OEJEiC:T r.(m

OBJECT

-- EQU CONI RDSOURCE REQITIREMENTS LESS TEAN

IJO1VER LEVEL I,,PPER MARGINAL

BIELDI -INF 9S2.m0 982.æ0 g}.4g4
FIELD2 -INF ll2E.(m ll2E.mo E5.341
FIELD3 -INF t93.000 t93.m0 ß.694
FIELDT -INF 1417.000 1417.0@ tu.s95

-- EQU CON2 RESOURCE REQTTIREMENTS GREATF,R TrrAN

LOWER. LEVEL T'PPER MARGINAL

WHEATF 236.161 1969.060 +INF
BARLEYT n3.890 n3.8W +INF -rc:nl

t25



-- EQU CON3 LT NO|IATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD1

TOWER LEVEL T'PPER MARGINAL

RSARI -INF n3ß90 491.000
RWITTI -INF K2.6tO 491.(m
ROATI -INF 491.M0
RFI^ÀKI -INF z.550fJ
RCANI -INF 24j550o U5.5æ %.2t1
RPOTI -INF z,55@
RSOYI -INF Uí.ffi
RSUNI -INF 245.ffi
RSPECI -INF 2A5.ffi 491.(m

-- EQU CON4 LT nÛTATION CTONSTRAINTS FIELD2

I,oWR, I,EVEL TJPPER MARGINAL

RBARz -INF 564.000
RWHT2 -INF 564.(m 564.000 18.9E0
ROAT2 -INF 564.M0
RFLAX¿ -INF 282.0æ 282.ffi ¡l0.0ll
RCAN2 -INF 2E2.W 2t2.000 ll4.9l
RPOT2 -INF 282.000
RSOY2 -INF 282.000
RSUN2 -rNF 282.W
RSPEC2 -INF 564.0m 564.0m

.... EQU CON5

I.oWER

RBAR3 -INF
RWTTf,l -INF
ROAT3 .INF
RFLAX3 .INF
RCAN3 -INF
RPOÏI -II{F
RSOY3 .INF
RSTJN3 -INF
RSPEC3 -INF

-- F{U CON6

LT N,OTATION CONSTN,ÅINTS FIELD3

LBVEL T'I?ER

. ¡U65m
446500 4465m
. 446.5û
. 223.250
2232fi 223.2fi
. 2ß.?50
. ?23.250
. ?ß2fi
2ß2fi Æ.5æ
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LOWER LBVEL

RBAR4 -INF
RWIIT4 -INF 495.91)
ROAT4 -INF
RFIÂK4 -INF
RCAN4 -INF 3S42SO
RPOT4 -INF 354.2fi
RSOY4 .INF
RSIJN4 -INF
RRNGCAN4 -INF 2125fi
RSPEC4 -INF 7ß.5m

MARGINAL

25.Ut1

:
43.432

LT RÛTATION CONSTRAINÎS FIELIX

TNPER

70E.5m
7oE5m
70t5(Ð
354.2fi
3542fi
354.250
3y.?fi
354.250
2t2.sfi
7085m

MARGINAL

ffi:Tn
453.E6!

'92.\n3t.2t4



-... vAR X

IPWER

BARIH
BAR2H
BAR3H
BAR4H
CANIH
CAN2H
CAN3H
CAN4H
WIITIH
WITÏ2H
WHT3H
WIIT4H
OATIH
OAT2H
OAT3H
OAT4H
CRNSIH
CRNS2H
CRNS3H
CRNS4H
SI'NIH
STJN2H
SUN3H
ST,JN4H
SOYIH
SOY2H
SOY3H
SOY4H
FLAXIH
FI.AX¿H
FLAX3H
FLAX4H
POTlH
POT2H
POT3H
POT4H
CRNCAN4H

cnoP QUANTITIES IN EECTAßDS

LEVEL

I""
2/.55û
282.ffi
2æzfi
35d,2fi
ß2.610
5ó4.m0
446.5æ
4959fi

TJPPER

+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INP
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF
+INF

MARGINAL

:
-37.t90
-25W

.

:

68.1ü/
-s7.gtz
4r.nr
:13.w
-l6.E0t
{5.341

-50.900
-w.494
{5.341
:t3.694

:w.4g4
-E5.341
:13.694
48.089
-t.333

-73.694
-15.104
-90.494
-E5.341
:13,@4

223.250

282.W

354250
2t2.sfi

ITOWER LEI¡EL M.ARGINAL

-- vAR z -INF 7.6955t,+5 +INF

Z OBJECTTVE FI'NCTÏON VALTJE

t**+ IIEIÐRT SLJMMARY : 0 NONOPT
O INFEAS|IBI.E
O I,JNBOI.INDED

tn



SCENARIò TWO
CLIMATIC CHNAGE: WAR}|ER AND DRIER

CONSTRAINTSl
FIELDI
FIBLD2
FIELD3
FIELDI
WHEATF
BARLEY¡
RBARI
RWHTI
ROATI
RFI.A]KI
RCANI
RPOTI
RSOYI
RSTJNI
RMNCANI
RSPECI
RBAR2
R}VIITz
ROAT2
RFI.AX2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSOY2
RSI'N2
RCRNCAN2
RSPEC2
RBAR3
RWHT3
ROAT3
RFLAX3
RCAN3
RPOÏI
RSOY3
RSTJN3
RGNCAN3
RSPEC3
RBAR4
R\l'IIT4
ROAT4
RFI.AX4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSOY4
RS{JN4
RCRNCAN4
RSPEC4

ACÎIYTTIES
BARIAC
BAR2AC
BAR3AC
BAR4AC
CA¡{IAC
CAÑ¿AC
CAT{3AC
CAN4AC
WHTIAC
WHfi¿AC
WIIT3AC
WITT4AC
OATIAC
OAT2AC
OAÏ}AC
OAT4AC

t2E



GNSIAC
(RNS2AC
CRNS3AC
CRNS4AC
STJNIAC
sttN2Ac
STJN3AC
st N4AC
soYlAc
soY2AC
soY3AC
soY4AC
FLAI(IAC
FLA:K2AC
FI.AX}AC
FLÀ¡(4AC
FOTIAC
POT2AC
FOT3AC
POT4AC
CR.NCANIAC
CRNCANzAC
GNCAN3AC
CRNCAN4AC
GNSOY2AC
(RNSOY4AC

PARÂMETERS

A(II) RES FOR LESS TIIAN CONSTRÄINTS

FIELD1 982
FIELD2 II28
FTELD3 893
FIELIX I4I7

LR1GÐ LT ROTATION CONSTR.ÀINTS FTELDT
RBARI 491
RWI{TI 49r
ROATI 49r
RSLAXI 2455
RCANI U5.5
RPOTI Uss
RSOYT 245.5
RSUN1 245.5
RSPECI 491
RCRNCANI 491

t29

LR2(Ð LT ROTATION CONSTRAINîS FIELD2
RBAR2 5A
RWHT2 5A
ROAT2 5A
RFI.AX2 2T2
RCAN2 282
RPOT2 282
RSOYz 2ß2
RSIJN2 282
RSPEC2 5g
RCRNCAN2 5U

LR3(IÐ LT ROTATION CONSTRÄINTS FIELD3
RBAR3 446,5
RWHT3 Æ.5
ROAT3 446..5
RFLÆ(3 ?23.2sRCAN3 223.25
RPOT3 223.2s



RSOY3
RSIJN3
RSPEci}
RCRNCAN3

LR4(E) LT RÛTATION CONSTRÂINTS FIELIX
RBAR4 7(tr.5
RWTIT4 765
ROAT4 7$.5
RFt^Alt(4 354.25
RCAN4 35425
RPOT4 35É,25
RSOY4 354.25
RSrrN4 354.25
RCRNCAN4 708.5
RSP!C4 ?085

B(E) RES FÌON, GREA1ER TEÄN CONSTRAINTS

WHEAIF 2ß.tñl
BARLEYF 273.89

c(Ð oBJFÆlfVE FTTNCTTON Com'ncrcnrS

BARIAC 16.20319
BAR2AC 20.rr494
BAR3AC O

BAR4AC 5L6139
CANTAC E1.66783
CAN2AC EZ7253l
CAN3AC 23.4t6Á4
CAN4AC tt3.0l9
wIrTtAc 72ß904
WIIT2AC XL9849r
wlrßAc 6.t@354
WHT4AC 3L65552
sttNlAc 19.3fJ9,87
suN2AC 43.2M3
suN3AC 4.?2233
SUN4AC 51.68¡05
GNSIAC 57.4284
CRNS2AC 97.74452
CRNS3AC 9L70É8l(RNS4AC 45.74236
OATIAC O

OATzAC O

OAT3AC O

OAT4AC O

soYlAc 59.EE486
soY2AC 76fiU2
soY3AC 7L35253
soY4AC 53.42015
FLÆ(IAC E9.t6099
FLÆ(2AC 125.3524
FLÀ'ßAC &8/.st
FLA:K4AC 140.7ü8
PO,rIAC U3.tñ3
POT2AC 631:t553
FOT3AC 521.359
POT4AC lf.05t2(RNCi{I\¡IAC 0
GNCAI{2AC 537.0t44
CRNCAN3AC O

CRNCAN4AC n4.E332
CRNSOY2AC 372.65521
CRNSOY4AC tE/..353525

xa25
223.25
446.5
Æ.5

130



TABLE DGTJ) COBT'ICIENTS fI)N. LESS TEAN CONSTRAINTS
B.ARIAC BAR2AC BAXIj}AC BAR4AC CANIAC

FIELDI 1.0 l.oFIELD2 1.0
FIELD3 I.OFIELTX I.O+ CAN2AC CAN3AC CAN4AC S4ITlAcFIELD1 I.O
FIELD2I.O
FIELD3 I.O
FTELDI I.O+ WIIT2AC WIII3AC WHT4AC OATIAC OAT2ACFIELDI 1.0FIELD2I.0 t.oFIELD3 I.O
EIELÞI I.O+ OA13AC OAT4AC
HELD3 I.O
FIELD' I.O+ GNSIAC CRNS2AC
FIELDI I.O
FIELD2 I.O
FIELD3 1.0
FIELD4 I.O+ SUNIAC SLJÌ.Í2AC SI,JN3AC SLTN4AC SOYIAC
FIELDI 1.0 1.0
FIELD2 I.O
FIELD3 I.O
FIELDI I.O
+ SOY2AC SOY3AC SOY4AC FLAXIACFLAX2AC
FIELDI I.O
ml,D2l.o l.o
FIELD3 I.O
FIELD4 I.O
+ FLAX3ACFLAK4AC
FIELD3 I.O
FIELDI 1.0
+ PoTIAC POT2AC POT3AC FOT4AC
FIELDI I.O
FTELD2 T.O

G,NS3AC GNS4AC

FIELD3
FIELDI
+ CRNCANIAC
FIELDI 1.0
FIELD2
FIEI.D3
FIELDT

13l

+ CRNSOY2AC GNSOY4AC
FIELD2 T.O
FIELDI I.O

t.0
1.0

GNCAN2AC CRNCAN3AC CR.NCAN4AC

1.0
1.0

1.0

TAELE F,(EÐ

WHEATT
BARLEYF
+
WHEATF

COEF'FICIEÌ{TS FON, GREATER, TEAN CONSTRAII{ÎS

BARIAC BAR2AC BAR3AC BAR4AC WIITIAC WIIT2AC
1.0 1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.0WIIT3AC S'}IT4AC

1.0 1.0



TABLE F(qD COEF'FICIENTS FOR LT RO'TAIIONS FIELD1
BARIAC WIITIAC OATIAC FLAXTACCAI{IAC FOTIAC

RBARI I,O
RWHTI 1.0
ROATI
RFI.AXI
RCANT
RPOTT
RSPECI
+ soYtAc sUNtAc
RSPECT 1.0 1.0
RSOYI 1.0
RSUNT 1.0
RENCANI

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0
GNCANIAC

1.0

TA¡LE K(EJ) COEFTTCTENTS FOA, LT RO|TATTONS I|IELD2
BAR2AC WIIT2AC OAT2AC FLÆ(2ACCAM¿AC FOT2AC

RBAR2 I.O
RWtrT2 1.0
ROAT2
Rlt^Ax2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSPECz
+ soY2AC SttlnAc
RSPEC2I.0 1.0
RSOY2 r.0
RSttN2 1.0
RCRNCAN2

1.0
1.0

1.0

. 1.0
1.0 1.0 t.0

G.NCAN2AC

1.0

TABLE I,(EJ) COEFTTCIENTS FIOR LT R,OTATIONS FTELD3
BAR3AC IVITßAC OAT3AC FLAX3ACCAN3AC POT3AC

RBAR3 I.O
RWIIT3 I.O
ROAT3 1.0RFIáX3 t.0RCAN3 l'ORPoït l.oRSPEC3 1.0 1.0 l.o+ soY3AC SUN3AC GNCAT{3AC
RSPEC3I.0 1.0
RSOY3 1.0
RSUN3 1.0
RCRNCAN3 I.O

TABLE M(rrJ) CoEFFTCIENTS FìOR LT ROTATIONS FIELTX
BAR4AC \I'IIT4AC OAT4AC FLAK4ACCAI{4AC POT4AC

R3AR4 1.0
R}VITT4 T.OROAT4 1.0RFLAX4 l.oRCAN4 l.0RPOT4 1.0RSPEC4 1.0 l.o 1.0+ SOY4AC SIN4AC GNCAN4AC
RSPEC4 1.0 1.0
RSOY4 1.0
RSLTN4 1.0
RffiNCAN4 T.O

t32



VARIABLES
x(J) cRoP QUAI{TnIES rN ITECTARES
Z OBIECTTVE FTJNC'TION VALIJE;

POSNTYE VARIABI.E X

EQUATTONS
OBJECT DEFINES OBJECITYE FTJNCIION
coNl(rÐ REsor,JRcE REQTTTREMENTS LESS THÄN
coN2(rÐ RBsonRcE REQT.TrcMENTS GREATER THAN
c\cN3(IÐ LT ROTATION CþNSÎRAINIS FIELDI
C1ON4(IÐ LT ROTAfiON CþNSIR.AINTS FIELDí¿
cþNs(tr) LT ROTATTON CþNSTRATNTS FTELD3
clcN6(IÐ LT ROTATION CþNSTR.AINTS EIELDT;

OBJECT.. Z =F- SUM(I, CO)*X(Ð);
coNt(IÐ.. suM (t, D(IIÐ*XCI) =t= A(IÐ;
cþN20Ð.. suM (J, E(IIÐ+X0)) =f,,= B(IÐ;
coN3(tÐ.. sLrM 0, F(IIÐ*X(Ð) =L= LRt(fÐ;
çON1GI).. slJM (J, K(IIÐ*XO) =r- 1¡26¡¡t
crcNs(H).. suM o,I{IIÐ*xo)) =Þ rÀ3(rr);
coN6(II).. SUM 0. M(rrÐ*Xg)) -r: LRaGÐ;

MODEL AGCAN2 /ALU;
oPIIoN IIMROW = 80;
SOLVE AC,CAN2 USING LP MÆüMZINC 4
C1f,MPILATION TIME = 0.258 lÆ{tnEs

.... OBJECÎ =E= DEFIhIES OBJBCIM Í'ITNCTION

OBJEC"T..

133

:^ I9:?qq?iI,(B-4Rl¡C) ---4.!!4e_+x(BAR2Ac)" 5z6l3erX@AR4Ac) - E1.6drE*x(cANlAc)
q1?4.1ilç4lt?Ac) - 23._4¡q8*x(c4,r3Ac) - t13.01e'tx(cAN4Ac) - 7.206e+x(r¡¡HriAti
?2q_421l!$!ry49.-6.lql4-*x_(wHr3Âc)-3¿6sss*x(wrfr4^c)-s7.4aE+x(hNslAóel.1Íq:I(siq?{c)-?.?qqiIlçBi!1{c)-15r424!x(cRNs4A9-¿e.3oee*i<(suNr¡,c)
f.?ryq:I(qq¡P4q) - g¿_2_?¡_*{$ry1AE s!.6811x(s!.¡r!4Ac) - 5e.884e*x(ÈoyrAc)'
76.5084*x(soY2Ac) 7_?15_4iI$OY:3Ac) - 53.4201*X(SOY4AC)- 39.151*¡ç¡¡"çç1agi
r2s3524*x6t orz{c¡ -_-Éq{!1:Iq4ryAq--_l¿10,.7o48*x¡n lx4Ac¡ - u3.rñ3*xeoTl¡c)
q11.1{11:Ieq?491_:q2l.1l?*I_(P_-o.ErQ__-_ll7,0!12*4eoI44c) - 537.0144+x(cRNbAN2Ac)
274.t332*X(CRNCAN4AC) -37L6552*X(CRNSOY2AC) - 184.3535*X(CRNSOY4AC)' +Z=È'o

-- CONI =L= RESOURCE REQIJIREIVÍENTS LESS THAN

CþNI(FIELDI).. x(BARl.{9)^*C4Ilå9.+$4If49t-I(o4rlAc) + x(CRNSIAC) + x(suNlAC) + x(soylAg)
+ X(FLAXIAC) + X(FOTIAC) + X(CRNCAI.IIAC) =r= 932

coNl(FIELD2).. x(BAR2Á9,1x(cl{2ec) +_X(WIII2AC)+-X(oAT2AC)+ x(cRNs2Ac) + X(SIN2AC) + X(Soy2AC)
+ X(!LÐ(2AC) + X(FoTZAC) + X(CRNCAN2AC) + X(cRNsoy2lC¡ =L tiæ

coNl(FIELD3)'. xQLR3.49.$(c4y4c¡.1($4II|{A + x(oÂr3Ac) + x(GNs3AC) + x(sLIN3Ac) +x(soy3Ac)
+ X@-Æ{3AC) + X(PoT3AC) + X(CRNCAN3AC) -I:893

coNl(FlELD4)" x(BAR14c) + x(cAN4Ac).jY(s{lry{g1 I@¡\T44-q + X(CRNS4AC) + X(SLIN4AC) + X(Soy4AC)
+ X(FIáXaAQ + X(FOT4AC) + X(CRNCAN4AC) + X(CRNSOy4A*C) =t¿= 1417



-- CON2 =G= RES(OURCE REQITIREMENTS GREATER. TEAN

CICN2(WIIEATÐ.. X(wItTlAc) + X(WIIT2AC) + X(WIIT3AC) + X(WIIT4AC) 4,=Zgl.tñl

CON2(BARLETT).. X(BARIAC) + X@AR2AC) + X(BAR3AC) + X@AR4AC) <Ên3.89

.-. CON3 =L= LT ROTATION CONSTN.AII{TS FIELI}I

CÐN3ßBARI}. X(BARIAC) =r- 491

CON3(RWIITI).. X(WIITIAC)=I:491

CON3(ROATI).. X(OATIAC)=l;491

CON3(RFLÐ(1).. X(FLAXIAC) =L= 245.5

CON3(RCANI).. X(CANIAC) =I- ã5.5

CoN3(RPOTI).. X(POTIAC) =r:U5.5

CON3ßsoYl).. X(SOYIAC) =l= 2455

c0hB(RsrJNl).. x(suNrAg =t= 245.5

clcN3(RCRNCAI{I)..

coN3(RsPEcl).. x(cAl{lAc) + x(suNlAC) + x(soYlAc) + x@-AXtAC) + x(porlAC) =r= 49r

:... CON4 =L= LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD2

CON4(RBAR2).. X(BAR2AC) =l¿= fi4

CoN4(RWIIT2).. X(wIIrjAC). =t= 5ø

CON4(ROAT2).. X(OAT2AO =l= 5ó4

CoN4(RFLAX2).. X(FLÆOAC) =t*2E2

CþN4(RCAN2).. X(CAMAC) =l';2t2

coN4ßPOT2).. X(POTzAC) -L- 282

C0N4(RSOY2).. X(SOY2AC) =r:2ß2

cl)N4ßsuN2).. x(sLtN2AC) =r= 2ß2
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x(qNcÂl{lAc) =r= 491



c0N4(RCRNCAN2)..

coN4(RSPEc2).. x(cAN2AC) + X(sUN2Ac) + X(soY2AC) + X(FLAX2AC) + x(PoT2Ac) =r - 5A

-- CONS =L= LT ROITAÎTON CONSTRAII{TS FIELD3

c0N5(BruU¡.. X(BAR3AC) =r- !19.5

clcN5(RWHT3).. X(WIII3AC) -t - 4465

CþNS(ROAT3).. X(OAT3AC) =r- 446.5

coN5(RFr-Nß).. X(FI^A)(:!AC) -t : 18.25

CON5(RCAN3).. X(CAN3AC) =É 21R.25

CON5(RPOTI).. X(POT3AC)=l=28.25

CoN5ßSoY3).. X(soY3AC) =È 223.L5

CON5(RSIJN3).. X(St N3AC) =b 22,3.25

x(cRNcAl{¿Ac) =r- 5('4

coNs(RCRNCAN3)..

CON5(RSPEC3).. X(CAll3Ac) + X(SLJN3AC) + X(SOY3AC) + X(FLAX3AC) + X(PoT3Ac) =L- 446¡5

-- CON6 =L= LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS IIELIX

C1CN6ßBAR4).. X(BAR4AC)=I:708.5

CON6(RWIIT4).. X(WIÌT4AC)=I=708.5

CON6(ROAT4).. X(OAT4AC)=I;70E.5

CON6(IUtlrÐKÐ.. X(FI-AX4AC) =l- 35425

CON6(RCAN4).. X(CAN4A C) =lt 354.25

CON6(RPOT4).. X(POT4AC)=L=354.25

CON6(RSOY4).. X(SOY4AC) =l;354.25

CoN6(RslJN4).. X(SLN4AC)=lì354.25

X(CRNCAN3AC) =l¿= 446.5
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coN6(RCRNCAN4)..

CON6ßSPEC4).. X(CAN4AO + X(SUNaAO + X(SOY4AC) + X(FLAX4AC) + X(POT4AC) =I; 70E.5

X(CRNCAN4AC) =Þ 70E.5



SOLVE SUMMARY
MODEL AGCAN2 OBJECITVE Z
TYPE LP DIRECIION MÐAMIZB
SOLVR, BDMLP FROM LINE 3úI

+T** SOLVEI STATUS I NORMAL CþMPLETION*+** MODEL STATUS I OPîIMAL**** oBJECTM VALL¡E 1175963.6394

RESOURCB USAGE LIMIT 0.67 lO@.æ0
NER.ATION CICTJNT.IJMIT 37 IMO

BDM - LP VERSION T.OI

A, B¡ookc, A. Dn¡4 md A. Mccnusr
Analytic Srryport Unit,
Developm.cnt RÊrc¡¡ch DGp¡rtncat
V/orld Bmk.
Waslington" D.C. 2X33, U.S.A.

woRK spACE NEEDED (ESTIMÂTE) _ &76 STORDS.
WORK SPACE I{VAILABI^E 4t26 WORDS.

ÐOT -- OPîIMAL SOLUTTON FOIJND.

LOWER LEVEL T'PPER MARGINAL

-.. EQU OBJFÆT 1.0æ

OBJECT DEFINBS OBJECTTVE FT'NCIION

-- EQU CONT RESOTJRCE REQT,IIREMENTS LF,SS THAN

I.OWER LEVEL T'PPER MARGINAL

FIELDI -INF 982.000 982000 89.161
FIELD2 -INF ll28.m0 1128.000 372^655
FIELD3 -INF 893.000 t93.000 nxvl
FIEIIÍ -INF 1417.000 1417.000 184.354

-- F4U CON2 RESOURCE REQITIREMENTS GREATER TEAN

LOWER I^EVEL I'PPER MARGINAL

WHEAIT ß6.161 B6.t6t +DilF {1.954
BARLEYF n3.En n3.E9o +INF :tZ.95E
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.... EQU CON3

RBARI
RWHTI
ROATI
RFI-ÀKI
RCANI
RPOTI
RSOYl
RSIJNl
RCRNCANI
RSPECI

LT N,OTATION CONSTRAINTS ¡TELDT

I.oWER LEVEL TJPPER MARGINAL

-INF n3.8n 491.m0
-INF 236.161 ¡l9t.0m
-INF ¡f91.000
-INF 22ß.449 2455@
-INF z¡55æ
-INF 2455m U5.5û t53.999
-INF 2455m
-INF 245.5æ
-INF 491.000
-INF 471.949 491.0m



-.-. EQU CON4

RBAR2
RW}TT2
ROAT2
RFI.A:K2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSOY2
RSttN2
RCRNCAN2
RSPEC2

LT N,(}TATION CONSTRAINTS Í'IELD2

IOWER LEVEL I.JPPER

-INF 564.(m
-INF 564.(m
-INF 564.0æ
-INF 2t¿0m
-Il{F 2{2.W
-Il{F 2E2.W 282.000
-Il{F 282.m
-INF 282.000
-INF 564.000 564.000
-INF 2ß2.W 564.000

-- F4U CON5

R3AR3
RWHT:I
ROAT3
RFLAX3
RCAN3
RFOÏ}
RSOY3
RSI,'N3
RCRNCAN3
RSPEC3

MÄRGINAL

LT RO|TATION CONSTR,AINTS I¡IELD3

I.oWER, LEVEL I,'PPER

-INF 4ß5æ
-INF 446'.5æ
-INF 446.500
-INF 223.250
-INF 223250
-INF ?232fi 223.2fi
-INF 223250
-Il{F 2232fi
-INF 44ó.500
-INF 2A.250 446,.5û

äss.rm

164.359

-..- EQU CON6

RBAR4
RWIIT4
ROAT4
RFLAX4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSOY4
RSTJN4
RCRNCAI.I4
RSPEC4

-- vAR X

MARGINAL

:?ß.6s2

t37

LT N,O|TATION CONSTR.ÀINTS FIELIX

T.oWER IIVEL T'PPER

-INF
.INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
.INF

7$5m
. 7085m
. 708.5m
. 354.2fi
. 354.250
. 354.250
. 35d.2fi
. 354.2fi
708500 70E500
. 708.500

BARTAC
BAR2AC
BAR3AC
BAR4AE
CANIAC
CAN2AC
C^AÌ'I3AC
CAN4AC
W}TTIAC
WHT2AC
WHT3AC
IVHT4AC
OATIAC

CROP QUANTITIES IN EDC'TARES

I]OWER ISVEL I,PPER MARGINAL

MARGINAL

273.8n +INF
. +INF -tl95t2
. +INF 40.ltl
. +INF -58,7t2
. +INF :1.493
. +INF .2E9.930
. +INF {l9.2fi
. +INF :11.335
æ6.161 +INF
. +INF -261.716

+INF 4.5E3
. +INF {¡9.744
. +INF -E9.t6l

90.,f80



OAT2AC
OAT3AC
OAT4AC
GNSIAC
CRNS2AC
CRNS3Á,C
CRNS4AC
STJNIAC
$rlr¿Ac
SIJN3AC
ST,JN4AC
soYlAc
soY2AC
soY3AC
soY4AC
FLA:KIAC
FLAX¿AC
Ft A)(IAC
FLAX4AC
POTIAC
POTzAC
POT3AC
POT4AC
CRNCANIAC
CRNCAN2AC
CRNCAN3AC
CRNCAN4AC
CRNSOY2AC
CRNSOY4AC

. +INF 4'n.655

. +INF -9L7Vl. +INF -t8/..354

. +INF -31.718

. +INF -Tt+.gtl
@.1fi +INF
. +INF -l3E.6ll
. +INF -39.851. +INF -329.450
. +INF 48.¡fE4
. +INF -132.69
. +INF -29.n6
. +INF A96.tq
. +INF -2A354
. +INF -130.933
22ß.49 +INF
. +INF
. +INF
. +INF
24'5.5æ +INF
2ß2.W +INF
223Jfi +INF
. +INF
. +INF
564.000 +INF
. +INF
7(E.5m +INF
282.W +INF
T0t.5m +INF

LOWER LEVEL T,'PPER MARGINAL

.... VAR Z -INF l.l760E+6 +INF

Z OBJECTTYE FTJNCTTON VALI.'E

**** IIEIÐR¡Î ST MMARY : 0 NONOPT

3ffiHH*

-u73V3
-25.%2

:"*n
-n.n2
-89.161

-9Z7VI

l3E



SETS
H CONSTN.AINTSl

FIEIÐI
FIBI.D2.
FIEID3
FIEIT}I
FIELDs
IVHEATF
BARLEYF
RBARI
RWIITI
ROATl
RFI,AXI
RCANI
RPOTI
RSOYI
RSTINI
RCRNCANI
RSPECI
RBAR2
RWTIT2
ROAT2
RFI-Ð(2
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSOY2
RStJN2
RCRNCAN2
RSPEC2
RBARfI
RWTTT3
ROAT3
RFI..AX3
RCAN3
RPOT3
RSOY3
RSI.JN3
RßNCAÌ.I3
RSPEC3
RBAR4
RWHT4
ROAT4
RFI.Ð(4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSOY4
RSt'N4
RCRNCAN4
RSPEC4
R3ARs
RWTTT5
ROATs
RFLAX5
RCAN5
RFOTs
RSOY5
RSTJN5
RCRNCANs
RSPECS

ACTIVTIIES BARIUS
BAR2US
BARÍIUS
BAR4US

SCENARIO ÎHREE
A CLIMATE CEANGE: WARMER AND WETTER

139



BAR5MB
CANIUS
CAN2US
CAN3US
cAÌ.r4us
CAN5MB
WIITIUS
wlfr2us
WHT3US
WHT4US
tr,ITT5IUB
OATIUS
OAT2US
OAT3US
OAT4US
OATsMB
GNSIUS
CRNS2US
GNS3US
GNS4US
CRNS5IVIB
st Ntus
SI.'N2US
SI.'N3US
STJN4US
STJNsMB
soYlus
soY2us
SOY3US
soY4us
SOY5MB
FLAXIUS
FLA}OUS
FLAX3US
FLAX4US
FLAXSMB
POTIUS
POT2US
FOT3US
POT4US
FOTsMB
GNCANlUS
GNCAN2US
CRNCAN3US
CRNCAI.I4US
CRNCANsMB
GNSOYIUS
RNSOY2US
GNSOY3US
GNSOY4US
CRNSOYSMB
SORGIUS

l¡10

PARAMETERS

A(E) RES FOR LESS îEAN CONSTRAINTS
FTELD1 982
FIELD2 I12E
FIELD3 893
FIELDI I4I7
FIELDs I3OO

Are¡ to the north of Fleld 2 ls es{lm¡ted to l¡cre¡se bI
ÍlüXXX)h¡'s. Thls has bcen lncluded ¡s Fteld 5.



LRr(Ð LT nOTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELDTRBARI 491
RWTITI 49I
ROATI 491RFLAXI 245.5
RCANT u5.5
RPOTI 2455
RSOYT u5.5
RSLJNI 245.5
RSPECT 491
RCR.NCANI 491

LR2(H) LT RO|TATION CONSTRÄINTS FIELD2RBAP.J¿ 54RWIItr¿ 5g
ROAT2 5ø
RFI!{K2 2A
RCÁN2 282
RPOT2 282
RSOY2 282
RSI,IÌ\I2 2E2
RSPEC2 5Ø
RCRNCAN¿ 5ø

LR3(E) LT RO|IATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD3
RBAR3 446.5
RWHT3 Æ.5
ROAT3 M.5
RFLAX3 223.25
RCAN3 223.25
RPOT3 223.25
RSOY3 2A.25
RSLJN3 2ß.25
RSPEC] 446.5
R(RNCAN3 4Æ.5

LRó(H) LT ROTÁTION CONSTR.AINTS FIELD4RBAR4 ?08.5
RWIIT4 708.5
ROAT4 -708.5

RFIJÐK4 354.25
RCAN4 354.25
RPOT4 354.25
RSOY4 354.25
RSLJN4 354.25
RRNCAN4 708.5
RSPEC4 70E.5

LRs(Ð LT RÛTATION CONSTRÂINTS FIELDs
RBAR5 650
RWHTs 650
ROAT5 650
RFI.AXs 325
RCAN5 325
RPOTs 325
RSOYs 325
RSUNs 325
RCRNCANs 650
RSPEC5 650



B(Ð RES FOR, GREÂTER TITAN CONSTR.A,INTS
WHEATF 2ß.1ÑI
BARLEYF N3.89

c(D oBJECTTVE FUNCTION COÛT'TCTENTS
BARIUS 54.59t66
BAR2US t4t.3gt2
BAR3US 36.33W1
BAR4US I4r,A92;E
BARsMB 43.8
cAtllus 0
CAN2US O

CAN3US O

CAN4US O

CAN5MB r5E,:t2ß95
srllTlus t@.585
WIIT2US tnßß
WI{T3US 138.2E93
WHT4US 242:læ8
wIrTsMB 153.6E65E
slrNlus 185.3324
suNzus 238.6958
sLrN3US 135.1829
sttN4us 255.0686
STJNsMB O

GNSIUS O

GNS2US 259.0325
GNS3US 223.7@4
CRNS4US 29E.72&
CRNSsMB O

oATlus 78.4325
oAT2US 91.88057
oAT3US 10.44502
oAT4US 90.y2426
oAT5MB 29.99fl0s
soYlus 2343w2soY2us 0soY3us 252.t254
soY4us 2fi.6i186
SOYsMB O

FLAXIUS O

FLAJCUS 95.I1E63
FLAX3US 4L9r3r5
FLAX4US rn3475
FLAXsMB 96.09EE5
POTIUS O

POT2US O

POT3US tnL923
FOT4US l$9.n3
POTsillB @.6i16
CRNCANIUS O

CRNCAI{¿US O

RNCAN3US O

CRNCA}.I4US O

CRNCANsMB O
(RNSOYIUS O

CRNSOY2US 2ß.8795
CRNSOY3US 329.8769(nNsoY4us 34ø..68/-7
CRNSOYsTúB O

soRGlUS 94.E6

ta



TABLE O(sJ) COUT.¡CIENTS fiOR LESS lrAN CONSTRAINTS
BARIUS BAR2US BAR3US BAR4US CAI\IIUS

FIELD1 I.O 1.0
FTELD2 I.O
FIELD3 1.0
FIELTX I.O
+ BAR5MBCAI{5II{BS'IIT5Tì{BOAT5MB
FIELDs 1.0 t.0 1.0 1.0
+ CAN2US CAN3US CAN4US WIITIUS
EIELDI I.O
T{ELD2 1.0
FIELD3 1.0
FIELDI 1.0
+ WHTzUS WHtr}US WIIT4US OATIUS OATzUS
FIELD1 1.0
FIELD2 I.O I.O
FIELD3 I.O
FIET.DI I.O
+ O.AT3US OAT4US
FIELD3 I.O
FIET.D4 I.O
+ CRNSTUSCRNS2USCRNS3USCRNS4US
FIELD1 I.O
FGrÐ2 1.0
FIELD3 I.O
FIELÞI I.O
+ CRNSSI\{B SLJNSMB SOYSMB FLAXSlvlB
mLDS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
+ SUNIUS suN2US SLJN3US SLJN4US SOYIUS
FIELDI 1.0 1.0
FIEID2 1.0
FIELD3 I.O
FIELDI I.O
+ SoY2US $Y3US SOY4US FLAXIUS FLÆgUs
FIELDI I.O
FIELDz I.O I.O
FIE[Ð3 1.0
FIELDT , I.O
+ FLAXIUSFLAK4US
FIELD3 I.O
FIELD,+ I.O
+ PoTIUS POT2US FOT3US FOT4US
FIELDT I.O
IimLD2 1.0
FIELD3 I.O
FIELDI 1.0
+ POT5MB CRNCAN5I\,ÍB CRNSOYsI\{B
FIELDs 1.0 1.0 1.0
+ CRNCANIUS CRNCAI{2US CR'NCÆ'I3US

FIEIÐI 1.0
FIELD2 1.0 l

FTELD3 1.0

FIEI.D4
+ CRNSOYIUS CRNSOY2US CRNSOY3US
trEtD2 1.0
IìIELDÍ
FIEI.DI I.O
IffiIÐ3 1.0

t43

TASLE E(EJ) COtrTÏCIENTS FOR GREATER TEAN CONSTR'AINTS
BARIUS BAR2US BARÍIUS BAR4US WHTIUS WHT2US

WHEATF
BARLEYF
+
}VHEA-TF
BARLEYF

1.0 l:0
l.o 1.0 l.o 1.0
WIIT3US WIIT4US VttHTSlvfB BAR5MB
1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0

CRNCAN4US

1.0
CRNSOY4US

1.0

SORGlUS
1.0



TABLE F(IU) COEFFICIENTS FOR LT ROTATIONS F'IELDT
BARIUS WIITIUS OATIUS FI^AXIUSCANIUS

RBAR1 I.O
RWTITI I.O
ROATI 1.0
RFLAXI I.O
RCANI 1.0

RPOTI
RSPECI 1.0 1.0
+ SOYIUS SUNIUS CRNCANIUS
RSPECI 1.0 1.0
RSOYI 1.0
RSrrNr 1.0
RCRNCANT I.O

TABLE K(EJ) COETÍTCIENTS FOR, LT R(}TATIONS FIELD2
BAR2US WTIT2US OAT2US FLAX2USCAN2US POT2US

RBAR2 I.O
RWTITz I.O
ROATz 1.0
RFLAX2 I.O
RCAN2
RPOT2
RSPEC2 1.0
+ soY2us slrN2us
RSPECz 1.0 1.0
RSOY2 1.0
RSUN2 1.0
RCR,NCAN2

FOTIUS

1.0
1.0

TABLE L(EJ) COEFÍ.ICIENTS Í1OR LT ROTTAIIONS FIELD3
BAR3US WHÏIUS OAT3US FLAX3USCAN3US

RBAR3 I.O
RWHT3 1.0
ROAT3 1.0
RFLAX3 1.0

RCAN3 1.0
NPOT3
RSPEC3 1.0 1.0
+ SOY3US SI,'N3US CRNCAI{}US
RSPECS 1.0 1.0
RSOY3 1.0
RSTJN3 1.0
RCRNCÄN3 1.0

TABLE M(IIJ) COBT'ICIENTS FOR LT RÛTATIONS NELD4
BAR4US ÌVIIT4US OAT4US FLAX4USCAN4US POT4US

RBAR4 I.O
RWHT4 1.0
ROAT4 1.0
RFLÂX4 1.0
RCAN4 1.0

RPOT4 1.0

RSPEC4 1.0 1.0 1.0

+ SOY4US SLTN4US RNCAN4US
RSPEC4 1.0 t.0
RSOY4 1.0
RSttN4 1.0
R(RNCAN4 I.O

t4

1.0
1.0

1.0 1.0
CRNCAN2US

1.0

POT3US

1.0
1.0



TABLE P(HJ) COEFT'ICIENTS FìON LT ROTATIONS FTELDs
BAR5MB WHTsMBOATsMB FLAXsMB CANsMB

R3AR5 1.0
RWHTs 1.0
ROAT5 1.0
RFLAXs T.O

RCANs 1.0
RPOT5
RSPECs 1.0 1.0
+ SOYsMB SI]NsMB CRNCA}I5I\,IB
RSPECs 1.0 1.0
RSOYs 1.0
RSI,JN5 1.0
RCRNCANs T.O

VARIABLES
xo) RoP QUAIITfiTES IN IIECTARES
Z OBJECTTVE FI.]NCIÏON VALTJE

ÞOSITIVE VÁRIABLE X

EQUATIONS
OBTECT DEFINES OBJECTTVE FI,JNCTTON
CþNI(H) R3SOIJRCE REQTJIREMENÎS T.ESS TTIAN
CON2(II) RESOURCE REQIJIREMENTS GREATER THAN
CON3(II) LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELDI
CON4(TÐ LT ROTATION CþNSTRÂINÏS FIELDz
CICNS(H) LT ROTATION CþNSTRT{INïS FIELD3
CþN6(II) LT ROTATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD,|
CONT(IÐ LT ROTAÍTON CONSTRÄINTS FIELDS:

OBJE€T.. Z =E= SIJM(I CO)*X(D);
coNl(H).. SUM g. D(IIÐ*X0)) =l: A(IÐ;
coN2(H).. suM O, E(IIÐ*XO)) {F B(II);
coN3(IÐ.. SUM O, F(HÐ*X(Ð) =Þ LRI(IÐ:
CON4(II).. SUM (J. K(IIÐ*XO) =Þ LR2(II);
CÐNSGÐ.. StlM O, L(HÐ+XO) =L= LR3(IÐ;
CON6(II).. suM 0' M(HÐ*XO)) =I¡ LR4(II);
COI{/(H).. SUM O' P(HÐ*X(Ð) =IF LRS(IÐ;

MODEL USYIELD3 /ÁLU:
OPTION LIMRO\V = EQ
SOLVE USY¡ELD3 USÍNG LP MAJXIMøÍNG 4

POTSI\,ÍB

1.0
1.0

t45

COMPILATÏON TIME

-- OBJECT =E= DEFINES OBJECTM FT NCTION

0.27I MINUTES

..- CON1 =L= RESOURCE REQUIREI|{ENTS LESS TEAN

CoNI(FIELDI).. x(BARrUs) + X(CANIUS) + X(\I¡HTIUS) + X(OATIUS) + X((RNSIUS) + X(SLINIUS) + X(SOYIUS)
+ X(FI-AXIUS) + X(POTIUS) + X(RNCANIUS) + X(CRNSOYIUS) + X(SORGIUS) =l= 982



CþNt(FrELDz).. X(B]AR ¿Us) + X(CA¡v¿Us) + x($,HT2Us) + x(oAT2us) +ëçEI-s-?Us_) +.TfsljN2us) + x(soY2us)
+ X(FLAXiUS) + X(POT2US) + X((RNCAMUS) + X(CRNSOY2US) =I= l12E

cONl(FrËr-D3).. x(IlÂelus) + X(CAN3US) + x(wHBUsJ t_I-g.AT3Is- I1 f(qrys_lus_) + {(sIJN3Us) + x(soY3us)
+ X(FLAX'US); X(POTjÛS) + X((RNCAÌ.[3US) + X(CRNSOY3US) =I= 893

cONl(FrELD4).. X(BAR4US) + X(CAN4US) + x(wIIT4Us) 1 {(Qerel:ll1I(ql{sJUq) +X(SLN4US) + X(SoY4Us)

coNl(FrELD5).. X(BARsMB) + X(CAN5MB) + X$ÆII5MB)__tI-(9_A.TÐP) + X((xtì[s5_MB)_+ x(sIrNsMB) +

xisoys¡¡sj + xGiîxstvtBj + x<tt¡tslæ) + x((RNCANSMB) + X(G.NSOY5IV!B) =I; 1300

.--- CON2 =G= RES{OIJRCE REQT IREMENTS GREATER TEÂN

CoN2(!vIrEATÐ.. X(wHrtUS) + X(WIIT2US) + X(WIIT3US) + X(wIÎ4Us) + X(WIITSIvIB) {Flß.lÑl

CoN¿(BARLEYÐ.. X(BARIUS) + X@AR2US) + X@ARIUS) + X@AR4US) + X@^ARsMB) ÆÊ ng.8g

-- CON3 =L= Lll R(}TATION CONSTRAINTS FIELD1

CON3ßBARI).. X(BARIUS) =l= 491

CON3(RWHTI)'. X(WIITIUS) =lã 4gl

CONI(ROATI).. X(OATIUS) =L= 491

CON3(RFLAt(l).. X(FLÆ(IUS) =It 245.5

CþÌ{3(RCAI{I).. X(CAl'f IUS) =l¿= U5.5

CON3(RPOTI).. X(POTIUS) =L= 245,5

CON3(RSOYI).. X(SOYIUS) =I= 245.5

c1f,N3(RSlJNl).. X(SUNIUS) -t - 245.5

C€N3(RCRNCAI.II).. X(CRNCANIUS) =lt 4gl

coN](RsPECr).. X(CANrus) + X(suNrus) + x(soYrus) + X(FLAXIUS) + X(POTIUS) -rF 4gr

lß

-- CON4 =L= LT ROTATION CONSTRÂINTS FIELD2

C0N4(RBAR2).. X(BAR2US) =l= 564

CþN4(RWIIT2)'. X$ÆII2US) =I= 5&



CoN4(ROAT2).. X(OAT2US) -L- sA

CON4(RFLAXÐ.. X(FI-ÆeUs> =lF Zg2

CoN4(RCAN¿).. X(CAI{¿US) -t = T2

C1oN4(RPOT2).. X(POTzUS) -L- 282

CON4(RSOY2).. X(SOY2US) ;t= ?Å2

C1CN4ßSLN2).. X(SLJMUS) =l= ?ß2

C1ON4(RCRNCAM).. X(GNCAN2US) -L- 564

CoN4(RSPEC2).. X(CAIV¿US) + X(SLJN¿US) + X(SOY2US) + X(FLAXíILJS) + X(POT2US) =L= 5&

.... CONS =L= LT RoTATION CoNSTRAINTS FIELD3

C0N5(RBAR3).. X(BARIUS) ¿: eq6.S

coN5(Rwlff]).. X(v/trT3US) -L- 4ß.5

CON5(ROAT3).. X(OAT3US) =r= {15.5

CoN5(RFL-AX3).. X(FLÐßUS ) -L- 223.2s

CON5(RCAN3).. X(CAI.I3US) =l; Tt3.25

CON5(RPOT:¡).. X(FOT3US) =lF 223.2s

CON5(RSOY3).. X(SOY3US) =l¿= 223.25

CON5(RSLJN3).. X(StlN3Us) =L= 223.25

CON5(RCRNCAN3).. X(CRNCAN3US) =I: 446.5

CON5(RSPEC3).. X(CAN3US) + X(SLJN3US) + X(SOY3US) + X(FLAX3US) + X(POT3US) =lr= 44&5

-- CON6 =L= LT ROTATION CONSTRÄINTS FIELIX

CON6(RBAR4).. X(B.AR4US) =IF 708.5

CON6(RWHT4).' X$ftrT4Us) =t¡ 7(8.5

CON6(ROAT4).. X(OAT4US) =I: 70s.5

CþN6(RFIAX4).. X(FLAX4US) =I= 354.25

r47



C1ON6(RCAN4)- X(CAN4US) -t = 354.25

CoN6(RPOT4).. X(FOT4US) -L- 354.25

CON6(RSOY4).. X(SOY4US) =L= 354.25

coN6(RSlJN4).. X(SLJN4US) =rÊ 354.25

C\CN6(RCRÌjCAN4).. X(CRNCAN4US) =lJ= 708.5

CþN6(RSPBC4).. x(cÂt¡4us) + X(SI'N4US) + X(sOY4Us) + X(FLAIK4US) + X(P!OT4US) =L= ?oE.5

-.-- CONT =L= LT RCvIATION CONSTT'AINTS FIELDS

CONT(RBAR5).. X(BARSÀ'ÍB) =lÉ 650

col{/(RwlrTÐ.. X(WHTSMB) =I= 650

CONI(ROAT5).. X(OATSÀ{B) =t= 650

CONT(RFLAX5).. X(FLAXSMB) =l= 325

coM(RcANs)'. x(cANsMB) =b 325

CoN?(RPOTÐ.. X(POTsÀ{B) -L- 325

coN7(RsoYÐ.. X(SOYSMB) -L- 32s

C1IN7(RS[INÐ.. X(St NSMB) =I= 325

CONT(RCRNCANÐ.. X(CRNCAN5MB¡ =p 55s

coM(RsPECÐ.. X(CANsMB) + X(SUNSìIB) + X(SOYSlvfB) + X(FLÐ(5MB) + X@OTSMB) =t= 650

148

MODEL STATISTTCS

BI¡CKS OF EQUATIONS
BI.OCKS OF VARIABLES
NON ZERO ELEMENTS

GENERA'TION TTME =

Ð(ECUITON TIME

I
2

t74

SINGLE EQUATTONS
SINGLE VARTABLES

0.E32 MINUTES

0.876 MINUTES

58
57



SOLVE SUMMARY
MODEL USYIELD3 OBJBCTTVE Z
TY?E LP .DIRECÏÏON M.ÐüMIZE
SOLVER BDMLP FROM LINE 438

r..' SOLVER STATUS T NORMAL CIOMPLETTONr**. MODEL STATUS I OP'TIMAL
*Ú.* OBJECIT\JTE VALI.'E 2z,/T30É.8788

nssouRcE usAGE, uMIT 0.67 l(m.mo
ITERATTON COUNT, LIMIT 34' IMO

BDM - I.P VERSION T.O1

A. Bro*e, A. Dn¡4 aod r{. Mecraus,
Analytic Srryport Uniç
Develop.eat Resesfth Dcp¡rttncat,
Wo¡ld Bs¡k,
Washington. D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

woRK SPACE NEEDED @SflMATE) 7173 S'ORDS.
WORK SPACE AVAILÄBLE - 45950 S'ORDS.

Þ(rf _ OPTIMAL SOLUTÏON FOI'ND.

LOWER I¡VEL TJPPER MARGINAL

..-- EQU OBJFÆT 1.000

OBJECT DEFINES OBJE(flVE FI,'NCUON

-.. EQU CON1

I.oWER

FIELDI -INF
FIELD2 .INF
FIELD3 .INF
FIELDI -INF
ETELDs -INF

N,ESOUN,CE REQIIIREMENTS LESS TEAN

LEVEL T.JPPER MARGINAL

982.000 982m0 102.585
112E.(m ll28.m0 259.U32
E93.mO t93.0m 329.En

1417.æ0 1417.(m u4.6s
l300.mo ß00.m0 96.w9

-... F4U CON2 RESOURCE REQUTREME¡ITS GREATEn îrrAN

LOWER LEVEL IJPPER MARGINAL

WHEATF 236.161 E67.ll0 +INF
BARLEYF n3.E9O tß.En +INF 47.993

t49

:... FQU CON3

RBARI
RWHTl
ROATI
RFI.AXT
RCANl
RPOTI
RSOYI
RSUNT
RCRNCANl
RSPECI

LT N,OITATION CONSTRÂINTS ITIELD1

ITOSTER LEVEL LTPPER MARGINAL

-INF iil3.ïg} 491.m0
-INF 2r7.rr0 491.(m
-INF 491.000
-INF 2A5Sû
-INF 2455'æ
-INF 2A55,æ
-INF U5.5æ 245.500 l32.l%
-INF U,sSæ UsS@ 8z.74íI
-INF 491.000
-rNF 49r.0æ 491.0æ



-.. F4U CON4

RBAR2
RWHT2
ROAT2
RFLA)(2
RCAI{¿
RFOT2
RSOY2
RSI,JN2
RCRNCAI{2
RSPEC2

-- EQU CON5

LT R,(}TATION CONSIR.AINIS TIELD2

IJOWER LEVEL I,PPER MARGINAL

-INF
.INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
-INF
.INF
-INF
.INF
-INF

RBAR3 -INF
RW}IT3 -INF
ROAT3 .INF
RFI.ÀK3 -INF
RCAN3 -INF
RPOT3 .INF
RSOY3 -INF
RSTJN3 -INF
RCRNCAN3 -INF
R,SPEC3 -INF

564.(m
564.m0
564.m0
282.(m
?&Lffi
282.Oæ
2E2.0æ
292.W
564.000
564.0æ

LT NOTATION CONSTRAINTS TÏELD3

I.OWR, IJVEL T,'PPER MÂRG:INAL

-- EQU CON6

RBAR4
RWHT4
ROAT4
RFTAX4
RCAN4
RPOT4
RSOY4
RSIJN4
RCR,NCAN4
RSPEC4

--. EQU CONT

. .1465(I)

. 446-5û

. Æ5û. v23.250. 223.2fi
t232fi t8.2fi 943.M
. 223.250
. xì3.250
. Æ.5æ
223.250 ¡t16.500

LT ROITATION CONSTR,AINTS FIELT)4

IJOWB. LEVEL I.,PPER MARGINAL

-INF ?OB.5OO
-rNF 708.500
-INF 7085m
-rNF 9542s0
-INF 354.2ñ
-INF 354.250 354.2fi 1294.598
-INF 354250
-INF 354.2fi
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Graphs Showing Monthly Temperature and Precipitation Normals

and the 2+CO2 Temperature and Precipitation Predictions

for Several Weather Stations l{ithin Manitoba.

(Mqrrhly nomrals are adþsæd by the differcnces between the 2*CO, and
l*C1C2 GISS GCXvI model runs to obtain a 2*@, clim¡te for lvfanioba)
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Method used to calculate and graphs showing Days to Maturity'
Water Use, and Soil Water Status for a Crop of V9heat

at selected points in Manitoba under three different scenarios.

APPENDIX THREE

1.

2.

3.

Historical weather and planting dates.

A flat increase of 3t in temperanne and hisûorical planting dates.

A flat increase in æmperature of 3'C and planting advanced 14 days.
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The water use of a crop can be estimated using figurres for potential evapotrans-

piration (PET) and a consumptive use factor, that is the ratio of actual to potential

evapotranspiration, summed. d.aily from planting to hanest. Potential evapotranspiration

is estimated by a method developed by Baier and Robertsonr and is then used to

obtain a consumptive use factor using a method developed by Hobbs and Krogman

(196S). In order to assess the number of days required for the crop to reach maturity

a biometeorological time scale2 is used. This method uses both day and night

temperatures as well as photoperiod to estimate crop deveþment and the length of

time taken from planting to maturity. A consumptive use factor is assigned to each

of the stages of physiological development and water use by the crop estrmated. In

the calculation of water stress, it is assumed that at the sta¡t of the growing season soil

water is equal to that on October 31st of the previous year plus half of the average

snow fall over the season. Then, actual daily weather station dat¿ is used in

conjunction with this starting value to assess soil moisnre stress using the following

formula,

Water Statusonrz = Water StatusDryr - eET 'r CU) + Precipiøtion

Method Used to Calculate Days to Maturity

\üater Use and Soil Water Status

166

and so on until the water status at the daæ of maturity is obtained.

I Baier and Robertson. 1965. Es¡mation of Latent evaporation from simple weather
observations. Canadian Journal of Plant Science. 451;276-284.

2 Robertson. 1968. A biometeorological time scale for a cereal crop involving day and
night temperatures and photoperiod. International Journal of Biometeoroiogv. tZ: lgl-222.
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g Soil Water Status, Wheat.
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C-É{ Water Use, Wheat.
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clr- Soil Water Status, Wheat.
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rôr\ Water Use, Wheat.
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æ Water Use, IVheat.
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APPENDX FOUR

Data for the Linear Programming Model
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Variable Cost and Yield Data (Historical and2*CO2FAO) Averaged over theFour Linear Programming Areas

(Table I of 3)

Barley tsarley tsarley Canols canola (ånola canola l'lax flar ftar tl¡x
1taÀ117¿12141234

ieed and
f¡e¡tment 21.E4 zl.Ure¡tilise¡ 53.85 53.85
lhemic¡ls 43.24 43.U
ruel ?2.24 zLU
vfach Op
-'osts 17.91 17,91
)ther 14.83 14.83

y'.C. Per
Iect¡re

A.verage

Íield/Ha 1.91
JOYr)3AO 4.32
Shangest+coz l.3l
v:^tiff^

21.84 2t.84 t7.82 17.82
53.E5 53.85 53.85 53.85
43.24 43.24 3E.30 3E.30

22.24 22.U 22.24 22,24

17.91 t7.9t t7.91 17.91
14.E3 14.83 14.83 14.83

r73.9t t73.9t r73.9r 173.9t r&.95 164.95 164.95 rA.95 lfl.68 157.68 157.6E 1f/.68 144.60 144.û 14É'.Ñ 144.æ

?¡ice|T^áÉÂ|1e'lìt1n,n|?R'ôt?n,ôo¿aoo¿9os4.9o94^9o2n.4aJ

2.01

4.29

r.42

lev/ll¡
,.+co¿
ler,/H¡

Rev-Vc/lla
¿+coz
D-ú_\'.n¡r

Ln ¿16 L52

4.34 -0.31 -0.24

1.30 1.49 l.9l

t7.82
53.85
38.30
22U

2&.40 n8.23

t8l.t2 196.89

90.49 104..32
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"Oe

Source: Manitob¡ Asr¡q¡lu¡re. Manitobr Acriculn¡re Yca¡üook 1987.
Maniob¡ Aerid¡tture-. Farm Ptsrning Gu¡de 1989 Crç Estimaæs.

t7.82 19.83 19.83 19.83 19.83 25.65 25.65 25.65 25.65
53.85 58.16 5E.16 58.16 58.16 28.14 28.14 28.14 2E.14
3E.30 24:n 24.7t 24.71 24.71 35.83 35.83 35.83 35.83
22.24 22.24 2L24 ?2.24 22.24 2L24 22.24 22.24 22.24

t7.gt l7.gr l7.gl l7.gl l7.gl l7.gr l7.gr r7.gr l7.gl
14.83 14.83 14.E3 14.83 14.83 14.E3 14.83 14.83 14.83

t7.91
14.83

n2.64 298.51 23E.61

180.08 206.57 t8t.t5

98:13 tZ4.æ 73:12

Ã 11 a, aÂ lÂr(l

2.46 t.94

4.2t 4.21

1.95 1.52

L85 l.l9 r.23 0.95 l.3l
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,oll to.&
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Cfable 2 of3)

Secd and
Tre¡tme,nt 42.65
Feniliser 90.68
Chernicals 54,36
R¡el ,4Jl
NhchOp
C.osts n.86
Other 16.06

42:65 1L65 42.65 34:12 34:12
90.68 90.68 90.68 64.01 64.01

54.36 5436 54.36 24:ll u:lr
zclt 24:Il 24:ll 23.47 23.q

2L86 22.E6 22.86 20.39 2039
16.06 16.06 16.06 16.06 16.06

Aænge
Yield/lla
(l0Yr)
FAO 4.05
Chanses
2*CO:2 0.00

25r.32 251.32 25r.32 251.32 183,36 183.36 183.36 13336 159.15 159.15 159.15 1.59.15 251.32 2sr.32 251.32 251,32
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2*COz
Rev/Ha

Rev-Vc,/IIa
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0.m 4.g4

34.72 34:t2
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ull 24:ll
23.C1 23.{l

20.39 2039
16.06 16.06

o.o0 0.00 0.00 619.92 339.17 339.17

0.00 no.n 0.00 5lf'.61 232.67 226.56

-25t.32 -2s1.32 -251.32 36E.@ 155.81 155.81

Source: Mani¡obr Agrict¡ln¡¡e. Manitoba Agrictltuç Ycarbook l9&f'
trl-"iitoUq Ãg¡<r¡ttu¡Ë. farm nrning Guidã1989 C¡op Ecrimates'

la) variatrcîsr, 
"r" 

rt oo" r-GiÇ-uot ia¡sæa acco'ruing ro rhc recommcndations of Manitob¡ Agrictlture persmtel

þ) Variable costs for com silage are the tamc as lhose used lor com gram'
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(Table 3 of 3)

Seed and
TrEatnent
Fertiliser
Chemicak
Fuel
MachOp
Costs
Other

Soybean Soybean Soyb€¡n Sbybe¡ Potrto PotÂto Potåto fotato
tl¡ì t 7 ¿ llbl 2 t 1

V.C. Per
Hec¡re 76.98 76.98 76.98 76.98 1598.25 159825 1598.25 1598.2a

Avcragc
Yield/H¿ t.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 18.64 18.64 18.64 18.64
(r0YÐ
FAO 4.26 4.17 -0.19 4.29 4.17 0.01 4.04 -0.2r
Chansee2+Cõ2 0.80 0.89 0.r, 0.76 1555 18.83 l7.n V.82
\r:-tJ rïr.

Price

Rev/II¡ 184.71 184:71 lM:ll l8/.:ll 2Vl,y3 ?2f1.99 t2gl.93 2Vl.y3
2+COz
Rev/Ha 136.g1 153.49 149.39 130.40 1841.41 2230.01 2119.61 1755.30

Rev-Vc/IIa 1t7.72 lfil:|z lÛlJz ßn12 @.68 @9.68 @9.68 609.68
2*COzÞ-.,-v^Æ¡. (o te ,tÁ <r '1, 2< 11 Ã' 

'^a 
lÂ Â71 76 ltl a6 t ¡ft o(

1'fr aA r,tr Aß, r11 Rß l'rl €Â lle.À tlR¿1 lln¿1 llná1

Source: Manioba Aericuln¡re. lvfanitob¡ Asr¡ci¡lu¡rc Ycübod( lgft
Manitoba Agriorlturõ. Farm Planning Guidã1989 Crç Estimaæ¡.
lal V¡¡iable C¡sts ¡daDted frcrn budeeu ælev¡nt ro US Statet borderinc Mrniûoba
þ) VariaUle cosrs updâæd from a l9E2 budget prwided by thc lvtanitobl Vcgauhle G¡owerc! Association.
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2*CO2 Scenario Yields Obtained from the States using Cluster Analysis
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94.tO

159.15

1E.49
24.24

36.t9
24.A n34
llE.43 118.43

159E.25 1598.25

\o



Crop Yields Minnesota

Areå 2,3,s,6 4 ?.35:6 4' 23,55 4 2,3,55 4 23,5,6 4

1987
r986
1985

Av bry'ac

30.60 41.20
32.13 32.70
38.05 54.10
33.59 42.67

1987
1986
1985

Av búac

34.00 58.æ
39.æ 44.80
M.6 68.00
39.43 57.00

Source: Minnesota Department of Agriculture and USDA. 'Minnesota Agriculture Satistics 1988'.

Crop Reporting Disricts
2 = North Central
3 = North East
4 =WestCennal
5 = Cenral
6 =EætCenral

42.38
4r.43
s8.08
47.29

1.80

6r.10
46.70
70.@
59.47

10.90 12.30
10.00 14.80
14.30 21.00
11.73 16.03

r0.83
12.80
9.88

t7.17

12.w
13.r0
r0.50
1r.87

96.80 105.00
82.50 102.00
9r.46 105.40

32.40
28.77
24.33
28.50
Ln,

33.80
31.50
30.00
3r.77

1293.W
895.75

1094.38

2tt2.50 352.00
193.33 305.00
213.33 312.00
216.39 323.W

1493.00
1032.00
1262.50

t.4l

\o
b.J



Crop Yields South Dakota

Porato l¡ liorghum u lþrghum l
thu/¡cl fbu/ecì f¡ulac) Ou1¡é'l fbr¡/acì lbu/acì llbshcì lbr ac) f¡

l9E7 (a)
1986 (a)

Average

North
EætNEl (b)
EasNonh (b)
Central NCE2
E.Central
EC8 (b)
S.Cent¡al
s(I/ (b)

n.û
25.00

26.00

32.æ

?ß.æ

35.00

2ß.@

J7 2240'75 ll2'04 s6'o2 zz&Js
factor

34.00
32.00

33.00

l50l.305|7E,53l65El52235n,E4zl'lz;9zlooyJJo
NEI Ks/ha 2rs2.N 0.00 2667:tO 242t.OO O.OO 168125 ' 1456.49 ,q.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ñõÈâ'ñr/h" ä¡ã:iõ ßsi.1a lzscffi 22sd.@ 0.00 - ïo0 ä44'.4s 3!s24s 0.00 0.00 0'00 0.00'Eîííüä' bäïi __-0:00 
zsss.?s uú.æ 0.00 tou:i3 lÁi6.àe 4lttis 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

lnto <^ ô m .nea Æ rl <r fvt ô fvt rßtt r< ô fÍt aasr.74 0.00 0.00 ?Rm-qî 0-00

46.00
¿14.00

45.00

70.00

@.00

75.00

@.00

35.00

Tqrnes/ha
Tonnes/ha
NEI
Tcnnes/ïa
NCE2
Tonnes/ha
EC8
TqmesÂra
ea,t

40.00
42.00

4r.00

45.00

42.û

45.00

¿().00

13.00
14.00

13.50

t:t5
2.r5

l:t5

2.35

t:15

(a) Sourh Dakou Agricultunl Statistiø l9trt'19E8.

öi c*;-.ì;;d;;ri* Sr"ri*, SDSU and USDA. "Cornparativc Crop Budgetr for Planning a Cropping Pogr¡mmc in South Dako¡¡'.

32.50 1300.00
30.50 1380.00

31.50 1340.00

25.00 1300.00

1200.00

31.00 13m.00

25.00

2.22
0.00

2.35

0.00

0.00

t:tl
2.61

2.29

2.86

2.29

83.00
82.00

82.50

221
2.42

2.26

2.42

Lt'

7.30
7.50

7.40

55.00

?5.00

55.00

0.85
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

210.00
210.00

210.00

2.12
r.68

0.00

2.08

1.68

53.00
,t6.00

49.50

150
1.46

t34

t.46

0.00

7.30
7.û

7.45

5.r8
0.00

3.45

4:tl

3.45

50.00

16.5t
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.53
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2:17
0.00

0.00

0.00

2.80

16.69
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

\o
(J)



Crop Yields North Dakota

1987 (a)
1986 (a)

Average

Orr'ac) Orr'ac¡ (bdac) Odac) (bdac¡ (bdac¡ (cwlac) (búac) (tonVac) (cwlac)

31.00
31.00

31.00

47.W

40.00

rrz.u 6237 2240.75 rt2,'0/.

52.W
55.00

53.50

80.00

70.00

2084.75
3160.75

2690.W

48.00
51.00

49.50

65.00

60.00

(a) Norttr Dakoa Agricultural Satistics 1988.

Oi Co-op"rative Ex'iension Service, NDSU. 'Farm Management Planning Guide".

16.50
17.50

17.00

18.00

15.00

0.00 3048.80 3497.W 1129.86 1681.25

0.00 2667:to 3228.W 941.55 0.00

2.08
3.16

2.69

32.50
35.00

33.75

25.W

2.05
0.00

0.00

r520
r3.50

14.35

17.50

14.50

10 1067.09 2269.69

2.M
3.05

2.67

93.00
93.00

93.00

8s.00

70.00

2.66
3.50

323

7.50
7.50

7.50

14.00

12.00

1.07
r.l3

0.94

t607.74 5837.61
1960.65 5335.4s

t62t4.54 4393.90

185.00
r80.00

182.50

165.00

2.n
1.68

0.00

r.6l
r.96

r.62

16805.60
31370.45

26888.96

5.84
5.34

4.39

2M46,8L
18486.r6

0.00

16.81
3r.37

26.89

20.45
18.49

0.00

\o
5



Average Yields over 10 Years for Selected Manitoba CTops by Crop District

Region 1

Region 2
Region 3

Region 4
Region 5

Region 6
Region 7

Region 8
Region 9

r.874 r.905 2.482
1.953 1.953 2.548
2.090 2.094 2.7W
r.993 1.980 2.375
2.024 1.942 2.368
L.945 1.951 2.4W
2.rr4 2.163 2.736
2.206 2.298 2s60
2.099 2.t43 2.696
1.814 1.902 2.230
2.064 2.142 2.5&

1.176 0.945 5.400
r.196 0.982 5.400
t.239 1.086 5.400
r.269 1.053 5.400
1.151 1.114 5.400
Lnr 0.989 5.400
Lng 1.069 5.400
1.347 L.L73 0.000
1.310 1.150 0.000
1.138 0.949 0.000
r.204 t.tr? 0.000

Source: Calculated from Previous Table.

195

Average Yields Over 10 Years for Selected Manítoba Cbops, by Model Area.

Field
Field
Field

1

2
3
4

1.913 r.929 2.515 1.186 0.963
2.013 1.992 2.46L r.233 1.060

r.973 r.599 1.939 0.946 0.831

Source: Calculated from Previous Tables.

5.400 1.306 L7.124 18.643

5.400 1306 r7.r24 r8.&3
0.000 1.306 17.124 18.643



10 Year Average Yields by Crop District, Manitoba

egion I
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
r979
1978

Region 2

r.5r4 r.529 2.234
2.184 2A7r 2.9U
2.687 2.526 3.538
1.801 1.684 2.3U
r.692 rJ30 22ß5
2262 2.400 2.982
2.018 1.917 2.480
r.r23 1229 r.46
r.471 1.554 1.918
1.983 2.010 2.63r

1.905 1.857 2.717
2.335 2.655 3.074
2.459 2235 3.140
1.835 r.546 23A2
1.824 1.854 2356
2222 2.5W 3.004
r.994 r.745 2297
1.317 1.403 lJTr
1.545 1.500 1976
2.093 2.239 z.Ur

2.206 2.rrr 3.103
2.387 2.529 3202
2.635 2.450 3207
rJ97 r.562 22æ
r.979 2.010 2472
2222 2AW 2.893
2.159 2.02Jt 2.507
1.705 1.933 2.4ffi
1.631 1.656 2.052
2.182 2262 290r

1.945 2250 2.815
2.r2ß 2.333 2.786
2.626 2.417 3.000
2.M3 r.692 2.333
1.910 1.856 2.082
1.817 1.800 2.rr2
2286 r.997 2.324
1.7t9 1.870 2.41r
1.305 r.436 1.485

1987
r986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981

1980
r979
1978

Region 3

r.46 r.t54 5.400
1.465 r.405
1.510 1.203
0.833 0.705
0.960 0.904
1.183 1.088
1.164 0.848
L.02t 0.544
0.854 0.662
r.302 0.934

1.418 1.203 5.400
rA63 1.442
1.459 1.116
0.915 0.763
r.r29 0.985
r.r95 1.067
r.204 0.810
r.02r 0.&7
0.854 0.734
r.302 1.053

r.531 1.378 5.400
r.57r 1.585
r.594 t.zM
0.875 0.738
1.17r l.lt5
1.176 L.014
r.299 0.982
1.021 0.903
0.854 0.767
1.302 r.r32

1.52r r.300 5.400
LA94 1.388
r.699 1.389
1.091 0.833
1.111 1.000
r.087 0.839
1.373 1.058
0.987 0.923
0.936 0.634

1987
1986
r985
1984
1983
r982
1981

1980
r979
1978

Rqgion 4
r987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
r979

1570 20.700 23.4æ
r.430 21.100 19.309
r.l90 15.900 18.900
1.150 ß.500 L6.2æ
r.r20 15.250 16.100
L235 15.420 16.500
L.455 17.520 L8.775
L225 12530 L7.862
1355 17.970 18.827
L325 21.350 æ.560
All All Alt

196

Disuicts Disricts

Sor¡rce: Iltanitoba Agricutture Yearbook (Various Years).



1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
r981
1980
r979
r978

Region 6
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
t979
1978

Region 7
1987
1986
r985
1984
1983
t982
1981
1980
r979
1978

Region 8
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
r979

1.826 2.000 2.581
2.140 2.125 2.522
2.554 2.5û 3.161
r.990 L1n 2235
r.&9 1.750 1.783
2.369 2.rú 2.&6
2208 r.898 2.286
1.638 1.550 r.97r
r.67 1.840 r.929
2.2N 1.933 2.568

1.849 r.826 2J50
2.022 2.381 2.750
2.591 2.4W 3.154
2.122 L970 2.636
1.6ít4 1.741 1.886
2.057 2200 2.598
2.132 r92r 2254
1.582 1.507 2.013
rA53 1.581 r.693
r.972 r.980 2262

2291 2.194 3.105
2299 2.781 2963
2J48 2:',t42 3.57r
2221 2.143 2979
1.867 r.886 2.322
2An 25æ 3.t72
2.145 z.On 2593
1238 r.308 r.644
r.886 1974 2.437
2î2r 2.078 2.576

2216 2A62 3.M7
22ß8 2.917 3.140
3.095 2.895 4.096
2.370 2210 326r
2.036 1969 2.618
2.513 2.800 3A3r
2.179 2.06 2.760
1267 r.442 r.751
r.954 2.025 2.686

r.250 r.236
r.259 r.?ffi
r.4û tA70
r.r20 1.2&
0.888 1.033
1.101 1.032
1.121 0.978
0.987 0.803
0.936 0.893
r.392 r.162

r.367 1.130
rA27 r.373
r.634 r.262
r.233 0.933
1.050 0.898
t.M9 t.o25
r.239 0.U7
0.987 0.72ß
0.936 0.791
r.392 0.900

r.500 1.323
t.329 1.224
L6r,2 LnT
1.%0 1.113
1.089 0.956
L.2& r.230
LnÙ 0.937
0.874 0.582
r.2r3 0.996
r.352 r.M1

1.482 1.300
r.465 r.49
L.687 r.499
1.281 li186
1.156 1.057
r.235 1.315
1.384 1.036
1.005 0.696
1.287 1.051

\97

Source: Manitoba Agriculture Yearbook (Various Yea¡s).



1987
r986
1985
1984
1983
1982
I981
1980
1979
1978

Region 10

2250 2.353 3.167
2.r8r 2.533 2.825
2.8U 2.67 3.635
2267 2267 3.039
r.854 1.956 2.36
2.397 2.3ffi 2.929
2.058 1.928 2486
rJt3 rJ77 2.158
1.624 nn 2.159
1.819 1.925 2.196

1.889 1.800 2429
1.824 2.000 2.143
2.136 2.û0 2.429
r.905 2.167 2250
1.557 r.500 r.760
r.868 2.300 2.567
r.890 1.616 2.050
t.&7 1.575 1.930
r.454 r.725 2.000
1973 1.738 2J40

2.141 2.455 3.000
2.L29 2.5û 2J03
2.430 2.5W 3.024
2354 2.3ffi 3.184
1.659 1.700 r.880
2.y6 2:tû 3.050
2.074 1.844 2340
r.sffi r.467 LJ72
r.gM 1.909 238/.
2.038 2.W 2300

2.039 2.067 2.654
2.028 2.333 25W
2.137 2.067 2.576
2.135 2.190 2.500
r.455 1557 1.514
1.853 1900 2.169
1.910 r.62 1.888

1.661 1.600 L.9L9
rJ74 1.875 2.030

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
L982
1981
1980
L979
r978

Region ll

1.49r r.362
1.418 1.353
r.729 r.585
1.351 1389
r.120 r.014
1222 r.202
r.299 0.954
Lr16 0.803
1.076 0.870
1.?ß2 0.970

1.265 1.188
1225 1.208
L.215 1.000
1.136 1.035
1.r05 0.868
0.806 0.800
t.L54 0.742
1.116 0.893

1987
1986
1985
rgu
1983
1982
1981
r980
r979
1978

Region 12

198

1.076 0.710
1.282 r.U3

1.333 L.295
t.yz l.4ll
ß45 1.359
1.401 1.342
0.901 0.784
1.31r L252
1.196 1.110

0.968 0.679
r.027 0.855
1.215 r.029

L.329 1.115
1.281 1.107
1.257 r.158
r.207 r.075
0.822 0.714
1.071 0.807
L.Mz 0.720
0.968 0.821
1.027 0.848

L987
1986
r985
1984
1983
1982
1981

1980
r979

Source: lvfanioba Agriculture Yea¡book (Various Years).



Five Year Average of Prices for Selected Crops V/ithin Manitoba

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983

100.00
97.00

148.00
r72.W
t74.N

verase 138.20

Source: Manitoba Agriculture. Manitoba Agriculture Yearbook L987.
(a) Soybean Price Quoted by CSP Foods, Altona.

62.50 255.00
75.00 197.00
96.00 266.00

121.00 351.00
120.00 383.00

Flax Corn Sunflower Oats

19s.00 92.W
173.00 92.00
265.00 120.00
317.00 140.00
323.00 130.00

254.60 114.80 2s9.80 94.10 17r.66 18.98

202.00 89.s0
209.00 74.00
230.00 88.00
360.00 109.00
298.00 110.00

15.00
15.90
2t.00
22.00
21.00

117.00
96.07

111.70
126.93
t40.46

\o\o


